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1

Introduc Lon

In this study Afrikaans reduplication IS analyzed in the
Galilean style. Reduplication in Afrikaans has conventionally been taken to be a process that forms expressions
such as those underscored in (1)(a)-(k).

(1)

(a)

Die kinders drink bottels-bottels limonade.
the children drink bottles bottles lemonade
"the children drink bottles and bottles of lemonade."

(b)

Hulle speel weer bal - bal.
they play again ball ball
"They are playing their ball game again."

(c)

ent
Die pad was ent
sleg.
the road was stretch stretch bad
"The road was bad in some (scattered) stretches."

Cd)

Sy kruk
kruk stadig oor
die woelige straat.
she crutch crutch slowly ac ro s s the busy
street
"She moves slowly on her crutches across the busy
street. "

(e)

Die dokter vat - vat aan die swelsel.
the doctor touch touch on the swelling
"The doctor tentatively feels the swell ing a couple
of times."

ef)

Die lecu loop brul-brul weg.
the lion walk roar roar away
"Roaring repeatedly, the lion walks away,"

(g)

Hulle eet dik - dik
snye
brood.
they eat thick thick slices bread
"They eat thumping thick slices of bread."

(h)

Sy het amper - amper haar been gebreek.
she has nearly nearly her leg broken
"She very nearly broke her leg."
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( i)

Die ongeluk het hier-hier
gebeur.
.
the accident has here here happened·
"The accident happened right here."

(j )

op.
Hy dra
tien-tien boeke die trap
he carry ten ten books the stairs up
"He carries the books up the stairs ten at a time. "

(k)

Die bulle s to rmd r i e - d r i e deur
die hek.
the bulls charge three three through the gate
"The bulls are charging through the gate three at
a time."

As a productive means of word formation, Afrikaans reduplication is a phenomenon of extraordinary complexity, from
both the synchronic and the genetic points of view. This
is the conclusion that seems to emerge from conventional
analyses such as those by Scholtz (1963), Botha (1964), Kempen (1969), and RaiJt (1981). From the synchronic point of
view Afrikaans reduplication, on these analyses, is a process that applies to forms representing a variety of lexical
categories. These include nouns (as in (1) (a), (b), (c),
and (d)), verbs (as in (1) (e), and (f)), adjectives (as in
(1)(g)), adverbs (as in (1) (h) and (i)), and numerals (as in
(l)(j) and (k)). The process, moreover, creates diverse
types of exocentric forms: adverbs based on nouns (as in
(1)(c)), verbs based on nouns (as in (l)(d)), adverbs based
on verbs (as in (1) (f)), and adverbs based on numerals (as
in (1) (k)), to mention only a few. And on such conventional
analyses the meanings said to be expressed by reduplication
in Afrikaans are stunningly diverse. These include, amongst
others, "considerable numer" (as in (1) (a)), "limited number'
and "distribution" (as in (1) (c)), "iteration" (as in (1) (e)
and (f)), "simultaneityll (as in (1) (f)), "intensity" (as in
(1) (g) and (h)), "collectivity" and "serial ordering" (as in
(1)(j) and (k)), and lIemphasis" (as in (1)(i)).
In some
cases (as in (1)(b)) reduplication has been claimed not to
express any cognitive or referential meaning at all. In
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sum, then, conventional analyses characterize Afrikaans reduplication as an uncommonly complex process, both formally and
sema.ntically. In order to "account" for the presumed formal
and semantic complexities of Afrikaans reduplication, the
conventional analyses, being nongener~tive, have set up elaborate taxonomies.
Within a general-linguistic perspective, however, the conclusion that Afrikaans reduplication is such a highly complex
phenomenon synchronically does not necessarily ring true.
There are different kinds of evidence that, as a property of
language in general, reduplication constitutes one of the
simpler, more natural means df word formation. Thus, reduplication is generally used as a means of word formation in
reduced,simplified types of language (known also as simplified registers) such as baby-talk, foreigner talk, broken
language ahd pidgins. 1 ) In addition reduplication is a means
of word formation that manifests a measure of iconicity:
form and meaning resemble each other in a quantitative
respect, which isto say that the form of reduplications is
in a sense non-arbitrary or motivated. So the complexity of
reduplication in Afrikaans appears to be In conflict with
the relative simplicity of reduplication as a means of word
for~ation in language in general.
This brings us to the grammatical or language-specific concern of the present study. It will argue that the synchronic
complexity of Afrikaans reduplication is in fact in the eye
of the beholder. Specifically, this study will present a
lexicalist analysis of Afrikaans reduplication that postulates one formation rule and one interpretation rule only,
both of ~hich are quite simple and general. As regards the
formation rule, it will be shown that much of the apparent
formal complexity of Afrikaans reduplication disappears if
this rule is (a) made subject to certain general conditions
on word formation rules, and (b) applied ln conjunction with
other rules of Afr i kaans g rarnrnar. Bo th th e former cond itions and the latter rules have to be postulated independently
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of an analysis of Afrikaans reduplication. A parallel argument will be pTesented for the interpretation rule. Specifically, it will be shown that the semantics of Afrikaans
reduplication become quite transparent if this rule is allowed to interact (a) with other aspects of the semantic
structure of Afrikaans, and (b) with general principles of
conceptual structure. The main grammatical thesis of this
study, then, is that Afrikaans reduplication is really a
quite simple phenomenon.
This study has a general-linguistic concern too:
to establish what may be learned from a descriptively adequate
grammar of Afrikaans reduplication (a) about languageindependent principles of word formation, and (b) about the
way in which general principles of semantic or conceptual
structure are manifested in the meaning~ of a certain class
of morphologically complex words, viz. Afrikaans redup1ications. In its concern with the former principles of word
formation, the analysis of reduplication presented in this
study is related to such recent analyses of reduplication
as those by Carrier (1979), McCarthy (1979,1981), Lieber
(1981), Marantz (1982) and Thomas-Flinders (1983).
The
postulated general principles of semantic or conceptual
structure on which the present analysis of the semantics of
Afrikaans reduplications hinges, will be shown to be compatible with Jackendoff's (1983) new theory of meaning and
conceptual structur~.
In pursuing both its language-specific and its language-independent concerns, the study will
attempt "to make the minimal special assumptions or statements about reduplication", to take over a recent formulation of Marantz's (1982:436). The use of exotic theoretical devices will be consistently avoided: the need for
such devices will be taken as symptomatic of insufficient
understanding of the phenomenon under consideration.
A third general concern of this study is a metascientific
one. Some recent work in generative syntax bears the hallmark of what has been called "the Galilean style".
In
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(Botha 1982:42) I argued that the latter expression may be
used, with certain Teservations~ to denote a mode of linguistic inquiry that entails the following:

(2)

(a)

To make progress in the scientific study of language (and mind), we should set, as the fundamental aim of inquiry, depth of understanding in
restricted areas --- and not gross coverage of
data.

(b)

To get serious inquiry started, we should make
radical abstractions and idealizations in defIning the initial scope of the inquiry.

(c)

To capture the desired understanding or insight,
we need unifying, principled theories deductively removed (perhaps far removed) from the primary
problematic data.

(d)

To keep up the momentum of the inquiry, we should
adopt an attitude of epistemological tolerance.
towards promising theories that are threatened by
still unexplained or apparently negative data.

claimed, moreover, that this style of inquiry, as practised
by leading generative syntacticians, could not yet be extended to morphological and semantic analysis. This claim was
based on the observation that morphology and semantics at the
time lacked the kinds of generalizations that could lead to
the formulation of genuine unifying principles. The work
that I have since done on Afrikaans reduplication, however,
has led me to believe that it is now possible to achieve a
significant measure of theoretical unificati~n in morphological and semantic analysis. Both the theory of formation
and the theory of interpretation to be developed in the following sections will be shown to have considerable unifying
power.
The metascientific concern of this study, then, is
to provide an illustration of how morphological and semantic
analysis may be pursued In the Galilean style. 2 )
I

As to the genetic point of view, the fact that Afrikaans
makes extensive use of lexically diverse types of reduplication has been considered a major problem in conventional
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studies such as those noted above.

These studies have

assumed that Afrikaans is a language that developed from
Dutch dialects spoken at the Cape ln the seventeenth century.
Yet, in the case of various types of Afrikaans reduplication
for example, those illustrated in (1) (c), (f) and (k)
there is no evidence at all of their use by the dialect
speakers who were at the Cape at the time when Afrikaans
was coming into being.
In addition, reduplications of these
types are unacceptable in Modern Standard Dutch and have, on
those grounds, been labelled "un-Dutch" in some of these
studies.
It has been claimed in fact that there is no IndoGermanic language that even approaches Afrikaans in its use
'
.
\)
·
o f re d uplicatlon
as a pro d
uctlve
means of word formatlon.-

Certain scholars have assigned the "un-Dutch" types of
Afrikaans reduplication the status of products of creolization --- reflecting the influence of Creole Portuguese,
Malay dialects or some other (substratum) language(s) on the
4
seventeenth-century Dutch dialects spoken at the Cape. ) It
has been claimed, for example, that Malay has types of reduplication that are similar to, and that gave rise to, the
"un-Dutch" types found in Afrikaans. This "creole" account
of the origin of the latter forms has been treated with considerable reservation in the most influential of the conventional studies, however. Kempen (1969), for example, is
highly skeptical about it. And Scholtz (1963), though not
rejecting all versions of this account out of hand, finds it
necessary to invoke a notion of "spontaneous origin" to
"explain" the genesis of the "un-Dutch" types of Afrikaans
reduplication. Thus, for certain types of Afrikaans reduplication, conventional studies have not been able either to
S
establish a "Dutch" origin or to accept a "creole" origin. )
From a genetic point of view, then, Afrikaans reduplication
also appears to be a phenomenon of considerable complexity.
The question of the genesis of Afrikaans reduplication, unfortunately, cannot be dealt with at all within the confines
of the present study.

It may be noted, though, that the
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synchronic analysis presented in this study has obvious implications for the study of the genesis of this word formation process. Specifically, this study reveals that conventional studies of the origin of Afrikaans reduplication
proceeded from descriptively inadequate synchronic analyses
of the phenomenon. That is to say, these studies attempted
to unravel the origin and developmental history of a phenomenon whose nature and properties they seriously misunderstood. These studies, moreover, were not carried out within
the framework of an adequate general theory of language
contact. It is therefore not unreasonable to expect that,
on further investigation, the diachronic complexity of
Afrikaans reduplication too will turn out to be illusory.
This complexity may be no more than a function of attempts
to trace the origin and development of a phenomenon that
belongs to the realm of- the unreal.
This brings us to the organization of the present study.
In addition to this, introductory, section it contains four
more sections. Whereas§2 presents a (synchronic) analysis of the formation of Afrikaans reduplications, §3
develops an analysis of the semantics of these forms.
§4 deals with th~ manner in which these analyses tie In
with each other. The concluding section, §S, retrospectively considers the respects in which both analyses
instantiate the Galilein style of linguistic inquiry.
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2

Formation
Out line

2. 1

To account for the formal properties of AfTikaans reduplications the theory to be developed below has to express the
following generalization:
Afrikaans reduplications are words formed by the
copying of words.

(3)

This generalization may be expressed by means of two hypotheses:
the rule stated informally in (4) (a)
or less
informally in (4) (b)
and the status specification
in (5).

(4)

(5)

(a)

Copy

Dc.

(b)

DC.

-~

1.

[ex.1 Dc.]
1

(4) is a word formation rule.

It will be argued below that,

if the formation rule (4) IS
applied in conjunction with other, independently motivated
rules of Afrikaans grammar and if, moreover, it is made subject to certain independently motivated general linguistic
conditions, only a minimum of additional language-specific
assumpt ions arc needed to account for the formal propert ies
of Afrikaans reduplications. Moreover, if word formation
rules (or WFRs) are formally distinct from other formation
rules, then (5) need not be stipulated as a separate claim
in the grammar of Afrikaans.
The justification for the theory of the formation of Afrikaans reduplications to be presented in subsequent paragraphs has two basic components, each complementary to the
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other. On the one hand this theory has highly desirable
conceptual properties: it provides insight into what appears
to be a bewilderingly complex phenomenon by reducing its
apparent complexity to a minimal number of unifying hypotheses that are both simple and general. On the other hand the
theory has highly desirable empirical credentials: it im~
plies correct consequences. That is, the hypotheses (4) and
(5), in conjunction with other, independently required
language-specific and language-independent assumptions, make
correct predictions about the properties of a natural class
of Afrikaans morphologically complex words.

2.2

Category type of reduplications

Let us begin by considering the theory's predictions about
the category type of reduplicationsaswholes, i.e., the
category type of [ex:. i OC i ]
Hypothesis (5) states that
the rule (4) is a word formation rule. The theory therefore predicts that

(6)

Afrikaans reduplications have the status of
(morphologically complex) words. 6 )

This prediction may be tested under the standard assumption
that morphologically complex words are characterized by a
property that may be called "internal integrity": certain
grammatical processes may apply to words as wholes but not
to the constituents of words. This generally held assumption may be formulated somewhat more precisely as "The
Morphological Island Constraint".

(7)

The individual constituents of morphologically
complex words are not accessible to inflectional,
derivational or syntactic processes. 7 )
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This condition accounts for the fact that reordering the
constituents of morphologically complex words or interrupting them by the i~sertion of other elements results in
strings that are ill-formed.
Considered against this background, the prediction (6) is
borne out by the fact that individual constituents of
Afrikaans reduplications cannot be inflected or syntactically modified and, as a result, separated from each other
by intervening elements. Thus, whereas the reduplication
ent-ent as a whole can be inflected with the plural suffix
-e, its individual constituents --- e.g. the first one --c;nnot be so inflected: 8 )

(8)

(a)

ent
Die pad was ent
sleg
the road was stretch stretch bad

(b)

Die pad was Cent
ent] + E
the road was [stretch stretch]

(c)

Die
the

pad was *[ent + E ]
road was [stretch + es]

+

[= (l)(c)]

es

sleg
bad

ent
sleg
stretch bad

Again,the reduplication voel-voel as a whole can be inflected with the past tense prefix ~, but its individual
constituents --- e.g. the second one --- cannot be so inflected.

(9)

(a)

Die dokter va t - vat aan die swelsel. [= (1) (e) ]
the doctor touch touch on the swelling

(b)

Die dokter het aan die swelsel GE + [vat - va tJ .
the doctor has on the swelling AFFIX + [tooch touch]

(c)

Die dokter het aan die swe Ise 1 *vat -,[GE + vat],
the docter has on the swelling touch [AFFIX + touch]

In (8) (c) and (9)(c) the affixes separate the constituents
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of the reduplications and cause the resulting strings to be
ill-formed. This ill-formedness·c~n be explained on the
assumption that reduplications are complex words whose internal integrity may not be violated. The ill-formedness
of the strings in (8) (c) and (9) (c) therefore bears out the
prediction (6).
The prediction that Afrikaans reduplications have the status
of (morphologically complex) words is borne out also by the
fact thit individual constituents of these reduplications
cannot he modified syntactically.
For example, whereas
the reduplication amper-amper as a whole can be modified by
so, its second constituent cannot take this modifier.

( 10 ) ( a )

SY he t amp e r - amp e r h a arb e eng e b r e e k.
she has nearly nearly her leg broken

[=

(1)

(h) ]

(b)

Sy het so amper - amper haar been gebreek.
she has so nearly nearly her leg broken

(c)

Sy het *amper - [so amper] haar been gebreek.
she has nearly [so nearly] her leg broken

To assess the acceptability of a string such as (10)(c), the
reduplication with the internal modifier must be spoken with
the tempo and the stress pattern that typically distinguish"
reduplications from lexically related syntactic repetitions.
That is, the reduplication must be spoken at a fast tempo
without any marked pause between the constituents, and constituents must be evenly stressed. g) Spoken with heavy
emphasis on both the first and the second amper and with a
marked pause between the first amper and so, (to) (c) is
acceptable.
The constituent with these properties is not a
word, however, but a syntactic phrase.
In the syntactic
phrase amper, so. arnper (meaning "nearl y, so nearly"), the
repetition of amper has the function of emphasizing the
semantic content of amper. In the word amper-amper the
reduplication of amper has the function of intensifying the
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expre s 5 ion

0

f

the not ion

"nea rl yf'.

The prediction that Afrikaans reduplications are (morphologically complex) words can be checked against a second set
of data.
In Afrikaans both morphologically simple and
morphologically complex words may constitute bases for
(further) word formation. Taken in conjunction with this
generalization, the prediction (6) implies the further claim
that Afrikaans reduplications can constitute bases for other
word formation processes. And this claim is correct, as is
indicated by (11)(b), (12)(b), and (13)(b), in which the
underscored derived words are based on the reduplications
in (11)(a), (12)(a), and (13)(a) respectively.
(1 1 ) (a)

(b)

Die dokter vat - va t aan die swe I se I .
the doctor touch touch on the swelling
Die dokter se GE ... [vat - vat]
the doctor 's AFFIX ... [touch touch J
sel
ling

aan die swelon the swel-

ontstel hom.
upset
him

"The way the doctor repeatedly/tentatively
touches the swelling upsets him."
(12) (a)

(b)

(13) (a)

Hy ste ier dronk-dronk die kamer b inne.
he stagger drunk drunk the room into
"He staggers drunkenly into the room."
Hy steier [dronk-dronk] +. ERIG d te kamer binnc.
he stagger [drunk drunk] + AFFIX the room into
"He staggers slightly drunkenly into the room."

Die hond knor - knor vir die besoeker
the dog growl growl for the visitor
"Th e dog g row 1 s rep eat e d 1 Y a t t he vis ito r . "
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(b)

Die [knor - knorJ + DERY van die hond maak hom bang.
the [grOWl grOWl J+ AfFIX of the dog make him afraid
"He IS frightened by the way the dog keeps growling."

Afrikaans reduplications can be used as constituents of compounds too, as is indicated by the forms underscored In
(14)-(16).

( 14) (a)

(b)

(15)

Hulle speel weer bal - bal.
they play again ball ball

L= (1)(b)]

Hulle verander die [bal - balJ + re~ls elke dag.
the [ball ball] + rules every day
they change
"They change the ru Ie s of the ball game every day."

(a)

Sy het amrer - amEer haar been gehreek.
she has nearly nearly her leg broken

(b)

sterf mense nie In
Gelukkig
people not In
fortunately die
ongelukke
accidents

Camper - amper]
[nearly nearly]

+
+

nie.
not

"Fortunately, people are not killed in near accidents."
(16) Ca)

(b)

op. [=
Hy dra
tien-tien boeke die trap
he carries ten ten books the stairs up

(1) (k) ]

Moenie
van die [tien-tien] + ~atroon afwyk nie.
mu 5 t no t from the [ten ten ] + pat tern deviate not.
"Don't deviate from the ten-at-a-time-pattern."

Note that the fact that Afrikaans reduplications may constitute bases of derived words and compounds shows up an aspect
of the interrelatedness of the formation rule (4) on the
one hand and Afrikaans affixation and compounding rules on
the other hand:
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(17)

(Assuming that all these rules are in the same
component of the grammar,) the formation
rule (4) must be capable of feeding the affixation and compounding rules.

The question arises, of course, whether the formation
rule (4), in tum, is fed by the other types of morphological
rules, and, moreover, whether the formation rule feeds
itself too. To these questions we will turn in §§Z.3 and
2.8 below.

2.3

Category type of bases

We come now to the category type of the forms on which reduplications are based, i.e. the category type of 0<....
Recall once more that hypothesis (5) states that the rule of
Afrikaans reduplication is a word formation rule. Following
Aronoff (1976:21), lexicalist morphologists have assumed a
general constraint on WFRs that may be called "The Word-base
Constraint".10)

(18)

All regular word formation processes are word-based.

This formulation of the constraint entails that a new word
is formed by applying a regular WFR to a single word. 11 )
Both units smaller than words, e.g., stems and roots, and
units larger than words, e.g., syntactic phrases, are precluded by (18) as possible bases for word formation. 12 ) In
conjunction with (18), the hypothesis (5) has the following
consequence.

(19)

The bases to which the rule of Afrikaans reduplication applies must be words.

This prediction is borne out by the facts.
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Segments of words cannot be reduplicated in Afrikaans.
i s why Kemp en ( 1 9 n~)), in L- 0 In pili n g h i 5 ] a r gee 0 r pUS 0 r

Th is

reduplications used in literary Afrikaans, found a mere
handful of "redup1icat:ions" in which one of the constituents
represents only a part of the other.

( 20 )

g1 i m

-

[g 1 i m

+

1 a g]

gleam
gleam
laugh
"smile faintly"
struik
struike1end
(meaningless
stumbling
segment)
"stumbling badly"
[die + se1fdeJ - se1fde
the
same
same
"the very same"

Kempen (1969:180) is at pains to point out that forms such
as (20) are unique, representing literary devices used by an
author whose "language" is not "perfect Afrikaans". Parts
of words --- e.g., syllables, non-syllabic sound sequences,
morphemic constituents, etc. --- cannot be reduplicated in
spoken Afrikaans either. 13 )
In testing the prediction that Afrikaans reduplications are
word-based, a particular distinction has to be kept in mind,
namely the distinction between reduplication and onomatopoeic
repetition. According to Marchand (1969:81), the latter
phenomenon involves the "repetition of non-independent expressive signs" and is illustrated by the English clap-clap
(of hoofs), click-click Cof a needle), chuff-chuff (of an
engine), etc. Viewed against the background of the distinction between reduplication and onomatopoeic repetition,
forms such as those underscored in (21) are not counterexamples to the claim that Afrikaans reduplications are
word-based.
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(21)

(a)

Tinktinkie
sit op die heining.
3 grass-warbler sit on the fence
"A grass-warbler sits on the fence."

(b)

booms tarn
nes.
Die hoe:e-hoeE maak in die hoI
the hoopoe
makes In the hollow tree trunk nest
"The hoopoe is building its nest In the hollow

'n

tree trunk."
(c)

nes.
Die dj~E-djaEEie maak in die vyeboom
the thrush
make In the fig tree nest
"The th rush bu il ds its nest In the fig tree. II

The repeated constituents
tink, hoeE and ~ --- of the
underscored forms in (21) are not used as independent words
in Afrikaans. But then, as is clear from Kempen's (1969:
248ff.) discussion of forms such as the underscored ones,
their primary function is onomatopoeic and they do not have
the properties typical of reduplications. An onomatopoeic
form may of course be a possible independent word and thus
constitute a base for reduplication. We will return to this
point in §2.5 below.
Note that the prediction (19) does not restrict the bases of
Afrikaans reduplication to morphologically simple words. On
the contrary, it expresses the claim that mor~hologically
complex words can be reduplicated too. The essence of this
claim lS correct: inflected words, derived words, and comTo
pounds may form bases of the formation rule (4) •
begin with inflected words, we may now glance back at (1) (a)
to observe that the base of bottels-bottels is the infl ected
word bottel + S (= "bottle" + PLURAL);
the underscored
nominal reduplications in (22) (a)-(c) are likewise based on
words inflected for plural.
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( 22)

(a)

Uit

die lug sien jy

from the air see

[heuwel

you

hill

+

S]-[heuwel + S]
PLUR hill + PLUR
+

net waar jy kyk.
just where you look
"From the air one sees hill upon hill wherever one
looks."
(bJ

Hy het [ hap + E ] - [ hap + E ] afgC'sluk.
he has bite + PLUR bite + PLUR down swallowed
"He gulped the stuff down by the mouthful."

(c J

Die pad was [ ent + E ]
[ ent + E ] sleg.
the road was stretch + PLUR stretch + PLUR bad
"The road was bad in. quite a few stretches."

-

Turning to another lexical class, we next observe that Afrikaans has adjectival redupl ations that are based on superlatives also formed by means of inflection.
(23) (a)

Net die [ ryk + STE ]
only the rich + SUPERL
kan
can

ryk + STE 1 mense
rich + SUPERL people

-[

gaan.
go

"Only the very richest people can go."
(b)

Hy kweek die
moo~
+ STE
mooi + SIE
proteas.
he grows the lovely + SUPERL lovely + SUPERL pro teas
"He grows ever such lovely proteas. tI

To say that Afrikaans reduplications can be based on inflected forms is, of course, not to say that all reduplications
based on inflected forms are acceptable. To this point I
return in §4 below.
Derived words and compounds may also serve as bases for the
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rule (4) of Afrikaans reduplication. The reduplications in
(24) have derived words as bases; those in (25) are based
on compounds.
(24) (a)

(25)

Hulle speel [voet +JIE] -[voet ...

JIE] .
they play foot + DIM
foot + DIM (where
DIM = diminutive suffix)
"They playa courting game with their feet."

(b)

Hy [HER ... kOu] - [HER ... kOu] nag aan die an twoord.
he RE + chew
RE + chew still on the reply
"He is still ruminating over the reply."

(c)

[Moed + ELOOSl - [ moed + ELOOS] skud hy sy kop.
courage + LESS
courage + LESS shake he his head
"He shakes his head in utter discouragement."

(a)

[Skeeps +vragte]-[skeeps + vragte] masjinerie
ship + loads
ship + loads
machinery

l~

lie

op die kaai.
on the quay
"Any number of shiploads of machinery are lying
on the quay."
(b)

(c)

Hy loop [stywe + beenJ-[stywe + been] die straat af.
he walks stiff + leg
stiff + leg the street down
"He goes down the street, his leges) as stiff as
anything,"
[Net

+

nouJ-[net

+

nou] val· jy

van die stoel af.

just + now just + now fall you of the chair off
"Careful, or the next thing you know you'll be
falling off the chair."
(d)

Die kinders

speel [ tand + arts ]-[ tand + arts].

the children play tooth doctor
tooth doctor
"The children are playing 'at the dentist's'."
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The discussion above, in fact, sheds light on a second aspect
of the way in which Afrikaan~ reduplication is interrelated
14)
with other word formation rules of the language:
(26)

The rules of inflection, derivation, and compounding must be able to feed the formation rule (4).

Note that (26), like (17), does not specify that the formation rule (4) can or cannot feed itself. This appears to
be an ad hoc omission, a point that will be taken up again in
§Z.8 below.
We still have to consider the second part of the prediction
(19), i.e. the part that excludes units larger than words
from the category of possible bases of the Afrikaans formation rule (4). This part, too, is borne out by the relevant data. Though syntactic phrases may, for emphasis, be
repeated to form more complex syntactic units, they cannot
be reduplicated in Afrikaans to form morphologically complex
words. Thus, whereas the underscored strings in (27)(b) and
(28)(b) are well-formed as syntactic phrases, they are unacceptable as reduplications.

(27)

(a)

(b)

(28) (a)

(b)

snye
brood.
Hulle eet baie dik
they eat very thick slices bread
"They eat very th ick slices of bread."
Hulle eet [baie dik ] -Lbaie dik ] snye
brood.
they eat [very th ick] -[ very thick] slices bread
Ons beleef
moe i1 ike t}'e.
we experience difficult times
"We are experiencing difficult times."
Ons beleef
we

[moe i1 ike

tye ] -[ moe i 1 ike

tye] .

expe rience [difficult times] [difficul t times]
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Pronounced with a heavy stress on the appropriate constituents and a distinct pause between them, the underscored
forms of (27) (b) and (28) (b) can be used to emphasize or
dramatize the content of the corresponding unrepeated
phrases of (27) (a) and (28) (a). The underscored forms in
(27)(a) and (28) (a), however, cannot be pronounced at a
fast rate with non-emphatic stress --- i.e., with the phonetic form of reduplications --- to express intensity or increased quantity.
One last point: there is no need for the formation rule (4)
to stipulate that it takes words as bases only. This stipulation is provided for by the language-independent Word-base
Cons traint (18).

2.4

Category type of constituents

With respect to category type, Afrikaans reduplications may
be characterized as words formed by the reduplication of
words. But what is the category type of the constituents
of these reduplications? Must the category status of Word
be assigned to the constituents too? What, for example, is
the category status of the left-hand constituent ent and the
right-hand constituent ent of the reduplication ent-ent in
(l)(c), or that of the left-hand constituent vat and the
right-hand constituent vat of the reduplication vat-vat in
(1)(e)?
In the case of these questions, too, the answer can be derived from the formation theory of Afrikaans reduplication.
Recall that the status assigned on this theory to reduplications as wholes is that of morphologically complex words.
And in conjunction with the independently motivated Morphological Island Constraint (7) this theory makes the following
prediction:
(29)

The constituents of Afrikaans reduplications do
not have the status of words.
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It is a property of Afrikaans words that they may constitute
bases for (further) word formation. But the Morphological
Island Constraint makes the constituents of reduplications
--- which are complex words on our theory --- inaccessible
to inflectional, derivational and syntactic processes.
Hence, it is predicted that these constituents will not be
words.
The prediction (29) is correct. For example, en! as an independent word may be inflected for plural by the suffixation
of -e, giving ent+E. And ent may also constitute a base for
the diminutivization rule that affixes a form of the suffix
in the case of ent. But
- ie to nouns, gIvIng ent+JIE
neither of the constituents of the reduplication ent-cnt can
receive the plural or the diminutive suffix.
(30)

(a)

Die pad was *[ent + E]-ent sleg.

(b)

Die pad was *ent-[ent + E] sleg.

(c)

Die pad was *[ent + JIEJ-ent sleg.

(d)

Die pad was *ent-[ent + JIE] sleg.

[= (8) (c)]

And, consonant with the prediction (29), neither constituent
of the reduplication vat-vat can be a base for the rule affixing the past participle prefix ~- to verbs.

(31)

(a)
(b)

Die dokter het aan die swelsel *[GE-vatJ-vat.
Die dokter het aan die swelsel *vat-[GE-vat].

[=

(9)(c)]

Again we see that, in conjunction with an independently motivated general-linguistic constraint on WFRs, the theory of
the formation of Afrikaans reduplication (4)-(5) makes correct predictions about the formal properties of Afrikaans
reduplications. Observe, incidentally, that the prediction
(29) does not express the claim that affixes, whether inflectional or derivational, cannot occur inside reduplications.
As is predicted by the theory --- cf. (22), (23), (24) above
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--- affixes may occur inside reduplications if such affixes
are constituents of the input bases to which the rule of reduplication (4) applies.

2.5

Lexical category of bases

In §2.3 it was shown why the Afrikaans formation rule (4)
does not need to specify the category type of the bases
(Dc's) to which it applies. That these bases have to be words
is a consequence of the independent Word-base Constraint (18).
The question now is whether the formation rule (4) needs to
be elaborated so as to stipulate the lexical categories of
the words ((X's) to which it may apply. Fortunately, this
is not necessary: these lexical categories are specified by
means of a general principle, the"Open Category Constraint".
(32)

The Afrikaans reduplication rule (4) applies
(a) to words of all open lexical categories, and
(b) to words of open lexical categories only

The term "open (lexica 1) ca te gory" ha s been used con ven t ionally to denote all (lexical) categories to which new members
may be added and whose membership, consequently, cannot be
specified exhaustively by means of a fixed list. 15 )
Open lexical categories are extended primarily by the addition of morphologically complex words formed by means of
general word formation processes such as compounding, affixation, conversion, etc. Secondarily, however, these categories also acquire new members in the form of borrowings,
blends, clippings, acronyms, etc.'6)
In Afrikaans the open lexical categories are Noun, Verb,
Adjective, Adverb and Numeral. Accordingly, the all (= (a))
clause of the Open Category Constraint, on the one hand,
has the consequence that the formation rule (4)
must be
able to take nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs and numerals
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as bases. That this consequence is correct is indicated by
(33)-(37), in which the underscored reduplications are based
on nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and numerals respec.
1 7)
tIvely.

(33)

(a)

Uit die lug sien jy heuwels-heuwels net waar
from the air see you hills
just where
hills

[== (22)(a)J

jy kyk.
you look

"From the air one sees numerous hills wherever one
looks."
(b)

Hulle speel elke dag tal-tal.
they play every day top-top
"They play every day (at) tops every day."

(c)

Sakke-sakke meel ~ord afgelaai.
bags bags flour are off loaded
"Bags and bags of flour are unloaded."

(34) (a)

(b)

(c)

Boomer lek - lek die wand.
Boomer lick lick the wound
"Boomer tentatively licks the wound a couple of
times."
Die donderrammel-ramrnel in die verte.
the thunder rumble rumble In the distance
"A continual rumb1e of thunder may be heard in
the distance."
Hy skop-skop teen

die deur.

he kick kick against the door
"He gIves the doo r a few expl ora tory kicks."
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(35)

(a)

Dit is 'n swart-swart dag in ons geskiedenis.
it is a black black day in our history
"It is one of the very blackest days in our
history."

(b)

Diep-diep lyne loop oar
haar voorkop.
deep deep lines run across her forehead
,oDeep lines cut into her brow."

(c)

Die sa~Eigste-saEEigste happies 1S vir die gaste.
the juiciest juiciest t i tb its are for the guests
"The most mouth -wa te ring of the titbits are for
the guests. "

(36) (a)

Die ongeluk het hier-hier gebeur.
the accident has here here happened
'"The accident happened right here."

(b)

Hulle pak die taak saam saam
aan.
they set the task together together to
"They tackle the job very much as a joint effort."

(c)

Die portier maak vaak
die deur oop.
the porter make sleepy sleepy the door open
"The porter, slow with sleep, opens the doo r . "

(37) (a)

Hy ontvang drie - drie studente op 'n keer.
he receive three three students at a time
"He receives the students in groups of thTee at
a time."

(b)

die hek.
Vlf - vrf skape bars deur
five-five sheep burst through the gate
"The sheep are bursting through the gate five at
a time."
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(c)

sewe - sewe huis toe gestuur.
Die kinders IS
the children were seven seven home to sent
"The children were sent hom in groups of seven."

On the other hand, in terms of the only (= (b)) clause, the
Open Category Constraint entails that the formation rule
(4) cannot apply to words that are members of closed lexical
categories. This consequence is correct too: conjunctions,
determiners, prepositions, particles. etc. arc not regularly
reduplicated In Afrikaans. This, of course, is not to say
that members of such closed categories cannot be repeated
deliberately to create deviant forms for special (literary)
purposes or that members of closed categories cannot be involved,as constituents of phrases,in syntactic repetition.
Kempen (1969:249) has claimed that reduplication is permissible
in the case of interjections. Theories of generative syntax
and morphology have not, however, assigned interjections the
status of a lexical category. And even if we were to assume
the existence of a lexical category of interjections, Kempen's
claim that interjections may be reduplicated would not bear
on the Open Category Constraint (32). This is so because the
forms furnished by Kempen in support of his claim should not
be analyzed as reduplicated interjections.
Indeed, one subset of these forms should not be analyzed as the products of
(morphological) reduplication at all, namely forms such as
those in (21) --- that is, tinktinkie, hoep-hoep, ~
djappie. As was argued In §Z.3 above, these forms should
be analyzed as products of the repetition of non-independent
expressive signs, the vast majority of which are onomatopoeic.
A second subset of Kempen's forms may be analyzed as reduplications, but not, as reduplications

based on interjec-

tions. This point is illustrated by the underscored forms
in (38).
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(38) (a)

(b)

Die strum - strum van die ghitaar word ver gehoor.
the 'strum' 'strum' of the guitar is
far heard
"Thrummed with a will, the guitar could be heard
far and wide."
Hy gaan met 'n gerusstellende uff - uff langs
'ufP luff' next to
he goes with a comforting
die wyfie si t.
the female sit
"Grunting a reassurance, he sits down next to the
female."

(c)

Hy tweng - tweng en pang - pang aan die snare.
he 'twang' 'twang' and 'pang' 'pang' on the s t ring s
"He was twanging and panging away on the strings."

Corresponding to the reduplications in (38) (a)-(c) are the
unreduplicated forms underscored in (39)(a)-(c) respectively.
(39) (a)
(b)
(c)

Die stru~ van die ghitaar word ver gehoor.
Hy gaan met 'n gerusstellende uff langs die wyfie sit.
Hy tweng en ~ aan die snare.

strum in (39)(a) and uff in (39)(b) are nouns; tweng and
~ in (39) (c) are verbs. 18 ) On the simplest analysis, one
not imputing undesirable exocentricity to the Afrikaans lexicon, the reduplications strum-strum, uff-uff, tweng-tweng and
pang-pang have the noun strum, the noun uff, the verb tweng
and the verb ~ as their respective bases. There is no
obvious advantage in claiming that the bases of those reduplications are the interjections strum, uff, tweng and ~
respectively. Kempen, in fact, does not provide any justification for this claim.
In sum: the forms analyzed by Kempen as reduplications based
on interjections should be reanalyzed either as products of
the repetition of non-independent expressive signs or as redu-
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plications based on non-interjections. That is, his analysis
does not support the claim that interjections are regularly'
reduplicated in Afrikaans.
We still have to consider the status of the Open Category
Constraint within the framework of lexicalist morphology.
To my knowledge, the notion of "open lexical category" does
not play an overt role in any of the recently proposed,
theories of lexicalist morphology. A notion of "major lexical category", however, does. Aronoff (1976:21) has proposed
a constraint on both the input to (i.e., the bases of) and
the ou tpu t 0 f WF Rs
Constraint".19)

(40)

which rna y be ca 11 ed the "Maj or Ca tego ry

Both the new word (formed by a WFR) and the existing one (to which the WFR applies) are members of
major lexical categories.

Aronoff, unfortunately, does not explicate the content of
his notion of "major lexical category". Specifically, he
does not indicate how this notion is related to the notions
of "lexical cat.egory" and "major category" that formed part
of the syntactic theories developed by Chomsky (1965, 1970)
In the sixties and seventies.
In Aspects of the theory of
syhtax (1965:74), Chomsky considered N, V and M to be lexical categories. A major category he defined as "a lexical
category or a category that dominates a string ... X . .. ,
where X is a lexical category". And he took all categories
except Det (and possibly M and Aux) to be major categories.
Chomsky did not, however, operate with a notion of "major
lexical category". So, within the Aspects theory, the content of Aronoff's notion of "major lexical category" is
unclear:
this notion cannot be identical to either of
Chomsky's notions "lexical category" and "major category".
In developing the X-theory, Chomsky proposed in "Remarks on
nominalization" (1970:35, 52) a different set of lexical
20
categories: N, V and A. ) Adding P to this set, Jackendoff
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(1977:31) has

subs~quently

referred to its four members as
"major lexical categories". To the set of "minor lexical
categories" Jackendoff (1972:32-33) had earlier assigned
Adv, Prt, M, Art, Q and Deg (this last being a special class
of adverbs that included so, too, ~,etc.). He assigned
sub-ordinating conjunctions the status of prepositions, along
with sentential complements, but he was unable to find a
place for cbmp1ernentizers and co-ordinating conjunctions
even in his extended system. Aronoff's notion of "major
lexical category", moreover, does not fit well into this ~ys
tern of Jackendoff's. On the one hand, prepositions constitute a major lexical category within Jackendoff's system but
Aronoff (1976), so far as I can determine, does not have
WFRs either applying to or forming prepositions. On the
other hand, adverbs constitute a minor lexical category within Jackendoff's system but Aronoff (1976:92) has a WFR that
takes adverbs as bases (adding the comparative suffix -er
to them) and also a WFR that forms adverbs (by adding the
suffix ~ to adjectives). In sum: neither the intended
extension of Aronoff's notion of "major lexical category"
is clear, nor its status within a principled (Chomskyan)
theory of lexical categories. I return to the status of the
Open Category Constraint within lexicalist morphology in
§2.11
below.
The Open Category Constraint is more general than the formu·lation (32) suggests. Specifically, as formulated in (32)
it appears to be a rule-specific constraint, applicable
to the formation rule (4) only.
As is clear from Kempen's
(1969) study, however, Afrikaans affixation rules #re also
subject to the Open Category Constraint. And the productive
compounding rules of Afrikaans only take hases from open
lexical categories as heads of new compounds. The Open
Category Constraint may therefore be reformulated independently of specific Afrikaans WFRs and types of WFRs.
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(41)

Afrikaans WFRs of all major types apply
(a)
to words of all open lexical categories, and
(b)
to words of open lexical categories only.

The claims expressed by (41) are readily refutable. That is,
given a descriptively adequate analysis of Afrikaans word
formation on which either (41)(a) or (41) (b) IS violated by
one or more WFRs of ~ of the major types --- compounding,
affixatlon or redupl ication --- each such WFR L'ould constitute a counterexample to (41). For example, if all the compounding and reduplication rules of such an analysis obeyed
(41) but some of its affixation rules violated either (41)
(a) or (41)(b), the generalized constraint would clearly be
incorrect. In short, the Open Category Constraint (41) is
no self-confirming hypothesis, immune to refutation. This
would have been the case, to be sure had the notion of
"open lexical category" been so defined as to allow every
major type of WFR to select its own set of open categories.
f

Note that In listing the major types of WFRs to which the
Open Category Constraint applies no explicit reference was
made to rules of zero affixation, conversion or lexical
redundancy. From studies by Kempen (1969) and Theron (1974)
it is clear that Afrikaans makes extensive use of the "same"
words as members of different lexical categories. What is
less clear from these studies, however, is whether a gIven
instance of such "multifunctionality" --- as they call it
--- should be accounted for by means of rules of zero affixation, directionaJ conversion, or lexical redundancy.21)
Neither Kempen's nor Theron's analysis of the lexical "multifunctionality" of Afrikaans words is presented within a
theoretical framework that provides a clear and principled
distinction between zero affixation, directional conversion
and non-directional lexical redundancy. So, without reanalyzing their data in detail, it is difficult to bring their
claims about "multifunctionality" in Afrikaans to bear on
the Open Category Constraint.
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It is not highly plausible that all the cases of "directional
multifunctionality" --- i.e., cases in which a word is a
member of one lexical category primarily and a member of one
or more other lexical categories secondarily only --- that
they claim to exist have to be accounted for by rules of
zero affixation and/or rules of directional conversion.
Even if one were to make this implausible assumption, however, the Open Category Constraint would not be undermined
by the rules of zero affixation and/or conversion required
for this account. Theron's study --- which is the more
detailed of the two --- yields one potentially problematic
case. She (1974:291) presents data which could be accounted
for by rules of zero affixation or conversion that take
(what she calls) interjections as bases for the formation
of adverbs and verbs. The following sets of sentences
illustrate the point: in the (a) sentences the interjection is underscored, in the (b) sentences the corresponding
adverbs, and in the (c) sentences the corresponding verbs.

(42)

(43)

(a)

die water: "Pardoems"!
Hy val in
he fall into the water
'splash'
"He falls into the water with a splash. "

(b)

die water.
Hy val
Eardoems In
he fall 'splash' into the water
"He falls splashing into the water. "

(c)

Hy Eardoems in
die water in.
into the water in
he splash
"He splashes into the water. "

(a) "Woerts! " Jaag hy om
die hoek.
'whi z'
t~/ar he around the corner
"Wh i z '! He
nipps around the corner. "
(b)

die hoek.
Hy jaag woerts om
he tear 'whi z' around the corner
"He goes whizzing around the corner. "
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(c)

By woerts om
die hoek.
around the corner
he whiz
"He whizzes around the corner."

As was noted above, however, the status of interjections is
problematic within the framework of the lexical categories
adopted by lexicalist syntacticians and morphologists.
Consequently, it is not clear that such general conditions
on WFRs as the Open Category Constraint should apply to the
rules of zero affixation/conversion under consideration,
even if the postulation of these rules were justifiable at
all.
Formulated as (41), then, the Open Category Constraint is
independent of specific Afrikaans WFRs and types of WFRs.
That is, the constraint is rule(-type) independent.
It is
to be hoped that the constraint will turn out to be in some
clear sense language-independent as well. An investigation
of the latter aspect of the constraint would, however, go
well beyond the restricted scope of the present study.
It is possible to reduce the set of open lexical categories
In Afrikaans by taking numerals to be nouns rather than quantifiers. The argument for assigning numerals the status of
nouns, specifically group nouns, is parallel to the one that
Jackendoff (1977:1Z8-130) has used to justify a similar
category reanalysis for English. This argument is based on
the specifier system. Numerals. (e.g., twee (="twolt), tien
(= "ten)) are like group nouns (e.g., dosyn (= "dozen"),
aantal (= "number")) in that they cannot be preceded by
degree words such as te (= "too"), hoe (= "how"), verskriklik/ontsettend (::: "terribly"), and ongelooflik (::: "unbelievably"), whereas quantifiers such as baie/veel (= "many")
and mIn (= "few"/"little lt ) can.

(44 )(a)

*J te 1{t~ee1
lhoeJ tlen J

(b)

*J te 1 rdosyn }

l hoe j

Laantal

(c)

~ te 1 fb~ie "(

1hoe J !mlTI J
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Like nouns, numerals can be preceded by adjectives and the
indefinite article.
(45)

(il)

mooi

twee weke
a beautiful two weeks
"a beau tiful two weeks"
'n

stowwerige vier my I (van die pad)
four mile (of the road)
a dusty
"a dusty four miles"
'n

hele sewentien bladsye
a whole seventeen pages
"a w/lole seventeen pages"
'n

(b)

a geweldige aantal mense
3 tremendous number people
"a tremendous number of people"
a nuttelose paar
dae
a useless
couple days
"a useless couple of days"
hele tros piesangs
a whole hunch bananas
"a whole bunch of bananas"
'n

Numerals, moreover, function like nouns in partitives.
(46)

(a)

die mooiste
twee van daardie weke
weeks
the beautiful SUPERL two of those
"the most beautiful of those weeks"
stowwerige vier van die baie myle grondpad
a dusty
four of the many miles dust road
"four dusty miles of the many miles of dirt road"
'n

hele sewentien van die getikte bladsye
a whole seventeen of the typed
pages
"a whole seventeen of the typed pages"
'n
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(b)

aantal van die mense
a tremendous number of the people
"a tremendous number of the people"
'n

geweldige

nuttelose paar
van die oorblywende dae
a useless few
of the remaining d3ys
"a useless few of the remaining days"
'n

hele tros van die vrot
piesangs
a whole bunch of the rotten bananas
"a whole bunch of the rotten bananas"
'n

Assigning numerals the status of nouns makes it possible to
say that
Afrikaans has only four open lexical categories:
Noun, Verb, Adjective, Adverb.
To sum up: the formation rule (4), if it is made subject to
the Open Category Constraint (41) --- which has to be postulated anyway --- need not stipulate the lexical category of
the bases of Afrikaans reduplications.

2.6

Lexical category of reduplications

The rule of reduplication (4) does not stipulate the lexical
category of the reduplications it forms. Theories of lexicalist morphology typically attempt to specify the lexical
category of newly formed words by means of rule-independent
devices. Allen (1978:105ff), for example, formulates for
this purpose what she calls the "IS A Condition", which
states, amongst other things, that the syntactic category of
a word formed by a WFR is that of the right-hand constituent
of the word. Williams (1981), Lieber (1981) and Selkirk
(1982) use "percolation" devices for the same purpose. In
terms of these the category specification of the head --normally ln English the right-hand constituent of a complex
word --- 15 assigned to the word as a whole. And recently
Kiparsky (1982: 6) also with this end In vIew has formulated
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a constraint whose gist is "that word formation is endoccntric".
Kiparsky fleshes out this constraint, which may be
called the "Enc.locentricity Constraint", as follows:
(47)

The category of a derived word is always non··
f rom t h e category 0 f ·Its h ea.
d 22)
d lstlnct

Given the Endocentricity Constraint --- or one of the other
functionally related devices mentioned above --- individual
WFRs need not stipulate the lexical category of the output
words. For the purpose of the present discussion, it is not
necessary to determine which of the devices proposed in the
literature is most adequate. Kiparsky's general formulation
of the constraint in question will do if we take the expression "head" to denote the (nonreduplicated) base in the case
of Afrikaans reduplications.
Recall that in terms of the Open Category Constraint the
bases to which the Afrikaans formation rule (<-1) applies
may be nouns (including cardinals), verbs, adjectives or
adverbs. Given the Endocentricity Constraint, the following
prediction may be made:

(48)

The formation rule (4) will copy nouns, verbs,
adjectives and adverbs to form noun, verb, adjective and adverb reduplications respectively.

It should of course be kept in mind that the category
Noun, .in keep ing wi th the cone 1 us ion drawn in §Z. 5 above,
is taken here to include numerals, specifically cardinals.
The essence of the predictions of (48) is that Afrikaans
does not have exocentric reduplications. At first glance,
this claim appears to be false:
In §1 it was noted that,
on conventional analyses, reduplication creates a diversity
of exocentric forms in Afrikaans.
It is therefore necessary
to consider in some detail the various types of exocentric
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reduplications that have been postulated by conventional
analyses. Because of its comprehensive scope, I will concentrate on Kempen's (1969) study, though other studies such as
those by Scholtz (1963), Botha (1964), Raidt (1981), and
Hauptfleisch (in preparation) also~make provision, explicitly
or implicitly, for a variety of types of exocentric Afrikaans
reduplications. On conventional analyses, then, the following types of exocentric reduplications may be productively
formed in Afrikaans.

A.

(49)

Verbs formed by the reduplication of nouns

(a)

(b)

[= (l)Cd)]
die woelige straat.
Sy kruk - kruk
stadig oor
she crutch crutch slowly across the busy
street
"S hem 0 v e s s low I y a (' r 0 ~ s the bus y s t r e eta n her
crutches."
Die kinders

bobbejaan-bobbejaan rats

the children monkey
hang
slope

monkey

teen

die

agile against the

Ope
up

"The children are scaling the slope with monkeylike agility."
(c)

B.

( SO)

Stertswaaiend neus-neus Rex die bal nader.
tail wagging nose nose Rex the ball closer
"Wagging his tail, Rex nudges the ball closer with
his nose."

Adverbs formed by the reduplication of nouns

(a )

Die pad

wa s en t e n t

s leg.

[= (1)(c)]

the road was stretch stretch bad
"The road was bad in some (scattered) stretches."
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(b)

(c)

Die skape wei
tro2Ee-troEEe op die vlakte.
the sheep graze flocks flocks on the plain
"The sheep are grazlng on the plain In (several)
scattered flocks."
By loop strwebeen
he walk stiff + leg
af.
down

[=

(25)

strwebeen
stiff + leg

die
the

straat
street

(b)]

"He goes down the street, his leges) as stiff as
anything."
(d)

Hulle kies
_w_i_t~p_e_n_s________w_i_t~E~e
__n_s
die koers
they choose white belly white belly the direction
nadie oop see.
to the open sea
"They head for the open sea, showing their white
bellies (= sails)."

c.
(51)

Nouns formed by the reduplication of verbs

(a)

Die kinders speel vang
vang.
the children play
catch
catch
"The children are playing at catch-me-if-you-can."

(b)

Ek is nou moeg van raai
raai speel.
I
am now tired of
guess
guess
play
"I am now tired of playing a1; riddles."

(c)

Van soek
soek
sal
--------of search search will

hulle nooit
they never

moeg . word
tired become

n ie.
not
"They will never grow tired of the game In which
the players take turns at looking for some person
or thing."
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D.

(52)

E.

Adverbs formed by the reduplication of verbs

(a)

Die Ie eu loop brul-brul weg.
[= (1) (f)]
the 1 ion walk roar roar away
"Roa ri ng repeatedly. the lion walks away. "

(b)

a f.
!-Iy loop sing-sing ln die gang
he walks sing slng in the corridor <lawn
"Singing merrily, he goes down the passage. "

(c)

Sy doen die werk huil-huil.
the work cry cry
she do
"She does the work even as she cries. "

Nouns formed by the reduplication of numerals

(53) (a)

F.

Drie - drie storm deur
die hek.
three three charge through the gate
"Groups of three are charging through the gate."

(b)

Tien-tien verlaat die kamer.
the room
ten ten leave
"Pea pIe are leaving the room, ten at a time."

(c)

Vyf - v:rf kom am afskeid te neem.
five five come to leave
to take
"They are coming to take their leave in groups
of five."

Adverbs formed by the reduplication of numerals

(54) (a)

Die bulle storm dr ie - drie
the bulls charge three three

deur
through

die
the

hek.
[= (1)(k)]
ga te
"The bulls are charging through the gate three
at a time."
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(b)

(c)

Die kinders verlaat tien-tien die kamer.
the room
ten ten
the children leave
"The children are leaving the room in groups of
ten."
Sy ondersteuners korn vlf - vyf
his supporters
come five five
te
to

om
to

afskeid
leave

neem.
take

"His supporters are comIng to take their leave In
groups of five."

I will argue below that none of the types of forms A - F

embodies any real threat to the prediction (48). There are
two reasons why these forms fail to undermine the claim
that Afrikaans has no exocentric reduplications. 'On the one
hand, the postulation of everyone of these types of exocentric reduplication is based on assumptions that are either
unjustified or highly questionable. On the other hand, for
each type there is at least one plausible analysis that does
not assign it the status of exocentric reduplication .23)

2. 6. 1

"Noun-based verb reduplications I'

Kempen (1969:246) presents no more than two examples of forms
that have the status of "noun-based verb reduplications".
He remarks that "this type still occurs too infrequently for
more to be said about it".
But thjs rem~lYk clearly
3pplies only to Kempen's own corpus of data. For, it 15
pos s ib 1 e t 0 form new "noun- ba sed verb redupl ic at ions I ' such
as (49)(a)-(c).

The forms underscored in (55) may serve to

illustrate the point.
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(55)

(a)

Rooibokke string-string tussen die borne deur
impalas
string string among the trees through
na die watergat
to the waterhole

toe.
to

"Through the trees, strings of impalas are making
for the water hole".
(b)

(c)

Val k wiel - ",iel hoog bo
die borne.
a hawk wheel wheel high above the trees
"High above the trees, a hawk is sailing round and
round."
'n

Moeisaam
Eantoffel-Eantoffel hy
laboriously slipper
slipper
he
hospitaalgang
hospi tal corridor

in die
in the

af.
down

"Padding laboriously on slippered feet, he makes
his way down the hospital corridor." ,
(d)

Die rook wolk - wolk by die skoorsteen ui t.
chimney
out
the smoke cloud cloud at the
"Puffs of smoke are coming from the chimney."

(e)

Die wind werwel-werwel oar
die vlakte.
the wind swivel swivel over the plain
"The wind whirls ac ro s s the plain. "

Forms such as (49) (a)-(c) and (55) (a)-(e) illustrate a morphological process that cannot be said to be nonproductive. At
the same time, however, such forms do not represent exocentric
"noun-based verb reduplications". Rather, they should be
analyzed as endocentric verb-based verb reduplications.
Observe that the base of each of the verb reduplications in
(49)(a)-(c) and (55) (a)-(e) may be used unreduplicated as a
verb too:
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(56)

oor
die woelige straat.
across the busy
street

(a)

Sy

(b)

die hang Ope
Die kinders bobbejaan rats teen
agile against the slope up
the children monkey

(c)

Stertswaaiend
tail wagging

(d)

Rooibokke string tussen
impalas
string among

stadig
kruk
she crutch slowly

die
the

neus
nose

Rex die bal nader.
Rex the ball closer
die borne dour
na
the trees through to

watergat
toe.
water hole to

(e)

'n

Valk wiel
a hawk wheel

(f)

~Ioeisaam

hoog bo
die
high above the

borne.
trees

pantoffel hy In die hospitaalgang
laboriously slipper he in the hospital corridor

af.
down
(g)

Die rook wolk
the smoke cloud

(h)

Die
the

by die skoorsteen uit.
at the chimney
out

wind werwel oor
wind swivel over

die
the

vlakte.
plain

Given the availability of the verbs underscored in (56),
there is no formal reason for claiming that the reduplications in (49) (a)-(c) and (5S)(a)-(h) are based on the nouns
kruk, bobbejaan, neus, string, wiel, pantoffel, wolk, and
werwel respectively. Kempen's (1969:246) analysis provides
no justification whatever for the claim that the nouns rather
than the corresponding verbs constitute the bases for the
reduplications under consideration.
Afrikaans possesses numerous lexical items that are members
both of the category Verb and the category Noun, as is clear
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from work by Kempen (1969:34f£.) and Theron (1974:163). The
question of how the relationship between such verbs and nouns
is to be accounted for, however, is distinct from the question of the category status of the bases of the reduplicaThe only reletions ~ruk-kruk, bobbejaan-bobbejaan, etc.
vant point here is that items such as kruk, bobbejaan, etc.
are availahle as verbs to the formation rule (4).
The
cIa im, then, tha t Afr i kaan s has "noun- ba sed verb redup 1 icatians" such as kruk-kruk, bobbejaan-bobbejaan, etc. can be
accepted only if supported by strong empirical evidence. No
such evidence, however, has been presented.

2.6.2

"Noun-based adverb reduplications"

Let us consider next an analysis of forms such as ent-ent In
(50) (a), trappe-trappe in (SO) (b), stywebeen-stywebeen in
(SO)(c) on which these are denied the status of exocentric
"noun-based adverb reduplications". To begin with, it is
necessary to draw a distinction between, on the one hand,
forms such as ent-ent and troppe-troppe in which a measure
or a group noun is reduplicated and, on the other hand, forms
such as stywcbeen-stywebeen and witpens-witpens in which the
reduplicated noun is not a measure or a group noun.
We consider first a plausible endocentric analysis of the
measure/group noun subtype. On this analysis the Afrikaans
formation rule (4) applies freely both to the singular
and to the plural forms of all nouns, including measure and
group nouns, to yield reduplications such as ent-ent/enteente, kol-kol/kolle-kolle, lap-Iap/lappe-Iappe, plek-plek/
plekke-plekke, stuk-stuk/stukke-stukke. In accordance with
the Endocentricity Constraint these reduplications are, of
course, nouns.
As (constituents of) measure phrases, measure/group nouns
may occur In various positions mAfrikaans sentences. This
claim may be illustrated with reference to the items ent,
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kol, stuk and ~ for three such sentential positions. In
(57) these items are shown to occur in a head position (in
the (a) sentences), in a prehead position (in the (b) sentences), and in a predicate position after the (auxiliary)
verb (in the (c) sentences).

(57)

(58)

(59)

(a)

Ent
het ingestort.
a stretch has collapsed
"A stretch collapsed."

(b)

Ent
muur het ingestort.
a stretch wall has collapsed
, 'A s t ret c h 0 f ( the) wa 11 colI a p sed. "

(c)

Die muur het n ent
ingestort.
the wall has a stretch collapsed
"A portion of the wall collapsed."

(a)

het verdroog.
Kolle
patches have withered
"Pa tches have withered."

(b)

gras het
Kolle
verdroog.
patches grass have withered
"Patches of grass have withered."

( c)

Die gras het kolle
verdroog.
the grass has patches withered
"The grass has withered in patches."

(a)

Stuk
het weg
gespoel.
a stretch has away washed
"A stretch was washed away."

(b)

'n

'n

'n

'n

Stuk

pad

het weg

gespoel.

a stretch road has away washed
"A stretch of road was washed away."
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(c)

(60) (a)

weg gespoel.
Die pad het n stuk
the road has a stretch away washed
"A section of the road was washed away."
Lappe
staan onder water.
patches stand under water
"Patches are under water."
aartappels staan onder water.
patches potatoes
stand under water
"Patches of potatoes are under water."

(c)

Die aartappels staan laEpe
onder water.
the potatoes
stand patches under water
"The potatoes are under water in patches."

In the (c) sentences above, the measure/group nouns occur in
a position where adverbs can appear too.
(61)

(a)

Die muur het dramaties
ingestort.
the wall has dramatically collapsed
"The wall collapsed dramatically."

(b)

Die gras het vinnig verdroog.
withered
the grass has fast
"The grass has withered fast."

(c)

Die pad het heeltemal weg ge spoel.
the road has completely away washed
"The road was washed away completely."

Cd)

Die aartappels staan lank onder water.
the potatoes
stand long under water
"The potatoes have been under water for a long time."

--

The measure/group nouns In the (c) sentences of (57)-(60)
have the category status of Noun, however, as is indicated
by the (singul~r) indefinite articles and plural forms.
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Neither the fact that they occur in a position where adverbs
can also occur, nor the fact that the noun phrases of which
they are constituents are within the verb phrase, indicates
that ent, kolle, stuk and lappe have the category status of
Adverb.
The fact that a measure/group noun may occur as (constituent
of) a measure phrase in three (or more) different sentential
positions is not stated in the lexical entry of the noun.
Rather, a lexical redundancy rule will state this fact as
part of a generalization covering all measure/group nouns. 24 )
This rule expresses the claim that it is leBB costly for the
grammar of Afrikaans to have measure/group nouns that occur
in all three (or more) positions than to have measure/group
nouns that occur in some of these positions only. As has
been noted by Wasow (1977:330), the lexicon is generally
taken to be " ... the receptacle of idiosyncratic information
about the elements of the vocabulary of a language". Since
lexical redundancy rules are devices within the lexicon it
is " ... natural that [they] should be conceived of as freely
allowing unsystematic exceptions", to use Wasow's formulation (1977:330) once more. 2S ) One would therefore expect
the lexical redundancy rule specifying the various positions
in which measure/group nouns may occur to have exceptions
.
t IC
. f rom a f
l·
th a t are 1. d Iosyncra
orma
pOInt 0 f ·
vIew. 26) An d
this is in fact the case.

There are measure/group nouns

that cannot appear in both the singular and plural form In

all positions and there are group nouns that can appear In
neither the singular nor the plural form in certain positions.

(62)

(a)

Die gras het kolle
verdroog.
the grass has patches withered

[=

(b) *Die gras het 'n kol
verdroog.
the grass has a patch withered
"*The grass has withered in a patch."

(S8)(c)]
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(63)

(64)

(a)

Die aartappels staan laEEe
onder water. [::: (60)(c)]
the potatoes
stand patches under water

(b)

*Die aartappels staan n~
onder water.
the potatoes
stand a patch under water
H*The potatoes are under water in a patch. H

(a)

n Plek het weg gespoel.
a place has away washed
itA placed washed away. "

(b)

Plekke het weg gespoel.
places have away washed
"Places washed away."

(c) *n Plek pad het weg gespoel.
a place road has away washed
"*A place of road washed away."
(d) *Plekke pad het weg gespoel.
places road have away washed
"*Places of road washed away."
(e) ?Die pad het n plek weg gespoel.
the road has a place away washed
"The road washed away in one place. 1t
(f)

(65)

(a)

(b)

Die pad het plekke weggespoel.
the road has places away washed
"The road washed away In places."
n Klompie
sit
a small number sit

in die son.
in the sun
HA handful are sitting in the sun."
Klompies

sit in die son.
small numbers sit in the sun
"Scattered small groups are sitting in the sun."
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Cc)

rnense sit in die son.
KlornEie
a small number people sit in the sun
"A small party of people are sitting in the sun. "

Cd)

mense sit In die son.
KlomEies
small numbers people sit In the sun
"People are sitting around In the sun In scattered
handfuls."

'n

in die son.
Ce) *Die mense sit 'n klomEie
the people sit a small number in the sun
"*The people are sitting In the sun In a handful."
Cf) *Die mense sit kloml2 ies
In die son.
the people sit small numbers in the sun
"The people are sitting around In the sun in sca ttered handfuls."
If measure/group noun reduplications are formed by the
formation rule (4), they will, like nonreduplicated measure/
group nouns, automatically fall within the scope of the
lexical redundancy rule considered above. That is, this
rule will specify that it would be less costly for the
grammar of Afrikaans if these reduplications were able to
occur in a head position, in a prehead position, and in a
predicate position after the verb. Moreover, it is to be
expected that, like some nonreduplicated measure/group nouns,
some measure/group noun reduplications will constitute
exceptions to this rule, exceptions that are idiosyncratic
from a formal point of view. Both of these expectations
are borne out by data about the ability of reduplications
such as ent-ent, ente-ente, kol-kol, kolle-kolle, stukstuk, stukke-stukke, lap-lap, lappe-lappe, klompieklompie, and klompies-klompies to appear in a head position (in the (a) sentences below), in a prehead position (in
the (b) sentences) and in a predicate position after the
auxiliary verb (in the (c) sentences)
.. .
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(66) (a)

(i)

(ii)

(b)

(c)

(67)

(a)

Ente
ente
het ingestort.
stretches stretches have collapsed
"Quite a few sections have collapsed."

(i)

?Ent
ent
muur het ingestort.
stretch stretch wall have collapsed
"A couple of sections of wall have collapsed."

(ii)

Ente
ente
muur het ingestort.
stretches stretches wall have collapsed
"Quite a few sections of wall have collapsed."

(i)

Die muur het ent
ent
ingestort.
the wall has stretch stretch collapsed
"The wall has collapsed in a couple of places."

Cii)

Die muur het ente
ente
ingestort
the wall has stretches stretches collapsed
"The wall has collapsed in quite a few places."

(i)

(ii)

(b)

Ent
ent
het ingestort. (cf. (57))
stretch stretch have collapsed
"A couple of sections have collapsed."

Kol - kol
het verdroog.
(c f . (58))
patch patch have withered
"A couple of patches have withered."
Ko e - ko e het verdroog.
patches patches have withered
"Qui te a few patches have withered."

(i) *Kol

-

gras het verdroog.
kol
patch patch grass have withered
itA couple of patches of grass have withered."

Cii)

Kolle - kolle
gras het verdro~g.
patches patches grass have withered
"Quite a few patches of grass have withered."
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(c)

(68)

(a)

(i)

verdroog.
Die gras het kol - kol
the grass has patch patch withered
"The grass has wi thered in a couple of places. "

( i i)

verdroog.
Die gras het kolle - kolle
the grass has patches patches withered
"The gras s has withered in quite a few places. "

(i)

(Cf. (59))
Stuk - stuk
het weg ge spoC' 1.
stretch stretch have away washed
"A couple of sections have washed away. "

(i

(b)

i)

(i) ?Stuk
stuk
pad het weg gespoel.
stretch stretch road have away washed
"A couple of sections of road have washed away. "
( i i)

(c)

(69) (a)

stukke
Stukke
het weg gespoel.
stretches stretches have away washed
"Quite a few sections have washed away."

pad he t weg gespoel.
Stukke - stukke
stretches stretches road have away washed
"Qui te a few sections of road have washed away. "

(i)

Die pad het stuk - stuk
weg gespoel.
the road has stretch stretch away washed
"The road has washed away in a couple of places."

(ii)

Die pad het stukke - stukke
weg gespoel.
the road has stretches stretches away washed
"The road has washed away in quite a few places."

(i)

Lap

- lap

staan onder water.

(cL

patch patch stand under water
"A couple of patches are under water."
(ii)

Lappe - lappe staan onder water.
patches patches stand under water
"Quite a few patches are under water."

(60))
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(b)

(c)

(i) ?/*Lap - lap
aartappels staan onder water.
patch patch potatoes
stand under water
"A couple of patches of pota toes are under
water."
(ii)

aartappels staan onder water.
Lappe - lappe
stand under water
patches patches potatoes
"Quite a few patches of potatoes are under
water."

(i)

onder water.
Die aartappels staan lap - lap
the potatoes
stand patch patch under water
The potatoes are under water in a couple of
places."

If

(ii)

Die aartappels staan lappe - lappe
onder
the potatoes
stand patches patches under
water.
wate r
"The potatoes are under water in quite a
places."

(70) (a)

(i) ?Klompie

klompie
sit in die son.
small number small number sit in the sun
"A couple of handfuls are sitting in the sun. "

( ii)

(b)

w

Klompies
sit In die son.
klomEies
small numbers small numbers sit In the sun
"Quite a few handfuls are sitting in the sun.

If

( i) ?Klompie - klomEie
mense sit in die son.
small number small number people sit In the sun
"A couple of handfuls of people are sitting
around In the sun. II
(i i)

Klompies
klompies
mense sit in die son.
small numbers small numbers people sit in the sun
"Quite a few handfuls of people are sitting
around in the sun.
If
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(c)

0) ?Die mense sit klomEie
the people sit small number

klom~ie

small number

in die son.
in the sun
"?The people are sitting around In the sun in
just a few handfuls."
(ii)

Die mense sit klomEies
the people sit small numbers

klomEies
small numbers

in die son.
in the sun
"?The people are sitting around in the sun in
quite a few handful s."
It should be noted that judgements about the acceptability
of Afrikaans reduplications vary in many cases --- e.g.,.
(66)(b)(i), (68)(b)(i), (69)(b)(i), (70)(a)(i), (b)O)
and (c) (i): different speakers make different judgements
about the acceptability of the same reduplications and one
and the same speaker judges the acceptability of the same
reduplications differently at different times.
The salient point is that, when reduplicated measure/group
nouns appear in the predicate position after the (auxiliary)
verb, like nonreduplicated measure/group nouns they do not
exhibit the categorial properties of adverbs. For example,
they cannot form bases for comparative -er suffixation,
superlative -ste suffixation, -heid (= "-ness") suffixation,
and -erig (= "-ishly") suffixation. 2 7)
From the fact that
such reduplications occur in a position in which adverbs can
also occur, conventional studies seem to have inferred, incorrectly, that these reduplications are members of the lexical category Adverb. It is not the case, therefore, that
measure/group noun reduplications, when they occur in the
predicate position, instantiate an exocentric type of reduplication. When in this position they are simply noun-based
noun reduplications. The fact that ent-ent in (66)(c) (i)
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and stuk-stuk in (68) (c) (i), for example, cannot be accompanied by the singular indefinite article ~ (:::: "a") --- which
does occur with the unreduplicated ent in (s7)(c) and stuk
in (59) (c) --- does not indicate that ent-ent and stuk-stuk
are not nouns in the predicate position. Rather, the reason
why ent-ent and stuk-stuk cannot be accompanied by the indefinite article is simply the fact that an aspect of their
meanIng may be characterized as "some, more than one".
We turn next to the second subtype of "noun-based adverb
reduplications", the subtype exemplified by stywebeen-stywebeen in (SO) (c) and witpens-witpens in (sO)(d). There is a
plausible analysis of such reduplications on which they are
endocentric adverb reduplications formed by the copying of
adverbs. Such an analysis, therefore, denies the claim that
these reduplications are noun-based.
Basic to this endocentric analysis of stywebeen-stywebeen,
etc. is the claim that Afrikaans has a large number of lexical items that are members of both the category Noun and the
category Adverb. Kempen (1969:70ff.) and, especially, Theron
(1974:201ff.) furnish numerous examples of such items, including the underscored forms in (71), which are nouns in the
(a) sentences and adverbs in the (b) sentences.

(71)

(72)

(a)

Hy wys
met sy duim.
he point with his thumb
"He points with his thumb. "

(b)

Hy ry
duim Kaapstad toe.
he rides thumb Cape Town to
"He is hitch-hiking to Cape Town. "

(a)

Die tou
by die ingang
is lank.
the queue
at the entrance is long
"The queue at the entrance is long. "
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(73)

(b)

by die Ingang.
Hulle staan tou
they stand queue at the entrance
"They are queuing at the entrance. "

(a)

Ons plan is 'n geheim.
our plan is a secret
"Our plan is a secret. "

(b)

Ons hou die plan geheim ..
we keep the plan secret
"We are keeping the plan a secret. "

(74) (a)

(75)

Hy is 'n grootbek.
he is a big mouth
"He is a braggart."

(b)

sy ervaringe.
Hy praat grootbek oor
he talk big mouth about his experiences
"He talks boastfully about his experiences. "

(a)

Sy het 'n skeeloog.
she has a squint-eye
"She has a squint-eye. "

(b)

Sy staar skeeloog
na die prent.
she stare squint-eye at the picture
"She stares squint-eyed at the picture. "

Whether the multiple category membership of items such as
those underscored in (71)-(74) is to be accounted for by a
directional rule of zero affixation, by a nondirectional
lexical redundancy rule or by some other means is immaterial to the present discussion. 28 )
The items stywebeen and witpens --- constituting the bases
of the reduplications stywebeen-stywebeen and witpens-witpens,
respectively --- have the same multiple category membership
as duim, tou, geheim, grootbek, skeeloog, etc.
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(76) (a)

(b)

(77) (a)

(b)

Sy stl::webeen sal hom uit die wedstryd hou.
keep
his stiff leg will him out the match
"His stiff leg will keep him out of the match."
Hy loop strwebeen die straat af.
he walk stiff leg the street down
"He walks stiff-legged/with a stiff leg down the
street. "
Hy begeer 'n witpens.
he covet a white belly
"He covets something (boat, animal, ... ) with a
white belly."
Hulle kies
witpens
die loers
na die
they choose white belly the direction to the
oop see.
open sea
"Showing a white belly, they head for the open sea."

On Kempen's and Theron's analyses, then, stywebeen and witpens are adverbs in sentences (76) (b) and (77) (b) respectively. But this entails that these items are also available
a sad v e "1' b s to s e r v e a s bas e s for the form a t ion r u 1 e ( 4) .
Consequently, the forms stywebeen-stywebeen in (50) (d) and
witpens-witpens in (50)(c) can straightforwardly be analyzed
as adverb-based adverb reduplications. Any exocentric analysis of these forms will require special justification,
justification not found in the conventional arguments for
assigning the bases of such reduplications the status of
nouns.
In sum, then: the claim that Afrikaans has exocentric "nounbased adverb reduplications" cannot be upheld. On the one
hand, reduplications of the type ent-ent are nouns rather than
adverbs. On the other hand, reduplications such as st~webeen
stywebeen are based on adverbs rather than on nouns. 29
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"Verb-based noun reduplications"

2.6.3

commenting on the comprehensiveness of coverage of Kempen's
(1969) analysis of Afrikaans reduplication, Hauptfleisch (in
preparation:24) observes that Kempen does not describe forms
such as those underscored in (51) (a)-Cc) above. Though his
formulation is not fully explicit, Hauptfleisch apparently
considers nouns such as vang-vang, raai-raai, soek-soek, etc.
to be reduplications formed by the copying of verbs. To do
so is in effect to assign these forms the status of exocentric reduplications.
There are two alternative analyses, however, on neither of
which forms such as vang-vang, raai-raai, soek-soek, etc.
need be assigned the status of exocentric reduplications.
The first alternative proceeds from the observation that
corresponding to the nouns vang-vang, raai-raai, soek-soek,
etc. there are endocentric verb reduplications.
(78) (a)

Die kinders vang-vang
mekaar
om die beurt.
the children catch catch each other in the turn
"The children are taking it in turns catching one
another."

(b)

Raai - raai hoeveel besems het n heks?
guess guess how many brooms has a witch
"Riddle me a riddle: how many brooms has a witch?"

(c)

Hulle soek - soek
al
die hele oggend na
they search search already the whole morning to
mekaar.
each other
"They have been looking for each other frantically
all morning."

The nouns vang-vang, raai-raai, and soek-soek may be related
to the corresponding verbs in (78)(a)-(b) in terms of lexical
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redundancy or zero affixation. Whether the rule required for
this is a lexical redundancy rule or a rule of zero affixation IS immaterial to this analysis. What does matter is
that this analysis does not assign the nouns vang-vang, raairaai, soek-soek, etc. the status of reduplications.
The rule that relates the nouns vang-vang, raai-raai, and
soek-soek to the corresponding verbs is needed independently
in the grammar of Afrikaans. As has been shown by Kempen
(1969:34ff.) and Theron (1974:166ff.), Afrikaans possesses
numerous lexical items that are both verbs and nouns. This
point may be illustrated with reference to vang, raai and
soek, which are verbs in the (a) sentences below and nouns
in the (b) sentences.
(79) (a)

(80)

(81)

John vang die bal.
John catch the ball
"John catches the ball."

(b)

is moeiliker
as
gooi.
catch is more difficult than throw
"It is more difficult to catch than to throw!
Catching is more difficult than throwing."

(a)

Hy raai die antwoo rd.
he guess the answer
"He guesses the answer. "

(b)

Jy kry net een raai.
you get only one guess
"You are allowed one guess only. "

(a)

die moordenaars.
Hulle soek
they search the murderers
"They are looking for the murderers. "

(b)

Die soek
van moordenaars is gevaarlike werk.
the search of murderers
is dangerous work
"Looking for murderers is dangerous work."

Vang
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The rule under consideration is needed, therefore, to relate
the nonreduplicated nouns in the (b) sentences above to the
nonreduplicated verbs in the (a) sentences.
This brings us to the second alternative analysis on which
the Afrikaans nouns vang-vang, raai-raai, soek-soek, etc.
do not have the status of exocentric reduplications. From
the discussion above it is clear that vang, raai and soek
are also members of the category Noun. This entails that
they may, as nouns, constitute bases for the formation rule
(4). This rule may apply to these items to form noun-based
noun reduplications. Thus, vang-vang, raai-raai, and soeksoek in (51) may also have the status of endocentric nounbased noun reduplications. Which of the two alternative
endocentric analyses of these forms is to be preferred is a
question that need not be settled here. 30 ) The salient point
is that, given the availability of these two endocentric
analyses, there is no need to adopt the exocentric analysis
considered above. To justify this exocentric analysis its
proponents would have to show some clear sense in which it
was more adequate than the two endocentric analyses.

2.6.4

"Verb-based adverb reduplications"

For ms s u c has b r u 1 - b ru 1 inC 5 2) (a), s i n g - sin gIn C52) Cb), and
huil-huil in (52)Cc) have conventionally been analyzed as
"ve rb-based adverb redupl ica tions". 31) There a re va rious possible analyses on which such forms are denied this exocentric
status. We consider the outlines of two below.
On the first alternative the forms under consideration are
analyzed as adverbs formed by the reduplication of adverbs.
This analysis takes as its point of departure the position
that Afrikaans has lexical items that are members of both the
category Verb and the category Adverb. Theron (1974:219ff.)
considers, for example, eerbiedig, gehoorsaam and matig as
items that are both verbs (in the Cal sentences below) and
adverbs (in the (b) sentences).
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(82)

(83)

(84)

(a)

se wense.
lIy eerbiedig sy ouers
his parents 's wishes
he respect
"He respects the wishes of his parents.

..

(b)

se wense.
na sy ouers
Hy luister eerbiedig
he listen respectfully to his parents 's wishes
"He listens respectfully to the wishes of his
parents. "

(a)

Die soldate g:ehoorsaam die beve 1.
the command
the soldiers obey
"The soldiers obey the command."

(b)

ui t.
Die soldate voer
gehoorsaam die bevel
the soldiers execute obediently the command out
"The soldiers execute the command obediently."

(a)

sy drankgebruik.
Hy matig
he moderate his alcohol consumption
"He moderates his consumption of alcohol.

(b)

"

Hy gebruik a lkohol matig.
he use
alcohol moderately
"He uses alcohol in moderation. "

Theron (1974:220) considers the "multifunctionality" exhibited by eerbiedig, gehoorsaam, matig and the many other similar
items cited by her to be "symmetrical". Within the present
framework this form of multiple category membership may be
accounted for by means of a nondirectional lexical redundancy
rule.
The availability of such a rule means that it is possible
for the bases of the reduplications brul-brul, sing-sing and
huil-huil to be also assigned multiple category status. That
is, given this lexical redundancy rule it would be possible
for brul, sing and huil to be members of both the category
Verb and the category Adverb. This, in turn, makes it pos-
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sible for the former reduplications to be based not on the
verbs bruI, sing and huil, but rather on the adverbs brul,
sing and hui!. In terms of this possibility brul-brul,
sing-sing and huil-huil would then be endocentric adverbbased adverb reduplications.
This analysis, however, has one particularly unattractive
property. The majority of the bases of adverb reduplications
such as brul-brul, sing-sing and huil-huil, etc. cannot be
used unreduplicated as adverbs in Afrikaans. For example,
compare the following sentences with the corresponding ones
of (52).

(85)

(a) *Die leeu loop brul weg.
the lion walk roar away

[cf. (52)(a)]

(b) *Hy loop sing in die gang
af. [cL (S2)(b)]
he walk sing in the corridor down
(c) *Sy doen die werk huil.
the work cry
she do

[cL (S2)(c)]

To rule out sentences such as (8S)(a)-(c), the grammar of
Afrikaans would, on the first analysis, have to incorporate
the ad hoc stipulation that adverbs related by the abovementioned lexical redundancy rule to corresponding verbs
cannot be inserted lexically in an unreduplicated form. The
ad hoc character of this stipulation is hardly more attractive than the exocentricity of the conventional analysis of
forms such as brul-brul, etc.
Let us then consider the second alternative analysis that
denies forms such as brul-bruI, sing-sing, huil-huil, etc.
the status of exocentric reduplications. On this alternative the adverbs brul-brul, sing-sing, huil-huil, etc. are
not assigned the status of reduplications at all. Rather,
they are viewed as words formed via zero affixation on the
basis of the reduplicated verbs brul-brul, sing-sins, huilhuil, etc. The zero affix required by this analysis has
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properties similar to those of the phonologically non-null
suff~x -end (= "_ingtl), though obviously lacking its phonological content. This analysis is supported by various
considerations.
First, the analysis correctly predicts that corresponding to
every adverb of the form brul-brul there will be a verb reduplication of the form brul-brul. This regular correspondence
has been noted by Kempen (1969:341) too. Adverbs of the form
brul-brul for which there were no corresponding verb reduplications would constitute a serious embarrassment for the
analysis: it would be difficult to derive them in a non-ad
hoc manner.
Second, the analysis is not threatened by what may be called
the "directionality problem". As has been noted by Lieber
(1981 :127), for exampl
a zero affixation analysis involves
directionality: one member of the pair of corresponding
lexical items must be considered basic and the other derived.
In many cases --- e.g., English paint (N) and paint (V),
German Ruf (N) and rufen (V) --- it is difficult or impossible
to decide in a non-arbitrary manner which member of the pair
is basic and which is derived. In the zero affixation analysis of the Afrikaans forms under consideration this is no
problem, however: whereas the verbs as endocentric forms
constitute bases for the affixation rule, the adverbs as
endocentric forms are not available as bases for the rule.
Third, the properties of a verb reduplication such as brulbrul are preserved in the lexical (i.e., non-affixal) constituent of the corresponding zero derived adverb. For example,
the verb reduplication brul-brul and the non-affixal constituent brul-brul of the zero derived adverb have the same segmental phonological form, the same stress pattern, and the
same meaning. And this is a consequence of the analysis under
consideration: the properties of the non-affixal constituent
of a derived form may not differ unpredictably from those of
the base. 32 ) The preservation of the properties of the base
in the non-affixal constituent of the derived form is an im-
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portant consideration in Lieber's (1981: 144-145) and Kiparsky's (1983:6ff.) motivation of zero affixation analyses.
Fourth, the zero affix need not be assigned properties which,
in a well-constrained morphology, cannot be attributed to
phonologically non-null affixes. Lexicalist morphologists
such as Allen (1978:271££.), Lieber (1981:144), and Kiparsky
(1983:6) do not consider the postulation of zero affixes as
such to be an ad hoc extension of the power of the lexicon
or word formation component. Kiparsky (1983:6) even observes
that "It would actually be mysterious if they did not exist:
note that autosegmental tonology routinely encounters affixes
with a tonal specification but no segmental substance".
Zero affixes cannot, however, be postulated in an unconstrained manner. Specifically, as has been argued by Lieber
(1981:119f£.), it is undesirable to have zero affixes with
properties not characteristic of phonologically non-null
affixes. For example, like phonologically non-null affixes,
zero affixes should belong to unique lexical classes, should
impose a unique argument structure on their output, and
should not lead to the unmotivated marking of stems.
The zero affix required for the derivation of the adverbs
brul-brul, sing-sing, huil-huil, etc. has none of the undesirable properties listed above. As was noted earlier on,
its properties are in fact similar to those of the suffix
-end that produces the so-called "present participle forms"
of the verb. Corresponding to the underscored verbs in the
(a) sentences below are the -end derived present participles
of the (b) sentences.
(86 ) (a)

(b)

.!iI':

Die leeu brul terwyl hy weg loop.
the lion roar while he away walk
"The lion roars as he walks away. "
Die leeu loop brullend weg.
the lion walk roarIng away
"The lion walks away roarIng. "
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,

(87)

(a)

lOop.
af
Hy sing terwyl hy in die gang
he sing while he In the corridor down walk
"He sings as he goes down the corridor."

(b)

af.
Hy loop singend in die gang
he walk singing In the corridor down
"He goes down the corridor singing.
II

(88 ) ( a)

(b)

Sy huil terwyl sy die werk doen.
she cry while she the work do
"She cries even as she does the work."
Sy doen die werk huilend.
the work crying
she do
"She does the work, crying all the while."

Zero derived forms such as brul-brul in (52)(a), sing-sing
in (52)(b), and huil-huil in (52) (c) share various properties
with -end derived forms such as brullend in (88) (b).33) As
regards meaning, both the former and the latter forms express
simultaneity. As regards syntactic distribution, zero
derived forms and corresponding -end forms may occur in the
same positions.
(89) (a)

Die leeu loop brul-brul weg.
the lion walk roar roar away
"The lion walks away roarIng. "

(b)

Die leeu loop brullend weg.
the lion walk roaring away
"The lion walks away roaring. "

(a)

Brul- bru 1 loop die leeu weg.
roar roar walk the lion away
"Roaring, the lion walks away. "

(b)

Brullend loop die leeu weg.
roarIng walk the lion away
"Roaring, the lion walks away. "

(90)
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( 91)

(a)

Die 1eeu bestorm die man bru1-brul.
the lion charge the man roar roar
"The lion charges the man, roaring. "

(b)

Die leeu bestorm die man bru11end.
the lion charge the man roaring
"The lion charges the man, roaring. "

As regards syntactic structure, zero derived forms such as
bru1-bru1, etc. and corresponding -end forms take the same
range of complements.

(92)

(a)

(b)

(i)

Die 1eeu loop brullend van woede weg.
the lion walk roaring of rage away
"The lion walks away roaring with rage."

(ii)

Die 1eeu loop bru1-bru1 van woede weg.
the lion walk roar roar of rage away
"The lion walks away roaring with rage."

( i ) *Die 1eeu loop brul1end dat die kranse antwoord
the lion walk roaring that the cliffs reply
weg.
give away

~

"The lion walks away, roaring till the cliffs
begin to echo."
(ii) *Die 1eeu loop bru1-brul dat. die kranse
the lion walk roar roar that the cliffs
antwoord gee weg.
reply
give away
"The lion walks away, roaring till the cliffs
begin to echo. II·
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(93)

(a)

(i)

in die gang
Sy loop singend van geluk
she walk singing of happiness ln the corridor
af.
down
"She goes down the corridor singing for joy. "

(ii)

in die
Sy loop sing-sing van geluk
she walk sing sing of happiness in the
gang
af.
corridor down
"She goes down the corridor singing for joy. "

(b)

(i) *Sy loop singend of sl betaal word in die
she walk singing if she paid
were In the
gang
af.
corridor down
"She goes down the corridor singing as if she
were being paid for the job."
Cii) *Sy loop sing-sing of sl betaal word in die
she walk sing sing if she paid
were in the
gang
af ..
corridor down
"She goes down the corridor singing as if she
was being paid for the job."

(94)

(a)

(i)

Sy doen die werk huilend van frustrasie.
she do
the work crying of frustration
"She does the work while crying with f ru s t rat ion.

(ii)

Sy doen die werk huil-huil van frustrasie.
the work cry cry of frustration
she do
"She does the work while crying with frustration.
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(b)

(i) *Sy do en die werk huilend sonder °Ehou.
the work crying without stopping
she do
"She does the work while crying incessantly."
(i i)

·Sy doen die werk huil-huil sonder °Ehou.
she do
the work cry cry without stopping
"She does the work whi Ie crying incessantly."

Compare now the sentences (92)(a) with (95)(a), (92)(b)
with (95) (b), (93) (a) with (96) (a),
(93) (b) with (96) (b),
(94) (a) with (97) (a), and (94) (b) with (97) (b).
(95) (a)

(b)

(96) (a)

(b)

(97) (a)

(b)

Die leeu brul van woede.
the lion roar of rage
"The lion is roaring with rage. "
Die leeu brul dat die kranse antwoord gee.
give
the lion roar that the cliffs reply
"The lion roars till the cliffs begin to echo."
Sy sing van geluk.
she sing of joy
"She is singing for joy."
Sy sing of ~ betaal word.
she sing if she paid
were
"She sings as if she were being paid for the job."
Sy huil van frustrasie.
she cry of frustration
"She 1S crying wi th frustration."
Sy hui 1 sonder °Ehou.
she cry without stopping
"She cries incessantly."

From this comparison it is clear that -end and the zero affix
affect the complement structure of the base verb in the same
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way: for example, the derived form (huilend, huil huil)
retains the possihility of taking complements of the van
type, but loses the possibility of taking complements of
the dat, of and sonder types.
Zero derived forms and -end forms, In fact, have more properties in common than just those considered above. It will be
5hown below that these two sets of forms differ in parallel
ways from manner adverbs that can occur in the same sentential positions, a parallelism indicative of a further range
of shared properties.
Fifth, the analysis accounts for the fact that forms such as
brom-brom, as opposed to their unreduplicated bases, can be
used as adverbs. Consider the underscored forms in the following sentences.

(98)

(a)

Die leeu brul terwyl hy weg loop.
the lion roar while he away walk

[= (86) (a)J

(b)

Die leeu loop brul-brul weg.
the lion walk roar roar away

[=

(89)

(c)

Die leeu loop brullend weg.
the lion walk roaring away

[=

(89)(b)J

(d) *Die leeu loop brul weg.
the lion walk roar away
II*The lion walks away roar."

[=

(85)(a)J

(e)

(a)J

*Die 1 eeu loop brul-brullend weg.
the 1 ion walk roar roaring away

On the present analysis the unacceptability of (98)(d) and
(e) --- which characterizes numerous other forms of the same
type --- can be explained on the assumption that -end and
the zero affix are in complementary distribution. Like
"# ness and + ~ In English, these Afrikaans affixes apply
to bases that belong to the same lexical category but that
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differ in regard to their morphological class or type. 34 )
Whereas the zero affix attaches to verb reduplications, as
in (98)(b), -end attaches to unreduplicated verbs, as in
(98) (c). The unacceptability of (98) (d) results from the
attachment of the zero affix to an unreduplicated verb;
the unacceptability of (98)(e) from the attachment of -end
to a verb reduplication. Note that the restriction on the
attachment of -end may represent a special case of a general constraint which in one of its versions reads as follows:

(99)

An affix cannot be added to a base that already
carries features associated with the affix.

Associated with -end is the semantic feature "simultaneity",
but zero derived forms such as brul-brul already carry this
feature. As Kiparsky (1983:11) notes, the constraint (99)
was formulated by Marantz (1981) in a stronger form as a
blocking principle stating that an affix cannot be added to
a stern which already carries all the features of the affix.
I will return to these two constraints in §Z.8 and will
consider a related one in §4.
The question that now arises is whether the zero affix under
consideration and -end should be regarded as two distinct
affixes or as two allomorphs of the same affix. There aTe
differences between the properties of the two affixes that
would be incompatible with the position that they simply
represented allomorphs of the same affix. Let us consider
two of these.
On the one hand, whereas -end (= derived) forms may constitute bases for a rule of -e suffixation that forms attributive adjectives, zero derived forms cannot.
(100) (a)

Die leeu loop brullend weg.
the lion walk roaring away

[=

(98)(C)]
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(b) *Die brullend leeu loop weg.
the roaring lion walk away
"The roaring lion walks away. "
(c)

( 10 1 )

((1)

Die brullend + E leeu loop weg.
the roar ing AFFIX 1 ion walk away
"The roaring lion walks away. "
Die leeu loop brul-brul weg.
the lion walk roar roar away

[= (89)(a)J

(b) *Die brul-brul leeu loop weg.
the roar roar lion walk away
(c) *Die [brul-brul]
the

+

E

leeu loop weg.

roar roar AFFIX lion walk away

The point is illustrated by singend and sing-sing, huilend
and huil-huil and numerous other pairs of -end and correspond ing zero der i ved fo rms.
In short: - end suff ixa t ion
potentiates -e suffixation, but the zero affixation rule
under consideration does not.
On the other hand, -end forms such as brullend differ from
zero derived forms such as brul-brul syntactically as well.
That is, the -end forms can take an adverbial modifier of
manner, but the other forms cannot.
( 102)

(a)

Die leeu loop luid brullend weg.
the lion walk loud roaring away
"The lion walks away roaring loudly. "

(b) *Die leeu loop luid brul-brul weg.
the lion walk loud roar roar away

(103)

(a)

Hy loop vrolik
singend in die gang
af.
he walk cheerfully singing ln the corridor down
"He goes down the corridor singing merrily."
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(b) *Hy loop vrolik
sing-sing in die gang
af.
in the corridor down
he walk cheerfully singing
( 1 04)

(a)

huilend.
Sy doen die werk ~
she do
the work so ft 1 Y crylng
"She does the work, crying softly all the wh i Ie. "

(b) *Sy doen die werk ~
huil-huil.
she do
the work softly cry cry
Returning to the main point, we may observe that the diffe- .
rences between -end forms and the corresponding zero derived
forms do not follow from the claim that -end and the zero
affix represent different allomorphs of one and the same
affix. Since these differences also do not appear to be
related to the difference in morphological structure between
the bases --- unreduplicated vs. reduplicated
they can
best be accounted for by considering -end and the zero affix
to represent related but distinct affixes.
The similarities between the properties of -end on the one
hand and those of the zero affix on the other hand give rise
to an interesting question about the (lexical) category
status of zero derived forms such as brul~brul, sing-sing,
huil-huil, etc. To be able to formulate this question, we
have to consider the category status of the corresponding
-end forms, namely brullend, singend, huilend, etc. Conventionally these -end forms have been viewed as present participles --- in other words as forms of the verb. That is,
-end forms have in fact been assigned the category status
of verbs, not that of adverbs. This analysis is supported
by the differences between -end forms and manner adverbs
that occur in the same sentential positions. Some of these
differences are illustrated by the following pairs of sentences, the (a) sentence containing stadig (= "slowly"),
a typical manner adverb, and the (b) sentence brullend, a
typical -end form.
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(105) (a)

die buffel).
Die leeu loop stadig + ER weg (as
the lion walk slowly -er away (than the buffalo).
"The lion walks away slower than the buffalo."

die buffel) .
(b) *Die leeu loop brull end + ER weg (as
the lion walk roaring + er away (than the buffalo).
"*The lion walks away more roaring (than the buffalo) .
(106 ) (a)

Die leeu loop die stadig + STE weg.
the lion walk the slowly -est away
"The lion walks slowest of all away. "

(b) *Die leeu loop die brull end + STE weg.
the lion walk the roaring -est away
"* Th e lion walks away most roaring of all."
(107) (a)

Die leeu loop s tadig + RIG weg.
the lion walk slowly -ish away
"The lion walks away somewhat slowly. "

(b) *Die leeu loop b rullend + ERr G weg.
the lion walk roaring -ish away
"* Th e lion walks away roaringish."
(108)

(a)

Die stadig + HElD waarmee
die leeu wegloop,
the slowly -ness which with the lion away walk
verbaas hom.
amaze
him
"The slowness with which the lion walks away surprises him."

(b) *Die brullend

+

HElD waarmee

the roaring -ness

die leeu wegloop,
which with the lion away walk

ve rbaa s

hom.
surprise him

"*The roaringness
surprises him."

with

which the lion walks away

I'
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( 1 09)

(a)

Die leeu loop baie stadig weg.
the lion walk very slowly away
"The lion walks away very slowly. "

(b) *Die leeu loop baie brullend weg.
the 1 ion walk very roarIng away
"* The lion walks away very roaring. "
( 1 1 0)

(a)

Die leeu loop te stadig na
m):: smaak weg.
the lion walk too slowly after my taste away
"The lion is walking away too slowly for my taste.

"

(b) *Die leeu loop te brullend na
m):: smaak weg.
the lion walk too roaring after my taste away
"*The lion is walking away too roaring for my taste. '0
From (105) and (106) it is clear that, whereas stadig can take
the comparative (-er) and superlative (-est) suffixes, brullend cannot. Moreover, unlike stadig, brullend can constitute
a base for neither -(e)rig suffixation nor -heid suffixation,
as is shown by (107) and (108).
And (109) and (110) indicate that brullend cannot take the types of specifiers and
complements that stadig takes. Note, in addition, that
stadig, in turn, cannot take the types of specifiers and complements that occur with brullend, singend and huilend.
(111) (a) *Die leeu loop luid stadig weg.
[cf. (102)(a)J
the lion walk loud slowly away
"*The lion is walking away loudly slowly."
(b) *Die leeu loop stadig van woede weg.[cf. (92)(a)(U]
the lion walk slowly of rage away
"*The lion is walking away slowly with rage."

The specifiers and complements of forms such as stadig are
those typically associated with manner adverbs;
those of
forms such as brullend are typically associated with verbs
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(cL (95) (a),
(96)(a), (97)(a)). The -end forms under consideration should therefore be assigned the category status
Verb rather than Adverb. 3S )
This brings us to the question of the category status of
zero derived forms such as brul-brul. Given the similarities between -end forms such as brullend and zero derived
forms such as brul-brul, the question is: Why should the
latter be assigned the status of adverbs if the former have
the status of verbs? Significantly, the claim that brul-brul,
etc. are adverbs is not justified in conventional studies.
So let us compare the properties of brul-brul --- which on
conventional analyses such as Kempen's (1969:341) expresses
"manner" --- with those of the manner adverb stadig that
may occur in the same positions in a sentence. Specifically,
compare the following sentences with the corresponding ones
in (1 05) - (1 1 0) •
(112) (a) *Die
the

leeu loop [brul-brul]
lion walk

die buffe!)
the buffalo)
(b) *Die

roar roar

+ ER

weg

(as

away

(than

-er

[cf. (105)(a)]

leeu loop die [brul-brul]

the lion walk the

roar roar

+

STE weg.[cf. (106)(a)]

-est away

(c) *Die leeu loop [brul-brul] + ERlG weg.
the lion walk roar roar -ish
away
Cd) *Die [brul-brul]
the
loop,
walk

roar roar
verbaas
amaze

+

HElD waarmee

ecf. (107) (a)]

die leeu weg-

-ness which wi th the I ion away
hom.
him

[cL (108) (a)]

(e) *Die leeu loop baie brul-brul weg.
the lion walk very roar roar away

[cL (109) (a)]

(f) *Die leeu loop te brul-brul na
my smaalc weg. [cf. (110) (a)
the lion walk too roar roar after my taste away
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Zero derived brul-brul clearly does not have the properties
of a typical manner adverb such as stadig. Rather, zero
derived brul-brul has the same properties as the present
participle brullend, as is clear from a comparison of the
sentences (112)(a)-(f) with (1DS)(b)-(110)(b) respectively.
Items such as brul-brul and items such as stadig may occur
in the same positions in sentences. This does not warrant
the assignment of adverb status to the brul-brul type forms,
however. Since zero derived brul-brul, huil-huil, singsing, etc. are similar in their formal properties to the
present participles brullend, huilend, singend, etc., the
natural assumption is that these zero derived forms should
also have verb status. As is clear from (102)-(104) above,
zero derived brul-brul, etc. have lost some of the verbal
properties retained by brullend, etc. These zero derived
forms have not, however, acquired new properties that are
characteristic of any other lexical category, specifically
of Adverb. forms such as brul-brul in (52)(a), sing-sing
in (52) (b) and huil-huil in (55) (c) therefore do not constitute "verb-based adverb reduplications". Rather, these
forms are verbs, specifically present-participle-like forms
based on verb reduplications and derived from these by zero
affixation.

2.6.S

"Numeral-based noun and adverb reduplications"

On conventional analyses of Afrikaans reduplication, numerals
are reduplicated to form numerals,36) nouns,37) and adverbs. 38 )
Implicit in such analyses is the claim that these last two
types of reduplication, exemplified by (53) and (54) above,
are exocentric .. There is, however, an analysis --- parallel to the one presented in §Z.6.Z above of so-called
"noun-based adverb reduplications" --- on which all numeralbased reduplications are endocentric.
First, on this endocentric analysis cardinals such as een
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"one"), twe~ (= "two"), drie (= "three"), are assigned
the status of nouns --- a category reanalysis that was motivated in §Z.5 above. An immediate consequence of this
reanalysis is that drie-drie in (53) (a), tien-tien in (53) (b),
and vyf-vyf in (53) (c) lose the status of exocentric "numeralbased noun reduplications" and become endocentric noun-based
noun reduplications.
(=

Second, cardinals, being nouns, constitute bases for the
formation rule (4) to yield forms such as twee-twee (= "two
two"), drie-drie (= "three three"), vyf-vyf (= "five five"),
tien-tien (= "ten ten"), etc.
In keeping with the Endocentricity Constraint (47), these forms are nouns.
Third, like reduplicated measure/group nouns, reduplicated
"numerals,,39) may occur in a head position, in a pre-head
position, and in a predicate ~osition after the (auxiliary)
verb. The three positions are illustrated by the (a), (b)
and (c) sentences in (113)-(115) --- the (i) sentences for
reduplicated "numerals", the (ii) sentences for reduplicated
measure/group nouns.

(113)

(a)

(i)

(ii)

(b)

(i)

(ii)

Drie-drie
storm deur
die hek. [= (53)(a)J
three three charge through the gate
Klompe-klompe storm deur
die .hek.
lots
lots
charge through the gate
Drie - drie bulle storm deur
die hek.
three three bulls char.ge through the gate
Klompe-klompe bulle storm
lots

(c)

(i)

lots

bulls charge

die hek.
deur
through the gate

Die bulle storm drie - drie deur
die
the bulls charge three three through the
hek.
gate

[= (54)(a)J
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(i

i)

Die bulle storm klompc-klomEe
the bulls charge lots lots

deur
through

die hek.
the gate

( 114)

(a)

0)

Ci i)

(b)

0)

(i

(c)

i)

0)

Tien-tien verlaat die kamer.
ten ten leave
the room

(11 5 )

(a)

(i)

(i

(b)

i)

(i)

(S3)(b)]

verlaat die kamer.
groups groups leave
the room

Gro~e-groeEe

Tien-tien kinders verlaat die karner.
ten ten children leave
the room
GroeEe-groeEe kinders verlaat die kamer.
groups groups children leave
the room
Die kinders verlaat tien-tien
the children leave
ten ten
kamer.
room

(ii)

1- =

[=

die
the

(54)(b)]

Die kinders verlaat groeEe-groeEe die kamer.
the children leave
group s groups the room
Vrf-v}:'f kom om afskeid te neem.
five five come to leave to take

[=

(S3)(c)]

Hordes-hordes kom om afskeid te neem.
to take
hordes hordes come for leave
Vrf - vyf ondersteuners kom am afskeid te
to
five five supporters
corne for leave
neem.
take
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(ii)

Hordes-hordes ondersteuners korn om afskeid
come for leave
hordes hordes supporters
te neem.
to take

(c)

( i)

Sy

ondersteuners kom

v,rf - vrf om afskeid
come five five for leave

supporters

his

te neem.

[= (S4)(c)]

to take
(ii)

Sy

ondersteuners kom

his

hordes-hordes om
come hordes hordes for

supporters

afskeid te neem.
leave

Fourth,

§Z.6.Z

to take

above argued tha t a lexical redundancy rule

IS able to account for the positions in which reduplicated
(as well as unreduplicated) group/measure nouns may occur In
Afrikaans sentences.

If (reduplicated) "numerals" were

assigned the status of nouns, this rule would automatically
account for the three positions in which they occurred in
the (a), (b) and (c) sentences above.

To use a lexical

redundancy rule for this purpose would be to claim --- as In
the case of group/measure nouns --- that the syntactic
behaviour of "numerals" was less than perfectly regular from
a formal point of view. And the behaviour of unreduplicated
numerals bears out this claim. Unreduplicated "numerals" can
occur In a head position and in a pre-head position;

they

cannot occur In a predicate position after the (auxiliary)
verb.

(116)

(a)

Drie

storm

deur

die hek.

[cf.

(113)(a)(i)]

three charge through the gate
(b)

Drie

bulle storm

deur

die hek. [cf.-(113) (b)(i)]

three bulls charge through the gate
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(h)

( 11 7)

clrie dcur
die hek. [cL
the bulls charge three through the gate

*])ie hulle storm

[cf.

(117)) (c) (i)]

(a)

Tien verlaat die kamer.
the room
ten leave

(b)

Tien kinders verlaat die kamer. [cf.(114)(b)(i)]
the room
ten children leave

(11t1)(a) ( i ) ]

(c) *Die kinders

verlaat tien die kamer.
ten the room
the childTen leave

( 11 8 ) (a)

(b)

Vyf korn om afskeid te neem.
five come for leave to take

[ef. (114)(c)(i)]

[eL (115) (a) 0) ]

Vyf ondersteuners kom om afskeid te
to
five supporters
come for leave
neem.
take

[ cf.

(115)(b)(i)]

vyf am afskeid te
(c) *Sy ondersteuners korn ---'-his supporters
corne five for leave
to
neem.
take

[cL (115)(c)(i)]

To return to the main point: the fact that reduplicated
"numerals" can occur in three di.fferent sentential positions
does not constitute proper justification for the claim that
these forms belong to different lexical categories, each
.
d WIt
. h a partlcu
.
1 ar POSItIon.
..
40)
1'h IS
.
category assocIate
claim, the basis of "exocentric" analyses of reduplicated
"numerals", has not been justified by these analyses with
reference to the relevant formal properties.

To provide the

required sort of evidence for such a claim, these formal
properties have to be associated with reduplicated "numerals"
in some of the three positions but not all of them. The
(rudimentary) specifier system provides evidence that these
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properties do not vary In the various positions. For example,
the specifier so (= "about", "more or less") may accompany a
form such as tien-tien in all three positions.

( 11 9 )

(a)

tien-tien verlaat die kamer.
So
the room
about ten ten leave
"They are leaving the room about ten at a time."

(b)

tien-tien kinders verlaat d j c blmer.
So
the room
about ten ten children leave
"About ten children at a time are leaving the room. It

(c)

tien-tien die kamer.
Die kinders verlaat so
about ten ten the room
the children leave
"The children are leaving the room about ten at
a time."

Afrikaans therefore has neither "numeral-based noun reduplications" nor "numeral-based adverb reduplications". Rather,
it has noun-based noun reduplications that may occur in different sentential positions.
In sum: the types of exocentric reduplications set up by
conventional analyses pose no threat to the Endocentricity
Constraint (47). The exocentricity of these types is apparent and not real: it reflects not some feature of Afrikaans
but, rather, certain inadequacies in the framework of general
linguistic and grammatical assumptions within which the conventional analyses have been presented. Specifically, this
framework lacks an adequate conception of lexical redundancy
and zero a ixation. Moreover, it is incorrectly assumed
within this framework that distinctions between lexical
categories may be based solely on the fact that the items
in question occur In different sentential positions.
When it comes to the relation between the lexical category
of the base and that of the reduplication, the Afrikaans
morphological process of reduplication is quite simple: it
..
41)
d oes not crea t e any exocentrlclty.
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The literature contains many analyses of reduplication in
languages other than Afrikaans that set up what appear to
.
42)
.
.
types 0 f re d up 1·lcatlon.
It IS
not clear,
b e exocentrlc
however, that these analyses have been made within the framework of general morphological theories that incorporate wellarticulated conceptions of lexical categories, of lexical
redundancy, and of zero affixation. On closer investigation
the exocentricity provided for by these analyses may well
turn out to be an artefact of the theoretical framework
within which they have been made.
It is interesting to note
that Lieber (1981 :161), having analyzed Tagalog reduplication within the framework of an explanatory general theory
of morphology, concludes that "Rules of reduplication in
Tagalog also seem to have the property that they do not, by
themselves, trigger a change of category on their base forms.
Reduplication rules which apply in conjunction with affixation (i.e., are triggered by affixes), may change category,
but the more common state of affairs is that the lexical
item derived by reduplication alone preserves the same category as its base".43)
Given the Endocentricity Constraint
(47), this "common state of affairs" is in fact the expected
state of affairs and need not be specified In a grammar of
Afrikaans that contains the formation rule (4).

2.7

Lexical category of constituents

In §Z.4 a distinction was drawn between the bases to which
the formation rule (4) applies and the constituents of the
reduplications that are formed by the application of this
rule to those bases. For instance, the rule (4) applies to
the base ent to form the reduplication ent 1 -ent that has
Z
the constituents ent and entz- The same paragraph showed
1
moreover that, whereas the bases to which the rule applies
belong to the category type \'Jord, the constituents of the
resulting reduplications do not themstelves have this category status. What, then, is the lexical category of these
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constituents? Specifically, do the individual constituents
of a reduplication belong to the same lexical category as
the base to which the formation rule applied to form that
reduplication? Consider ent-ent, for example. Are its constituents ent and ent 2 nouns like the base (word) ent?
1
Note that the lexical category of the constituents of reduplications is not specified in the formation rule (4) itself.
The question, then, is whether there are rule-independent
constraints that specify the lexical category of these constituents.
Lexicalist morphologist have generally assumed that the constituents of morphologically complex words have the same
(lexical) category status as the corresponding independent
forms. This assumption may be formulated as the "Category
Retention Constraint".
( 1 20)

The constituents of morphologically complex
words retain the (lexical) category status
that they have as independent forms.

Nowhere in the literature is this constraint to be found so
explicitly formulated. Yet, if one examines the derived
structures assigned to complex words by lexicalist morphologists, there is no doubt that these morphologists do operate
with such a constraint. One need but consider the assignment
of lexical categories to constituents of morphologically complex words in the following, randomly selected, cases.

(121)

(a)

[+[X]v + eeJ N
where X = employ,

(Aronoff 1976:48)
~

(b)

[[[graceJ N #lessJ A #nessJ N

(Allen 1978:211)

(c)

[[hard]A [hearted]A]A

(Allen 1978:255)

(d)

[counter V[sign] ]

(Lieber 1981: 49)
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(e)

N

A ------------------- N

I

\

pale
(f)

face

(Lieber

N [ N[ N [bath] N N[room] N ] N N [ N[ towel] N N[rack]NJN]N
(Selkirk

(g)

A[N[head]N

N[A

1982: 15)

[strong] A -ness]N]N
(Se 1 k irk

(h)

1981 : 68)

[[theater] N [go] V er] N

198 2 : 11 1 )

(Kiparsky 1982:23)

The Category Retention Constraint, it should be noted, does
not constitute a special case of some more general con5traint
such as the Endocentricity Constraint (47) and other functionally related constraints formulated in terms of some
notion of percolation. The Category Retention Constraint
expresses an identity claim about the relation between a
base word to which a WFR applies and a corresponding constituent of the complex word formed by the application of the
rule. The Endocentricity Constraint, by contrast, expresses
an identity claim about the relation between a particular
constituent of a complex word and the word as a whole.
There is no general a priori consideration that I am aware
of that leads us to expect a difference in category status
between base ~ords and the corresponding constituents of
morphologically complex words. To find appropriate empirical justification for the Category Retention Constraint,
In this connection
however, is not a straightforward matter.
consider again the category status of ent and ent 2 as con1
stituents of the reduplication ent-ent. The Category Retention Constraint predicts that ent and ent will, like the
1
z
base ent, belong to the category Noun. This claim is difficult to test empirically because ent and ent , as is pre2
1
dicted by the Morphological Island Constraint (7), are not
accessible to inflectional, derivational and syntactic processes.
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This

IS

to say that it is not possible to determine whether

ent and ent 2 are treated as nouns by the relevant inflec1
tional, derivational and syntactic rules. The question, then,
is whether there are phonological and/or semantic interpretation rules whose formulation requires ent and ent 2 to
1
be assigned the status of nouns. Since this study does not
deal primarily with the specification of the phonological
properties of Afrikaans reduplications, I am unable to say
how rules of Afrikaans phonology bear on it.
In §3.17
below I will take up this question with reference to the
interpretation rule to be proposed for such reduplications.
The view that the lexical category of the base of a reduplication is carried over to both of its constituents requires
Afrikaans reduplications to be bracketed as in (122)(c) and
not as in (122)(a) or (b).

(122)

(a)

[(Xi O(i J

(b)

[[

(c)

[[

J
ex iJ

0<. i

c<'i] 44)

[?t

i

J]

Only (122)(c) provides the brackets that are needed for assigning a lexical category label to both constituents of a
.
45)
·
re d up 1 lcatlon.
Applied in conjunction with the Open Category Constraint
(32), the Endocentricity Constraint (47), and the Category
Retention Constraint (210), the formation rule (4) will
generate reduplications with the following morphological
representations:

(e.g., bal-bal,
ente-ente, tien··tien)
(e.g., voel-vael,
brul-brull
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Cc)

[[(Xi1Adj [OCiJAdj]Adj

(e.g., dik-dik,
s~ppigste-sappigste)

Cd)

2.8

[[CX-iJAdv[OCiJAdvJAdv

(e.g., saam-saam,
vaak-vaak)

Number of constituents

All the Afrikaans reduplications considered so faT have two
main constituents. That is, all these reduplications are
formed by copying the base once only. And reduplications in
which the base has been copied mOTe than once are, in fact,
ill-formed in Afrikaans.

C1 24)

(a)

Die kinders drink bottels-bottels I ilnonade .
the children drink bottles bottles lemonade

[= (1)(a)J

(b) *Die kinders drink bottels-bottels-bottels limonade.
the children drink bottles bottles bottles lemonade
(c) *Die kinders drink bottels-bottels-bottels-bottels
the children drink bottles bottles bottles bottles
limonade.
lemonade

( 1 25)

(a)

Hulle speel weer bal - balthey play again ball ball

[:

( 1 ) (b) ]

(b) *Hulle speel weer bal - bal - bal.
they play again ball ball ball
(c) *Hu lle speel weer
they

play

bal - bal - bal - bal.

again ball ball ball ball
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(126)

(a)

Die dokter voel-voel aan die swelsel.
the doctor feel feel on the swelling

[= (l)(e)]

(b) *Die dokter voel-voel-voel aan die swelsel.
the doctor feel feel feel on the swelling
(c) *Die dokter voel-voel-voel-voel aan die swelsel.
the doctor feel feel feel feel on the swelling

( 1 27)

(a)

Hulle eet dik - dik
brood.
snye
they eat th ick th ick slices bread

[=

(1)(g)J

(b) *Hulle eet dik - dik - dik
brood.
snye
they eat th ick thick thick slices bread
46)
(c) *Hulle eet dik - dik - dik - dik
snye
brood.
they eat thick th ick thick thick slices bread

The formation rule (4) does not, however, stipulate the
fact that the base (i.e., Oc) is to be iterated once only.
And, indeed, the rul e need not state th i s fae t a s a languagespecific constraint. For this fact is a consequence of a
language-independent condition, formulated tentatively by
Lieber (1981:173) as the "Multiple Application Constraint"
on word formation processes:

( 1 28)

No word formation process, e.g., insertion of
a given morpheme into a lexical tree, or
string-dependent rule, can apply iteratively
to its own output.

Whereas Lieber's notion of "insertion of a given morpheme
into a lexical tree" includes compounding and affixation, her
notion of "string-dependent rule" provides for processes such
as reduplication and umlaut. She invokes the Multiple Application Constraint to account for the ill-formedness of
Tagalog reduplications (e.g., *?ipapagblbilih) formed by the
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double application of reduplication rules, and 3150 for the
ill-formedness of complex words formed by the iteration of
affixes in, for example, English (e.g., *blueishishish,
*unununhappy), German (e.g., *Madchenchenchen, *Vogleinleinlein), and Spanish (e.g., *pequenititito, *muchachototote).
Lieber's formulation of the Multiple Application Constraint
is "tentative" in various respects. First, os shE' notes
herself (1981:173), this formulation " ... does no more than
identify a class of phenomena which seem to share the same
property. Within a truly explanatory theory of word formation, it ought to follow from some general property of the
theory that multiple applications of word formation processes
are unacceptable".
A possibility, not considered· by Lieber, is that this constraint may represent one of the consequences of some version of the semantic constraint formulated as (99) above.
Second, as has often been noted, there are many languages
in which compounding rules may apply to their own output.
Selkirk (1982:15), for example, has recently restated this
observation for English by saying that "compounding is in
principle recursive". Thus the rule N --> N N, applying
recursively to its own output, generates the following:
(1 29) (a)
Cb)
Cc)
Cd)
(e)

bath
bath
bath
bath
bath

room
room
room
room
room

towel
towel rack
towel rack designer
towel rack designer training

It is not clear whether the Multiple A~plication Constraint
allows for the recursion evidenced in (129)(b)-(e).
It]S
possible that Lieber would not consider these compounds to
be counterexamples to the Multiple Application Constraint.
She could contend that all that the constraint was intended
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to rule out was the repeated addition to a compound (inBeption, in her terminology) of one of the same form.
Whether
this more restricted interpretation of the constraint would
be compatible with compounds such as (130)(b) --- cited by
Roeper and Siegel (1978:204) --- is doubtful, however.

(130)

(a)

coffee maker

(b)

coffee maker maker

In (130) (b), obviously, one and the same form, namely maker,
has been iterated. 47 )
Applied to a formation rule such as (4), Lieber's Multiple
Application Constraint (128) is ambiguous. On one reading
it prohibits the iterative addition of more than one copy of
the original base of a reduplication. This lS the sense in
which the constraint has been invoked above to account for
the ill-formedness of the Afrikaans reduplications (124)(b)
and (c),
(125)(b) and (c),
(126)(b) and (c),
and (127)
(b) and (c).
On the other reading, the Multiple Application Constraint
disallows the iterative copying of reduplications as wholes.
If the constraint were applied to the Afrikaans formation
rule (4) on this reading, the underscored reduplications in
the (b) sentences below would be expected to be ill-formed.
(131)

(a)
(b)

(132) (a)
(b)

Die kinders drink bottels-bottels limonade.
[= (124)(a)J
Die kinders drink [bottels-bottels] - [bottelsbottels] limonade.

Hulle speel weer bal-bal.

[=

(125)(a)J

Hulle speel weer [bal-bal] - [bal-bal] .
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(133)

[=

(a)

Die dokter voel-voel aan die swelsel.

(b)

Die dokter Lv-oel-voel] - [voel-voel] aan die

C126(a)]

swelsel.

(134)

[= (127)(a)J

(a)

Hulle eet dik-dik snye brood

(b)

Hulle eet [dik-dikJ -[dik-dikJ snye brood.

The prediction is correct: as reduplications, i.e., as
morphologically complex words, the forms underscored in the
(b) sentences above are in fact ill-formed. Note that these
reduplications differ in structure from the corresponding
(e) forms in (124)-(127). This point may be illustrated
with respect to the reduplications in (124)(e) and (131)(b),
the former having the structure (135), the latter the structure (136).

(135)

[ [ [ [b0ttels] [bottels]]

(136)

[[[bottels] [bottels] ]

[bottels]] [bottels]]
((lZ4)(e))
[[ bottelsJ [bottels]]

1

((131)(b))

Given then the ambiguity in question, the Multiple Application Constraint correctly rules out both the multiple copying manifested by (135) and that displayed by (136).
In sum:
restrictions on the multiple application of the
formation rule (4) do not represent a peculiarity of Afrikaans grammar. Rather, they instantiate a constraint on
WFRs that is specific neither to one particular language
nor to one particular type of WFR
a conclusion that
fll r ther advance 5 the demys t if ica t i on of Afr i kaans re du plication. This conclusion is independent of the ultimate formulation of the Multiple Application Constraint or that of
the more fundamental principle under which this constraint
might be subsumed. 48 )
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2.9

Nature of morphological operation

Let us consider next the consequences of the assumption that
the formation rule (4) performs a copying operation. Two
obvious consequences may be formulated in negative terms, as
(137) and (138).

( 137)

Afrikaans reduplication does not represent a
process of compounding.

( 1 38)

Afrikaans reduplication does not represent a
process of affixation.

It will be shown below that these consequences are correct in
an interesting way, their correctness not being a matter of
mere definition.

2•9 • 1

Compounding

Consider the idea that Afrikaans reduplication is a process
of compounding, contrary to what (137) asserts. There are
two a priori reasons for entertaining this idea as a working
hypothesis. The first such reason is historical: the more
detailed conventional studies have generally assumed that
this is the case. Kempen (1969:136,184,341, etc.), for
example, explicitly refers to Afrikaans reduplications as
"compounds" (= "komposita") and includes both reduplications
and "nonreduplicated" compounds in the same comprehensive
taxonomy of Afrikaans compounds. He does not, however, present any justification for this step.
The second a priori reason why Afrikaans reduplications may
be viewed as putative compounds is of a systematic linguistic nature. Corresponding to each lexically distinct type
of redup 1 i ca t i on , Af rikaans ha s a type of "non redup 1 ica ted"
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compound. Compare the compounds in (139) (b) with the reduplications in (n), fer eX:lmple.

(139)(a)

(b)

(i i)

(iii)

(iv)

(i)

[N

+

NJ N

bal-bal
ball ball

tennis
tennis

ent
ent
stretch stretch

teer + ent
asphalt stretch

bottels-bottels
bottles bottles

bier
beer

+

+

ba I
ball

bottels
bottles

[V - V] V
skop-skop
kick kick

skep + skop
scoop kick
"drope-kick)"

loop-loop
walk walk

storm + loop
storm walk
"charge"

stap-stap
walk walk

draf + stap
trot walk
"go at a slow trot"

[Adj-Adj]Adj

arm - arm
poor poor

arm + salig
poor blessed
"poor/pitiful"

dam - dom
stupid stupid

dom + astrant
stupid cheeky
"impudent"

blou-blou
blue blue

danker
dark

[Adv-Adv] Adv

ongeerg-ongecrg
cusual casual

(iv)

+

blou
blue

[Adv+Adv] Adv

rooi-rooi
red red

gemaak + ongeerg
affectedly casual
dik + rooi 49 )
thick red

skelm-skelm
sly

gemeen
mean

sly

+

skclm
sly
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To generate the (b) compounds of (139), rules --- or functionally equivalent devices --- such as .the following are
required.

(140)

( i)

(ii)
( iii)
(iv)

(for
V -> V V
(for
Adj - ) Adj Adj
Adv -~ Adv Adv

N -> N

N

(139)
(139)
(for
(for

(b) (i))
(b)(ii))
(139) (b) (iii))
(139) (b) (iv))

These compounding rules appear, moreover, also to generate
the morphological structures of the respective lexically
distinct types of reduplication listed in (139) (a) (i) -Civ).
And, provided that the same lexical item is inserted under
both preterminal nodes of each binary morphological structure, these reduplications seem to be generated automatically
by the compounding rules (140) and the rule(s) of (morpho-)
lexical insertion. It would be attractive from a systematic
point of view, then, to assume that Afrikaans reduplications
are in fact compounds. The grammar under this assumption
would not need to incorporate a distinct formation rule
such as (4). Given the differences between the properties
of reduplications and those of "nonreduplicated" compounds,
however, the claim that Afrikaans reduplication is a compounding process cannot be upheld.
First, whereas compounds in Afrikaans may have a hierarchical structure formed by means of recursion, reduplications
have a "flat" binary structure that does not allow recursion.
This is why the compounds (141)(a)Cii) and (iii) are wellformed but the reduplications (141)(b)(ii) and (iii) are
ill- formed.

(141)

(a)

(b)

( i)

(i)

A

wyn
WIne

bottel
bottle

A

bottels

bottels
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(i i)

~

wyn
wine

bottel
bottle

(i i i)

(i i)

doos
box
(i ii)

wyn
WIne

'A"~

bottels

bot tel doos fabriek
bottle box factory

*

bottels

bottels

/A

bottels

bottels

bottels

Second, whereas the notions "head" and "nonhead l t - - - as initially conceived by Williams (1981:247-248) and further
developed by Selkirk (1982:20-21) --- may be used to account
for properties of Afrikaans compounds, there are no grounds
for assigning to one constituent of a reduplication the
status of head and to the other that of nonhead. SO ) Neither
would it make any sense to view such reduplications as
"headless".51)
The latter formal difference between Afrikaans compounds and
reduplications is associated with a number of (morpho)phonological and semantic differences. To begin with: the phonological form of the nonhead of cert~in compounds displays a
type of allomorphy not exhibited by the corresponding constituent of lexically related reduplications. 52) For example,
as nonhead of compounds of the type N + N, the lexical item
heks (ChtksJ) has the form [hfksaJ , skip ([skapJ) the form
[skepJ, kind ([kent]) the form [kand~r], and dokter
( [djktCJr]) the form [d::>ktarsJ .
(142)

(a)

hekse + dans
witch's dance

hekse + besem
witch's broom

hekse + tand
witch's tooth

(b)

skeeps
boat

reis
trip

skeeps
ship's

+

dokter
doctor

s keep s + ramp
ship
disaster

(c)

kinder + hand
child's hand

kinder
child

+

kuns
art

kinder + roof
child stealing

+
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Cd)

dokters
doctor

+

besoek
visit

dokters + geld
doctor money

dokters + mes
doctor's knife

As the left-hand constituent of reduplications, however,
heks, sk-!.E, kind, and dokter do not exhibit the allomorphy
illustrated in (142):

( 1 43)

Die kinders speel heks - heks j skip-skip / kind the children play witch witch j ship ship / child
kind j dokter - dokter.
child / doctor doctor
"The children are playing 'witches'j'ships'/'children'j'doctors' ."

The left-hand constituent of Afrikaans reduplications, 1n
fact, never exhibits this kind of allomorphy.
Turning to the stress pattern of Afrikaans reduplications,
we observe that it differs systematically from that of lexically related compounds of the type considered above. This
point may be illustrated with reference to noun-based reduplications and N + N compounds. The vast majority of N + N
nominal compounds are forestressed (' ') .53)

(14 4)

d6kters + geld
doctor's money

t61
top

hekse + besem
witch's broom

wInkel
shop

+

tyd
time
+

me'is ie
girl

All Afrikaans reduplications, however, have level or double
stress C"), including those based on the nouns that appear
as nonheads in the compounds of (144).54)

( 1 45)

Die kinders speel d6kter-d6kter
t61 j wlnkel-wlnkel.

j

heks-heks / t61-
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Consider next the semantic composition of Afrikaans reduplications. This differs fundamentally from that of lexically
related compounds of the type considered above.
Informally,
these compounds have a semantic composition in which the
meaning of the nonhead may be said to modify that of the
head. To put it in referential terms:
the nonhead delimits
or individuates a specific subset of the set of objects
denoted by the head.
Thus, in the case of the compound doktersmes, the nonhead
dokters restricts the objects denoted by the head mes
(= "knife") to a specific subset, namely that used by a
doctor. The semantic composition of a reduplication such
as dokter-dokter cannot, however, be characterized in similar terms. That is, the semantic composition of reduplications is not such that the meaning of a given constituent
may be said to "modify"·that of the other constituent in
the sense illustrated above. 55)
The two formal differences between Afrikaans compounds and
,
reduplications would not be consonant with the assumption
that reduplication is a compounding process in Afrikaans.
Moreover, it is not clear how the grammar of Afrikaans would
be able on this assumption to capture the phonological and
semantic differences between these reduplications and compounds without the aid of ad hoc devices. The latter differences may he accounted for, however, if the semantic and
phonetic interpretation of Afrikaans reduplications and
compounds are based on different formal structures --- one
that uses the notions "head" and "nonhead" and one that does
not.

2.9.2.

Affixation

This brings us to (138), the claim that Afrikaans reduplication does not represent a process of affixation. There is
no analysis of Afrikaans reduplication on which this process
15 construed as (a form of) affixation, as far as I know.
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Recently, however, Marantz (1982:436), working within an
autosegmental framework, has claimed that the reduplication
rules of Tagalog and a number of other languages " ... are
normal affixation processes". On his view, " ... the one
unIque feature of reduplication, the feature which leads us
to group together diverse morphological processes under the
title redupZication, is the resemblance of the added material
to the stem being reduplicated".56)
Marantz proposes his analysis for a phenomenon that is distinct from Afrikaans reduplication, however. He (1982:437438) draws a distinction between processes that copy "constituents of morphemes" and processes that copy "entire morphemes
or words", restricting the term "reduplication" to the former
and calling the latter "constituent copying". Afrikaans
reduplication clearly instantiates Marantz's "constituent
copying".
It does not interact with phonological processes
in such a way as to create the kinds of problems for the
solution of which Marantz has to assign reduplication in
Tagalog and other languages the status of affixation rules.
That is, there is no explanatory advantage in viewing Afrikaans reduplication as an affixation process. On the contrary, adopting such a view of Afrikaans reduplication, would
have unwelcome consequences within the framework of the present study. One of these would be the creation of a wholly
unconstrained notion of "affix".
In terms of this notion,
any kind of unit that may be copied and "affixed" would by
definition, have the status of "affix", including morphologically noncomplex words, derived and inflected words, and
compounds (cf. §2. 3 above). But thes€ kinds of "affixes"
would exhibit none of the distinctive properties of the
morphological units that are considered affixes outside the
framework of an affixation analysis of reduplication.
In
sum:

the claim that Afrikaans reduplication does not repre-

sent a process of affixation is justified by its consequences.
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2.9.3

Copying

The claim that Afrikaans reduplication is a copying process
likewise has a set of clear positive consequences. These
are, i n e sse n c e, t hat the cop y c rea ted by the for mat ion ru 1 e
(4) will have all and only the properties of the base that
S7
has been copied by the rule. ) It is predicted, in other
words, that the left-hand and right-hand constituents of
Afrikaans reduplications will have exactly the same propertie s.
Preceding paragraphs have already presented evidence that
bears out this prediction. §2.3 has made it clear that the
two constituents exhibit the same (internal) morphological
structure (cf. (20), (22)-(25)).
§2.4 has made it clear
that the two constituents manifest the same morphological
category type (cf. (30)-(31)).
§§2.4 and 2.7 have made it
clear that the two constituents belong to the same lexical
category (cf. (33)-(37)).
§2.9.1, moreover, noted that the
two constituents do not differ in ways that require one of
them to be assigned the status of head and the other that of
nonhead.
In addition, §2.9.1 illustrated that the two
constituents have the same allomorphic shape (cf. (143)) and
the same stress level (cf. (145)). And, as was also noted
1n §Z.9.1, the two constituents do not differ semantically 1n a way that requires one of them to be viewed as a
modifying and the other as a modified constituent. Finally,
the semantic composition of Afrikaans reduplications, as we
will see in §3 below, is such as to preclude any claim that
one of their constituents has a unit of meaning not shared
by the other.
In short, the identity displayed by the two constituents of
reduplications in regard to their form, their phonological
shape, and their meaning bears out the hypothesis that
Afrikaans reduplication represents a copying process. This
identity, moreover, is consonant neither with the assumption
that Afrikaans reduplication is a compounding process nOT
with the view that it represents an affixation process.
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Retrospect

2. 1 0

The following have been the main findings of the preceding
analysis of the formation of Afrikaans reduplications:
1.

Afrikaans has only one rule for the formation of reduplications, namely Copy oG or
()( i --~ [!Xi OC- i ] ,
which is a rule of word formation.

2.

This formation rule need not stipulate
(a)

the (morphological) category type of the bases to
which it applies,

(b)

the category type of the constituents of the reduplications which it forms,

(c)

the lexical category of the bases to which it applies,

Cd)

the lexical category of the reduplications which
it forms,

(e)

the lexical category of the constituents of the
reduplications which it forms,

Cf)

the number of times that it may apply to its own
output.

3.

The properties (a)-(f) of Afrikaans reduplication(s)
are specified by general lexicalist constraints on
word formation rules --- constraints which are all
rule-type independent and, with one possible exception,
language-independent as well.

4.

The category type of the bases to which the formation
rule applies is specified by a general constraint which
states that all regular word formation processes are wordbased.

S.

The category type of the constituents of the reduplications generated by the formation rule is specified by
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a general constraint which, by imp] ication, says that
the constituents of morphologically complex words cannot themselves have the status of words.
6.

The lexical category of the bases to which the formation rule applies is specified by a constraint which
says that Afrikaans WFRs of all major types apply to
words of all open categories and to words of open categories alone.

7.

The lexical category of the reduplications generated
by the formation rule is specified by a general constraint which says that the category of a derived word
is always non-distinct from the category of its head
(and, consequently, that Afrikaans has no exocentric
reduplications).

8.

The number of times that the formation rule may apply
to its own output is specified by a general constraint
which says that no word formation process can apply
iteratively to its own output.

9.

The copying operation performed by the formation rule
is distinct from both compounding and affixation.

10.

2.11

The formation rule both feeds, and is fed by, other
Afrikaans WFRs.

Consequences

Let us consider briefly some of the consequences of the findings listed above.
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2 . 11 • 1

Language-specific consequences

At a language-specific level, the findings clearly imply that
conventional analyses have wrongly depicted Afrikaans redupliFirst,
cation as being a highlY complex morphological proses.
these studies either implicitly or explicitly, make the incorrect claim that Afrikaans has a large number of distinct rules
for the formation of reduplications. Explicated systematically, this claim entails that Afrikaans has a separate formation
rul~ for each distinct lexical category to which the bases may
belong and, in addition, that each of these rules has a separate sub-rule for each distinct lexical category to which
reduplications as wholes may belong. As has been argued in
the preceding sections, however, Afrikaans has only one rule
for the formation of reduplications. Second, when explicated
systematically, conventional studies are seen to make the incorrect claim that Afrikaans reduplication creates a considerable measure of exocentricity in the lexicon of the language.
In the preceding sections, by contrast, it has been argued
that no exocentricity is created by this process. Third,
conventional studies have incorrectly made out Afrikaans reduplication to be a process that is quite complex from a generallinguistic point of view. Because of an inability to distinguish between the features of this process that manifest
language-independent and rule-type independent principles
and the features that'are language-specific and rule-type
specific, these studies have in fact presented all the features of the process as idiosyncratic of Afrikaans. The
preceding sections have shown that, viewed from the perspective of putative language-independent constraints on word
formation, Afrikaans reduplication exhibits very little
idiosyncrasy: on the whole it manifests features of word
formation that are language-independent and rule-type independent.
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2.11.2

General-linguistic consequences

This brings us to the consequences that the conclusions of
§2.10 have at a language-independent level. The analysis
presented in the preceding sections claims that the formation
of Afrikaans reduplications is subject to certain generallinguistic constraints on WFRs. This analysis furnishes a
modest measure of justification for considering the general
purport of these constraints to be neither rule-type specific
nor language-specific. Since the scope of the analysis has
been restricted to one type of WFR in one language only, it
cannot yield much information about the precise formulation
that these constraints should ultimately receive. This,
however, is not to say that the general-linguistic consequences of the analysis are without significance. So let
us consider the constraints in question separately.
To start with the Word-base Constraint (18):
in order to
meet the condition of descriptive adequacy, quite a number
of recent studies have proposed morphological analyses that
"
"
58)
vIolate
t h e f ormer constraInt.
Th e status 0 f t h"IS constraint, consequently, has become rather unclear. The
present analysis indicates at least that a constraint with
the general purport of (18) is neither language-specific nor
rule-type specific, since (18) was motivated initially with
reference neither to Afrikaans nor to reduplication rules.
What such a constraint would ultimately entail in regard to
scope and content, of course, cannot be established on the
basis of an analysis of one particular type of WFR, reduplication, in one specific language, Afrikaans.
The present analysis bears in a parallel manner on three
other constraints, namely the Morphological Island Constraint
(18) [that has a variant known as the "Lexical Integrity
Hypothesis"] the Endocentricity Constraint (47), and the
Multiple Application Constraint (128).
It provides evidence
that there are language-independent and rule-type independent
constraints with the general purport of (18), (47) and (128)
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or more general constraints of which the latter three constitute special cases.
As regards The Open Category Constraint (41), this study
by its very nature cannot provide grounds for assigning it
the status of a language-independent constraint. But it is
significant that the problems that arise in connection with
the use of the notion of "major category" in constraints
on the possible bases of WFRs can be avoided by using the
notion of "open category".
It is significant, too, that
this notion has in fact been widely used in nonlexicalist
analyses of lexical mechanisms in languages other than Afrikaans. 59 )
Concerning the Category Retention Constraint (41): the analysis of the formal properties of reduplication provides no
evidence for this constraint. And, as has been noted above,
it is difficult to reconcile this constraint with the Morphological Island Constraint, for which there is cross-linguistic evidence. This, of course, does not exclude the possibility that the constraint may be motivated with reference
to phonological and/or semantic properties of Afrikaans
reduplications. To the possible semantic relevance of the
constraint, I will return in §3.17.2 below.
Let us consider, in conclusion, a general-linguistic consequence of the reduplication analysis that b~ars on the organization of the lexicon rather than on constraints on WFRs.
Specifically, consider the conclusion that the formation
rule for Afrikaans reduplications both feeds other Afrikaans
WFRs and is fed by them.
It was argued above --- in §§Z.2
and 2.3
that the other WFRs referred to in this concluSIon include inflectional, derivational, and compounding
rules. A consequence of this conclusion is that any general
model of lexicalist morphology will be inadequate if it
structures the lexicon in such a way, or orders the various
types of morphological rules in such a way, as to make it
impossible for the above-mentioned feeding relations to be
captured.
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3

mantic intc

tation

3. l O u t ! ine

As was noted in §1 above, Afrikaans reduplications are
held in conventional analyses to be highly complex from the
semantic point of view. That is, they are held to express
a huge set of often diverse meanings even though they are
all built on a single formal pattern. Accordingly the process of Afrikaans reduplication is likewise taken to be a
phenomenon of great semantic complexity. The present analysis, however, will claim that this semantic complexity is
apparent rather than real and that all Afrikaans reduplications undergo one and the same semantic interpretation rule,
namely (146).

(146 )

lnt erpret

[ex.. i

~

J

as

[A INCREASED]

(where A represents the sense or meaning of ~
and INCREASED represents an abstract semantic
un it) .

With the specifics of the interpretation rule (146) I will
deal below. All that needs to be noted at this point is that
rule CH6) is quite simple. The central question to be
answered i~ how so simple a rule is able to account for the
diversity in and specificity of the meanings conventionally
attributed to Afrikaans reduplications.
It is to this question that the present section, §3, will address itself.
The general thesis that will be argued is that both the
diversity of the meanings associated with Afrikaans reduplications and the specificity of these meanings arc a function
of the interaction between the interpretation rule (146) and
semantic or general conceptual devices that are independent of it.

Once the latter devices have been identif

d
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and their contribution to the (diversity and specificity of
the) meanings of reduplications has been pinpointed, the
single interpretation rule (146) will be seen to give an
adequate characterization of the semantic content expressed
by reduplication in Afrikaans. The natural point of departure for the discussion is the diversity of the meanings
attributed to Afrikaans reduplications in conventional
studies and the process by which Afrikaans reduplications
are formed.

3.2

Survey of

meanings

Conventional analyses have claimed that reduplication is
used in Afrikaans for the expression of both referential or
descriptive and nonreferential or nondescriptive meanings.
In A-M below, I list the referential meanings to begin with.
The core of the list of these meanings comes from the work
of Kempen (1969). To the list I have added a number of
meanings of the sort found in Kempen's study but, for apparently accidental reasons, not mentioned explicitly by him,
Scholtz (1963) or other Afrikaans grammarians. For each
meaning I present an abstract characterization (underscored), a concise paraphrase (in inverted commas), and a
number of sentences containing reduplications that express
it.
In the paraphrases "R" will be used to represent the
referent to which a base (0<...) refers via its meaning (A).
A.

considerable number:
(147)(a)

Die kinders

"many R's"
drink bottels-bottels limonade.

the children drink bottles bottles lemonade
"The children drink bottles and bottles of
lemonade."
(b)

Bakke-bakke veldblomme

versier

die tafels.

bowls bowls veld flowers decorate the tables
"The tables are decorated with wild flowers
by the bowlful."
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B.

limited number:
(148)(a)

(b)

C.

(b)

D.

sleg.
Die pad was ent
- ent
the road was stretch stretch bad
"The road was bad in .some (scattered) stretches."
Jan vergeet sy vrees ruk - ruk.
John forget his fear time time
"Occasionally John forget s about his fear for
a while."

distribution:
(149) (a)

"some R's"

"scattered R 's"

Die skape
the sheep
"The sheep
scattered

Die gras het kol - kol
verdroog.
the grass has patch patch withered
"The grass has withered In (some) scattered
patches."

serial order ing:
(150)(a)

(b)

wei
trappe-trappe op die vlakte.
graze flocks flocks on the plain
are grazing on the plain in several
flocks."

"the one R after the other"J"R by R"

die verf laag - laag af.
Hy krap
he scrapes the paint layer layer off
"He scrapes the paint off in one layer after
another."
Die studente skryf die eksamen stuk - stuk.
the students write the exam
piece piece
"The students write the exam in instalments. "
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E.

collectivity/grouping:

( 1 51 ) (a)

"in more than one group of R"/
"in one group of R after the
other"

op.
Hy d r a
tien-tien boeke die trap
he carry ten ten books the stairs up
"He carries the books up the stairs in one
ten-book batch after another."

(b)

F.

iteration:
(152)(a)

(b)

G.

Susan sluk
die pille drie - drie In.
Susan swallow the pills three three In
"Susan swallows the pills in sets of three."
"to R more than once/repeatedly"

Hy lek - lek oor sy droe lippe.
he lick 1 ick over his dry lips
"He licks and relicks his dry lips."
Sy kop knik-knik van vermoeienis
his head nod nod of weariness
"His head repeatedly nod s with weariness. "

continuation:
(153) (a)

Cb)

"to R continuously/for some time"

Die donder rammel-rammelin die verte.
the thunder rumble rumble in the distance
"A continua 1 rumbl e of thunder maybe hea rd. "
Die bedelaar drentel-drentel doelloos in
the beggar
saunter saunter aimlessly In
die park rondo
the park about
"The beggar has been sauntering aimlessly In
the park for some time."
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H.

attenuation:

(154)(a)

(b)

1.

(b)

J.

Die dokter vat - vat
aan die swelsel.
the doctor touch touch on the swelling
"The doctor tentatively feels the swelling a
couple of times."
Hy skop-skop teen
die deur.
he kick kick against the door
"He gives the doo r a few exp lora tory kicks."

simultaneity:

(155)(a)

"to R (more than once) tentatively!
hesitantly/non-intensely"

"while R-ing simultaneously/at the same
time"

Die leeu loop brul-brul weg.
the lion walk roar roar away
"Roaring, the lion walks away. "
Die tuinier sny sing-sing die grasperk.
the gardener mow sing sing the lawn
"The gardener sings as he mows the lawn. "

alternation/interruption:

(156)(a)

(b)

"with R alternating with R'/
interrupting R' (where R'
is the referent of the main
verb)

Hy loop staan-staan die gang
af.
he walk stand stand the corridor down
"He walks haltingly down the corridor."
Sy doen die werk rus - rus.
she do
the work rest rest
"She does the work stopping frequently to
rest. "
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K.

manner:

"R-ing to do R' las a means of doing R'"

(157) (a)

die straat.
Die man loop skuifel-skuifel oar
the man walk shuffle shuffle across the street
"The man crosses the street with a shuffling
gait."

(b)

Sy drink slurp-slurp haar tee.
she drink sip
sip
her tea
"She drinks her tea by sipping it."

L.

intensity:
(158)(a)

"very R"
Hulle eet dik - dik

snye

brood.

they eat thick thick slices bread
"They eat thumping thick slices of bread."
(b)

M.

emphasis:

(159) (a)

Sy het amper-amper haar been gebreek.
she has nearly nearly her leg broken
"She very nearly broke her leg."
"emphatically/specifically/definitely/
just R"
Die ongeluk

het hier-hier gebeur.

the accident has here here happened

"The accident happened righthere/on this very
spot."
(b)

Hulle doen die werk saam
- - - - -saam.
-they do
the work together together
"They do the work very much as a team effort."

Before looking at the non-referential

meanings

attributed

to reduplication in Afrikaans, we have to consider a number
of general points in connection with the referential meanlngs listed above.
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First, as regards the origin of these

meanjngs,

the majo-

rity are due to Kempen (1969) and Scholtz (1963). Their
work, however, makes only implicit provision for the distinction between "considerable number" (A) and "limited number on, that between "serial ordering" (D) and "collectivity/grouping" (E), and that between "simul taneity" (1),
"alternation/interruption" (J) and "manner" (K). No explicit
provision, moreover, is made for "attenuation" (H).
Second, the meanings listed above are taken in conventional studies to be "atomic" in some sense, i.e., not
decomposable into "more primitive" meanings. The glosses
given above have been constructed so as to illustrate the
individual "atomic" meanings. On conventional analyses,
however, a single reduplication may express more than one
"atomic" meaning or may be ambiguous between various "atomic"
meanings. Kempen (1969:346), for example, characterizes
the meaning of verb reduplications such as lek-Iek in (152)
(a) and rammel-rammel in (153)(a) as "durative and iterative", where "durative" represents our "continuation" (G).
He (1969:341) states that brul-brul in (155)(a), staan-staan
in (156) (a) and skuifel-skuifel in (157)(a) "indicate manner
with respect to a verb, and are generally durative and/or
iterative too". Consider as a final example the reduplication twee-twee in the following sentence.
( 160)

Die motors het twee-twee daar geparkeer gestaan.
the cars
have two two there parked
stood
"The cars had been parked there in pairs."

On Scholtz's (1963:156) analysis the meaning expressed by
reduplicated "numerals" such as twee-twee is "partly iterative, partly distributive". To this composite meaning
Kempen (1969:289) adds a third element when he states that
"Perhaps (a) group value or (a) grouping value should therefore in addition be added to (Scholtz's) iterative/distributive (values)".

On Scholtz's and Kempen's analyses
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twee-twee In (160) would express the "atomic" meanIngs "distribution" (C), "iteration"

(F) and "collectivity/grouping"

(E). Notice, incidentally, how many hedges and other obscure
expressions occur in the quoted claims by Scholtz and Kempen.
It is often difficult to determine what is claimed by conventional studies about the meaning of specific reduplications.
Third, with reference to the (composite) meanIng assigned
by Kempen and Scholtz to the form twee-twee, it is possible
to indicate a general problem that the linguist encounters
when attempting to establish the meaning of Afrikaans reduplications.
Kempen's and Scholtz's claims about the meaning
of twee-twee express intuitive judgements for which no justification is furnished. When one attempts to check these
judgements against those of linguistically unsophisticated
native speakers, it soon becomes clear that such intuitive
semantic judgements are highlY variable. Different native
speakers make different intuitive judgements about the meaning of the same reduplication.
In addition, the judgements
of linguistically skilled native speakers about the meaning
of the same reduplication often differ in subtle ways.
Evidence to settle such differences is on the whole not easy
to come by, as will be illustrated below with respect to
reduplications that are claimed to denote games played by
children.
In short, to assign a specific meaning to a given
reduplication is often to do no more than express an intuitive judgement.
Fourth, quite a number of the informal descriptive notions
used in conventional analyses are less than sufficiently
clear.

This is true of conventional analyses not only of

Afrikaans reduplication but of reduplication in other languages as well. Consider as a case in point the distinct ion d r awn b et wee nth e not ion s 0 f ,. in ten sit y " ( L) and
"emphasis" eM). 60) Conventional studies fail to make clear
in what nonintuitive sense "emphasis" differs from "intensity", or where, say, "intensity" stops and "emphasis" begins.
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Moreover, given that this distinction does have an empirical
basis, such studies fail to make clear whether it should be
captured in referential (semantic) or non-referential (pragmatic) terms.
The notion of "manner", as used in K above, further illustrates the insufficient clarity of the conventional descriptive notions. This notion of "manner", in fact, is really
just a device for indicating a general respect in which the
meaning of skuifel-skuifel in (163) differs from that of
sing-sing ("simultaneity"), in (161) and that of staan-staan
("alternation/interruption") in (162).

( 161)

( 162)

(163)

n Man loop sing-sing oor

die straat.
a man walk sing sing across the street
"A man crosses the street, singing as he goes."

n Man loop staan-staan oor

die straat.
a man walk stand stand across the street
"A man crosses the 'street, pausing from time to time."

n Man loop skuifel-skuifel

die straat.
oor
a man walk shuffle shuffle across the street
"A man shuffles across to the other side of the
street."

Kempen (1969: 341), in fact, uses a notion of "manner" that
even includes "simultaneity" and "alternation/interruption"
t 00.

61)

Let us now consider the nonreferential meanings or functions
attributed to Afrikaans reduplications. A first such meaning has conventionally been characterized as a "stylistic
function of a general sort". Though it is claimed that
Afrikaans reduplications may be used in all styles and
registers, it has been noted that such forms are characteristic of less formal styles and registers. The nature of
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these styles and registers has conventionally been indicated
by means of expressions such as "intimate",62) "col10quial",63) "jovial",64) "dramatic",6S) "affective" and
"vivid l l • 66 ) A speaker of Afrikaans may use reduplications,
therefore, -to show that he would like to enter into or establish a less formal relationship with the other participant(s)

in the speech situation.

It has been claimed that certain reduplications do not differ in regard to referential meaning from their bases at all.
Noun reduplications that denote games played by children constitute a case in point.

(164)

Hulle speel weer bal-bal.
they play aga1n ball ball
"They are playing their ball game again. II

( 1 65)

Hu11e speel e1ke dag tol-tol.
they play every day top top
"They play (a t) tops every day."

(166)

Knoop - knoop 1S n gewilde speletjie.
button button is a popular game
"The game played with buttons is popuJar."

On Kempen's (1969:236) judgement, for example, the reduplication tol-tol in (165) does not "say anything more" than
the nonreduplicated tal in (167).

( 1 67)

Hulle speel elke

dag tal.

they play every day top
"They play (at) tops every day."

If judgements such as these were correct --- whether they
are, is a question to which I will return in 93.14 below
--- reduplications of this type would have only the general
nonreferential function considered above.
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A second and more specific nonreferential function is restricted to the type of reduplication occurring in the
following sentences.

( 168)

Die meisie staan vaak - vaak op.
the girl
get
sleepy sleepy up
"The girl, still slow with sleep, gets up."

( 169)

Die meisie laat skaam-skaam haar kop hang.
the girl
let shy
shy
her head hang
"Shyly, the girl lets her head hang."

( 170)

Die meisie sit die borde traag
traag
the girl
put the plates reluctantly reluctantly
weg.
away
"Reluctantly, the girl puts the plates away."

On Kempen's (1969:138-139) analysis the underscored reduplications are "intensifying and emphatic", thus expressing a
specific referential meaning. Many speakers, however, do not
get this meaning: on their judgement these reduplications
have "the same meaning" as the corresponding nonreduplicated
forms underscored in (171)-(173).

( 17 1)

op.
Die meisie staan vaak
the girl
get
sleepy up
"The girl' gets up sleepy. "

( 1 72)

Die meisie laat skaam haar kop hang.
the girl
her head hang
let shy
"Shyly, the girl lets her head hang."

( 1 73)

Die meisie sit die borde traag
weg.
the gi rl
put the plates reluctantly away
"Reluctantly, the girl puts the plates away. "
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On the judgement of such speakers, a person who gets up
"vaak-vaak" is not sleepier than one who gets up "vaak".
And they have analogous judgements on the difference between
"skaam-skaam" and "skaam" as well as that between "traagtraag" and "traag".67)
Further probing of the judgements of such speakers reveals
that they do "feel" the above-mentioned reduplications to
differ "communicatively" from their nonreduplicated bases:
reduplications such as vaak-vaak, skaam-skaam, and traagtraag convey a sense of empathy not expressed by the nonreduplicated forms. That is, by using these reduplications
speakers appear to indicate that they are able to enter into
the feelings, motives, etc. of the agents of the sentences,
that they can readily understand or appreciate these feelings,
motives, etc. Linguistically trained native speakers point
out that the sense is more aptly labelled "empathy" than
"sympathy", the latter term being "too strong".68)

3.3

The interpretation rule for reduplications

The interpretation rule (146) assigns to an Afrikaans reduplication [Dei GtiJ the semantic reading [A INCREASED] ,
where [AJ represents the meaning or sense of the unreduplicated base form ex. , and [INCREASED] an abstract semantic
un it. Th e qua 1 i fie at ion " a b s t r act" in d i cat est hat, a 5 a
semanti~ unit, [INCREASED] is not to be identified with the
linguistic expression increased. To distinguiih a meaning
or semantic unit from a linguistic expression, I will represent the former by means of capitals and enclose it in square
brackets.

Following Jackendoff (1983:36), both a meaning or

sense and an abstract semantic unit will be considered a
unit of information that represents an aspect of conceptual
structure.

On this view, the information conveyed by a lin-

guistic expression is not about the real world but about
the projected world, i.e., about the world as experienced
69
by the human mind. ) The entities referred to by linguistic
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expreSSIons, on this view, are to be found In the projected
world, not the real world.

These entities include, In
Jackendoff's (1983:50) terminology, things, places, direc.
.
tlons,
actIons,
events, manners, amounts, e t C. 70) Against
this background, the interpretation rule (146) may be understood as saying that by reduplicating a base form, the information is conveyed that the entity (or entities) in the
projected world referred to by the base form is taken to be
increased in some dimension.
The question is how the single interpretation rule (146)
could account for the diversity and specificity of the referential meanings listed in A-M in §3.2 above. But note
the underlying assumption being made here about the assignment of all the various meanings to the respective redupliIt is assumed that
cations with which they are associated.
the assignment of meanings is performed by rule (146) operating in isolation. Such a "splendid isolation" assumption
is simply wrong, however, since it reflects a failure to
distinguish between the total information content associated
with/expressed by individual reduplications and the semantic
content that may be expressed by the formal process of reduplication. This failure, of course, puts the assumption at
odds with the fact that the semantic content expressed by
reduplication contributes only one of the components of the
total information content associated with individual reduplications. The problems with the "splendid isolation"
assumption may ultimately be reduced to a conception of
"meaning" that fails to allow for the fact that the total
information content associated with a linguistic form is
decomposable into various components belonging to different
classes.
Against this background, the paragraphs below will present
a reanalysis of the so-called referential meanings A-H and
L-M associated with Afrikaans reduplications. This reanalysis will proceed from the assumption that each of these
meanings constitutes an amalgam of units of information that
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are not all attributable to the same source.

The interpre-

tation rule (146), in fact, contributes only one unit of
information to the amalgam. It will be shown that, given
an adequate characterization of the contributions made by
other devices to the total information content of reduplications, and of the way ln which these devices interact
with the interpretation rule (146), there are no grounds
either for having more than one semantic interpretation
rule for Afrikaans reduplications, or for complicating the
rule (146).
Within the framework of the individual reanalyses, the
devices involved in the composition of the total information content of Afrikaans reduplications will be represented
informally only.
That is, in presenting these reanalyses,
I will attempt to steer clear from technical controversies
such as the one about whether certain units of information
should be represented formally by means of semantic markers
And in presenting the
or by some other kind of device.
,
individual reanalyses, I will not consider the question of
whether a given unit of information
or the rule specifying it
constitutes part of linguistic meaning or,
alternatively, represents an aspect of extra-grammatical
belief, knowledge of the world or some other nonlinguistic
conceptual system.
I will use expressions such as "meaning",
"semantic reading/unit", and "(unit of) information content",
informally as synonyms. The neutral expression "conceptualization rules" will be used to denote an important subset
of the devices that interact with the interpretation rule
(146).
General theoretical issues, illcluding questions
about the linguistic and methodological status of the conceptualization rules, will be discussed briefly in §3.15
below.

Note also that in the reanalyses that will follow,

I am not implicitly claiming either that the various decompositions of the conventional meanings cannot be carried
further, or that completely exhaustive decomposition of the
meaning of (complex) lexical items is in principle possible.
The proposed decompositions are presented with the sole pur-
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pose of identifying those semantic components that are
relevant to the argument that there is only one interpretation rule for Afrikaans reduplication, namely (146). A
final word of caution: the reanalyses of the conventional
meanings should not be interpreted as informal semantic
derivations.
In presenting these reanalyses I do not advocate any position on how semantic derivations should be
generated.
Note that the meanings I
nation"/"interruption"),

"simultaneity"), J (= "alterand K (= "manner") will not be

(=

subjected to reanalysis below. As was argued In §2.6.4
above, the forms with which these meanings are associated
do not have the status of reduplications. These forms are
morphologically complex words derived by means of zero
affixation. The interpretation rule (146) need obviously
no~ account for the semantic interpretation of nonreduplications. We can now move on to a reanalysis of the other
referential meanings listed above.

3.4

Considerable number

("many R's")

The total information content associated with reduplications
such as bottels-bottels in (147)(a) and bakke-bakke in (147)
(b) may be analyzed in the following way:
(a)
The lexical base (bottels, bakke) contributes two
units of meaning that account for the value of A. The first
is the unit [BOTTLEJ/[BOWLJ associated with the non-affixal
constituent (bottel, bak) as specified in the dictionary
of the language, the second the plurality meaning [MORE
THAN ONE] associated with the affix (-~). Jointly, these
two units form the composite reading [BOTTLE/BOWL, MORE THAN
ONE] .
(b)

The interpretation rule (146) contributes the unit

of meaning [INCREASED].

The semant ic contribution of the
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base and that of the interpretation rule jointly form the
composite reading [BOTTLE/BOWL, MORE THAN ONE, INCREASED]
(c)
A conceptualization rule specifies that the unit of
meaning [INCREASED] must be interpreted numerically because
the A with which it has to be amalgamated includes the
semantic unit [COUNTABLE THING] .71)
For later reference
this rule may be formulated as follows:

( 1 74)

Conceptualize [INCREASED] as [INCREASED IN NUMBER]
if it occurs in conjunction with the semantic unit
[COUNTABLE THING] .

The unit of information contributed by the conceptualization
rule (174) to the total information content of Afrikaans
reduplications, clearly, is independent of the unit of information contributed by the interpretation rule (146).
It
follows, then, that the information expressed by rule (174)
need not and, indeed, should not be accounted for by the
interpretation rule itself.
(d)
A second conceptualization rule applies to the readIng [BOTTLE/BOWL, MORE THAN ONE, INCREASED IN NUMBER] to
amalgamate the units of meaning [INCREASED IN NUMBER] and
[MORE THAN ONE].
This rule may be formulated as follows:

( 1 75)

Conceptualize [INCREASED IN NUMBER] and [MORE
THAN ONE] jointly as [CONSIDERABLE NUMBER] OR
[MANY] .

Applied to [BOTTLE/BOWL, MORE THAN ONE, INCREASED IN NUMBER]
this rule yields the more complex unit of content [BOTTLE/
BOWL, CONSIDERABLE NUMBER/MANY]. Note that the semantic
contribution of the conceptualization rule (175) need not be
accounted for by the interpretation rule (146).
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3.5

Limited number

("some R's")

The composition of the total information content associated
with reduplications such as ent-ent in (148) (a) and ruk-ruk
in (148) (b) may be described as follows:
(a)
The lexical base (ent, ruk) contributes the unit of
meaning, [STRETCH]/[TIME], that represents the value of A.
This unit of meaning is specified in the dictionary of the
language.
(b)
The interpretation rule (146) contributes the unit of
meaning [INCREASED1, giving the composite reading [STRETCH/
TIME, INCREASED] .
Cc)
The conceptualization rule (174) specifies, as in the
case of bottels and bakke, that [INCREASED], when in conjunction with an A such as [STRETCH] or [TIME] , must be interpreted numerically as [INCREASED IN NUMBER] since [STRETCH]
and [TIME] include the semantic unit [COUNTABLE THING] in
their internal make-up.
Cd)
However, ent and ruk, unlike bottels and bakke, do
not incorporate a plural affix and their meaning lacks the
uni t [MORE THAN ONE].
Al terna t i ve 1 y, the meaning of th e se
bases may be analyzed as incorporating the semantic unit
[(NOT MORE THAN) ONE].
As a result the conceptualization
rule (175) does not apply in the case of ent-ent and ruk-ruk
and the composite reading [STRETCH/TIME, CONSIDERABLE NUMBER/MANY] is not derived. A different conceptualization
rule, which may be a subcase of (175), applies to [STRETCH/
TIME, (NOT MORE THAN) ONE, INCREASED IN NUMBER] .
(176)

Conceptualize [INCREASED IN NUMBER] and [(NOT
MORE THAN) ONE] jointly a~ [LIMITED NUMBER/SOME]

The di f f e renee In tota 1 inf orma t ion con t en t between "many R' s"
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and "some R's" thus reduces to the semantic contribution of
a plural affix that does not form part of the bases of reduplications such as ent-ent and ruk-ruk. And so the difference in total information content between reduplications
such as bottels-bottels and reduplications such as ent-ent
need not be accounted for by the interpretation rule (146).

3.6

Distribution

("scattered R's")

The total information content associated with reduplications
such astroppe-troppe In (149) (a) and kol-kol in (149) (b)
is more complex than the total information content of reduplications such as bottels-bottels and ent-ent. The former
content, in fact, represents an extension of the latter.
(a)
As expressed by troppe-troppe, the composite content
"scattered R's" includes "many R's" as a component and, as
expressed by kol-kol, it includes "some R's" as a component.
The composition of "many R's" and "some R's" has been described above.
(b)
A conceptualization rule specifies that the semantic
units [MANY] and [SOME] must be interpreted distributively
because the A's with which these have to be amalgamated inc I ude th e seman tic uni t [BOUNDED MEASURE] .
This rule may
be formulated as follows:
(177)

Conceptualize [MANY A's] and [SOME A's] as respectively [MANY A's, DISTRIBUTED] and [SOME A's, DISTRIBUTED] if the former semantic units occur in
conjunction with the semantic unit [BOUNDED MEASURE].

As noted by Jackendoff (1983:246, n. 9), things may be bounded or unbounded at a conceptual level. Bounded things have
some kind of boundary --- e.g., a spatial boundary in the
case of physical objects --- but unbounded things are referred
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to in such a way that boundaries are not part of the PIC72)
ture conveyed.'
If the bounded things are measure units
of a specific magnitude --- as In the case of a bottle, a
bowl, a stretch, a patch, etc. --- they have to be distributed or scattered in some dimension.
If measure units of
a specific magnitude were not scattered in some dimension,
they could not constitute more than one unit of the magnitude in question, but would rather collectively constitute
a single unit of a larger magnitude (denoted, perhaps, by
a different lexical item). The conceptualization rule (177-)
thus, expresses the following idea:

For there to be more than one unit of quantity,
volume, length, etc. of a specific magnitude,
the units have to be non-adjacent, i.e., scattered or distributed, in some dimension.

Concretely, if we took the base noun kol to denote a patch,
a number of patches would simply constitute a larger single
spatial unit, unless they were conceptualized as being distributed, i.e., as separated by intervening "nonpatches".
To multiply bounded things that constitute measure units of
a specific magnitude, thus, entails conceptualizing them as
being distributed or scattered. The conceptualization rule
(177) expresses this generalization by applying to composite readings such as [FLOCK, MANY] and [PATCH, SOME] and
deriving from these the more composite readings [FLOCK,
MANY, DISTRIBUTED] and [PATCH, SOME, DISTRIBUTED] respectively. Notice, incidentally, that the traditional term
"distributive plural" may be aptly applied to reduplications
such as troppe-troppe and kol-kol.
The conclusion to be drawn, therefore, IS that [DISTRIBUTED]
as a component of the total information content of reduplications such as trappe-trappe, kol-kol, etc. does not represent a unit of information contributed by the morphological
process of reduplication and should not be specified by an
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interpretation rule such as (146). [DISTRIBUTED] as a unit
of content is derived by means of an independent conceptualization rule such as (177).
In §3.16 below I will
explore the possibility that [DISTRIBUTED] rather than
[INCREASED] is the fundamental unit of meaning expressed by
rule (146).

3.7

Serial ordering

("the one R after the other")

The total information content associated with reduplications
such as laag-~ in (1 SO) (a) and stuk-stuk in (150) (b), is
composed in essentially the same way as that of the distributive plurals troppe-troppe, kOl-kol, etc. From the point
of view of their total content, reduplications such as ~
~, stuk-stuk, etc. are distributive plurals too, a point
that may be illustrated with reference to laag-laag.
(a)
The total information content of laag-laag, like that
of kol-kol, incorporates the semantic unit [LIMITED NUMBER]
/[SOME] that is derived in the way described in §3.S above
with reference to ent-ent, etc.
(b)

The content of laag-laag, again like that of kol-kol,

incorporates in addi tion the component [DISTRIBUTED].
The
difference in total content between kol-kol en laag-laag
may be reduced to a difference between the dimensions in
which the units/entities denoted by the respective base
forms are distributed.
In the case of kol-kol the dimenSIon is spatial; in the case of laag-laag, etc. the dimension is non-spatial --- temporal OT "logical". To say that
entities are "serially ordered" is, in fact, to say that
they are distributed in time or in "logical" space. The
lexical meaning of its base and the linguistic and nonlinguistic context in which a given reduplication occurs
provide clues about the nature of the dimension in which the
distribution or scattering must be construed.
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[ORDERED SERIALLY], therefore, is not a unit of content to
be specified by a semantic interpretation rule such as (146).
Consequently, the difference in total content between reduplications such as 1aag-1aag and reduplications such as ko1ko1 should not be accounted for by this rule either.

3.8

Collectivity ("in more than one group of R")

The total information content attributed to reduplications
such as tien-tien in (151) (a) and drie-drie In (151) (b) is
also an amalgam of various units of meaning.
(a)
The lexical base (tien, drie) contributes two units
of meaning to fix the semantic content of 0<
This point
may be illustrated with reference to tien (= "ten") and
drie (= "three"). On the one hand tien and drie contribute
a unit of meaning in virtue of which they are different cardinals. This unit of meaning is [TEN] in the case oftien
and [THREE] in the case of drie. On the other hand, tien,
drie and the other cardinals have a shared unit of meaning
which they contribute to the content of ~. Recall that
§§Z.5 and 2.6.5 above argued that cardinals such as tien
and drie have the formal properties of group nouns. "Numera1 ,r
group nouns share a unit of meaning with "nonnumeral" group
nouns such as klomp (= "lot"), groep (= "group"), horde
(= "horde"), etc.
This unit of meaning may be represented
as [GROUP] or [COLLECTION]. As group nouns tien and drie,
therefore, have the composite meanings [TEN, GROUP] and
[THREE, GROUP] respectively.73)
(b)

The interpretation rule (146) contributes the seman-

tic unit [INCREASED] to the total information content of the
reduplications under consideration, yielding [TEN, GROUP,
INCREASED] and [THREE, GROUP, INCREASED]
(c)
The conceptualization rule (174) specifies that,
since the A with which [INCREASED] has to be amalgamated
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includes the semantic specification [COUNTABLE THING] --groups are countable entities --- [INCREASED] has to be
conceptualized numerically. That is. [INCREASED] and. for
example, [TEN, GROUP] must jointly be conceptualized as
[TEN, GROUP, INCREASED IN NUNBER] .
(d)
The latter composite reading, in fact, also includes
the unit of meaning [(NOT MORE THAN) ONE] --- ~he base form
groep does not incorporate a plural affix. Consequently,
the conceptualization rule (176) comes into play and the composite reading [TEN, GROUP, LIMITED NUMBER/SOME] is formed.
(e)
To the latter reading the conceptualization rule (177)
adds the semantic unit [DISTRIBUTED], yielding [TEN, GROUP,
LIMITED NUMBER/SOME, DISTRIBUTED]. An analogous reading is
derived for drie-drie. Unless the groups of. for example,
ten were distributed, there would not be more than one group
of ten but simply one larger group of, say, twenty, thirty.
etc.
In regard to content, therefore, tien-tien and driedrie are in fact distributive pluralS like battels-battels
and kol-kol. The distribution may be in a spatial dimension
as in Hulle staan drie-drie in die saal (= "They stand about
in the hall in scattered groups of three.") or in a temporal
dimension as in Hulle verlaat die saal drie-drie (= "They
leave the hall in one group of three after another"). Clues
about the nature of this dimension are provided by the linguistic context, central to which are the respective lexical
meanings of the verb and of the constituents structurally
related to the verb.
The general point is that the interpretation rule (146) need
not contribute more than the semantic component [INCREASED]
to the total content of these reduplications, the other components being furnished from independent sources.
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3.9

Iteration

("to R repeatedly")

We consider next the total information content associated
with verb reduplications such as lek-Iek in (152)(a) and
knik-knik in (152) (b).
The lexical base (lek, knik) contributes two units
of meaning to the total semantic content of e>c.. The first
unit distinguishes the meaning of, for example, lek [LICK]
from that of knik [NOD] , and other nonsynonymous lexical
items. The second is a unit shared by the meaning of lek,
and the meaning of knik. This unit of meaning may be characterized as [TH1PORAL ACT/EVENT]. 74)
(a)

(b)
The interpretation rule (146) contributes the unit of
meaning [INCREASED] to the total information content of the
reduplications under consideration.
(c)
A conceptualization rule specifies how [INCREASED]
has to be conceptualized in conjunction with the meanings of
lek and knik respectively. Since the meaning of neither lek
nor knik includes the semantic unit [COUNTABLE THING], rule
(174) is inapplicable and [INCREASED] will not be conceptualized numerically as [INCREASED IN NUMBER]. Since the meaning of both lek and knik incorporates the semantic unit
[TEMPORAL ACT/EVENT] , the following conceptualization rule
applies to [LICK, TEMPORAL ACT/EVENT, INCREASED] and [NOD,
TEMPORAL ACT/EVENT, INCREASED] .

( 178)

Conceptualize [INCREASED] as [INCREASED IN TIME]
if it occurs in conjunction with the semantic
unit [TEMPORAL ACT/EVENT] .

Given this rule, the composite readings [LICK, TEMPORAL ACT/
EVENT, INCREASED IN TIME] and [NOD, TH1PORAL ACT/EVENT, INCREASED IN TIME] may be formed.
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Cd)
In these two composite readings, however, the unit
[INCREASED IN TIME] is only partially amalgamated with the
semantic units [LICK] and [NOD].
The reason for this is
that licking and nodding represent a particular kind of temporal act or event: in the terminology of Jackendoff (1983:
246) they are temporally bounded events or acts. This
feature of the projected referent of the verbs lek and knik
may be represented in their meaning by the semantic unit
[BOUNDED] which constitutes a unit of so-called aspectual
75
meaning.
) To amalgamate the semantic unit [INCREASED IN
TIME] with [BOUNDED] a conceptualization rule with the content of (179) is required:
( 1 79)

conceptualize the unit of content [INCREASED IN
TU1E] as [ITERATED] if it occurs in combination
with the unit of aspectual meaning [BOUNDED] .

Clearly. a bounded event can occur for an increased time only
if it is conceptualized as being repeated more than once.
Applied to the readings specified in (a) above, the conceptualization rule (179) forms [LICK, TEMPORAL ACT/EVENT, ITERATED] and [NOD, TEMPORAL ACT/EVENT, ITERATED] .
Asa unit of meaning, then, [ITERATED] need not be specified
directly by an interpretation rule such as (146). It is a
derived unit, established through the interaction of this
rule with the conceptualization rules (178) and (179). Note
that the extension of the parameter of boundedness from things
to acts events 1S crUCla 1 to t h IS ana 1 YSIS. 76)
°

°

O

°

/

3.10

Continuation

(lito R continuously")

The total information content associated with verb reduplication such as rammel-rarnmel in (153)(a) and drentel-drentel in
.C15})(b) is parallel, in composition, to that of iterative
reduplications such as lek-lek and knik-knik. The difference
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between iteration and continuation reduces to a difference
iri aspectual meaning between lek-Iek and knik-knik on the
one hand and rammel-rammel and drentel-drentel on the other
hand. The base verbs of the former type have the unit of
aspectual meaning [BOUNDED], the base verbs of the latter
the unit of aspectual meaning that Jackendoff (1983:246)
calls [UNBOUNDED]. This implies that the unit of aspectual
meaning [UNBOUNDED] has to be incorporated in the composite
readings [RUMBLE, TEMPORAL EVENT, UNBOUNDED, T~CRF.ASED IN
TIME] and [SAUNTER, TEMPORAL EVENT, UNBOUNDED, INCREASED IN
TIME].
To these composite readings the conceptualization
rule (180) applies.

(180)

Conceptualize the unit of content [INCREASED IN
TIME] as [CONTINUED] if it occurs in combination
with the unit of meaning [UNBOUNDED] .

What this rule says, in essence, is that by increasing an
unbounded temporal event one gets a single extended event of
the same sort. Applied to the composite readings under consideration, rule (180) gives [RUMBLE, TEMPORAL EVENT, CONTINUED] and [SAUNTER, TEMPORAL EVENT, CONTINUED] .
The distinction between iteration and continuation, therefore, reflects an aspectual difference between the base
verbs of reduplications. This distinction is acted on by
different conceptualization rules or different subcases of
the same, more general, conceptualization rule.
In sum:
the distinction between iteration and continuation clearly
need not be accounted for directly by the interpretation
7 ~)
rul e (146). I

3.11

Attenuation

("to R more than once non-intensely")

The total information content associated with reduplications
such as vat-vat in (154) (a) and skop-skop in (154) (b) incorporates what appears to be a mysterious component. This com-
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ponent, which has conventionally been characterized as
"tentatively(hesitantly/non-intensely", will be represented
below by the abstract specification [ATTENUATED].
The
question is how this unit can be a component of a composite
content to which the interpretation rule (146) contributes
the semantic unit [INCREASED]. As part of the total information content of verb-based reduplications one would expect
the latter unit to be conceptualized on an intensity scale
as "more intensely" rather than "less intensely", "tentatively", etc. Closer analysis shows, however, that there
is in fact nothing mysterious about the way in which the
unit [ATTENUATED] is derived as a component of the information content of reduplications such as vat-vat and skop-skop.
(a)
The bases (vat, sk6p) of such reduplications are
verbs that have the unit of aspectual meaning [BOUNDED] .
The reduplications, consequently, are assigned an iterative
reading in the way described in (d) of §3.9 above.
(b)
The unit of content [ATTENUATED] represents another
derived component of the total information content of verbbased reduplications such as vat-vat, skop-skop, etc. Let
us consider the following sentences to get a better grasp
of the nature of this unit of meaning.
( 181) (a)

Hy sko]2-sko,Q teen
die deur. [= (lS4)(b)]
he kick kick against the door
"He tentatively kicks the door a couple of times."

(b)

Hy sluit-sluit die deur.
he lock lock the door
"He tentatively locks the door a couple of times."

The total information content of skop-skop in (181) (a) includes both the components [ITERATED] (expressed by "a couple
of times" in the paraphrase) and [ATTENUATED] (expressed by
"tentatively" in the paraphrase). Native speakers of Afrikaans
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intuitively judge this sentence as "making sense", etc.
If sentence (181)(b) is interpreted in a parallel way, however, speakers judge this sentence to be "nonsensical",
"illogical", etc. This difference in acceptability between
the two sentences may be explained indirectly with reference to the nature of the events or acts denoted by sk02
and sluit respectively. Note that the event/act denoted
by sluit has a certain conclusiveness or finality. The
event/act denoted by skop, by contrast, lacks this feature:
it is inconclusive or non-final. Obviously, it is impossible
to repeat an event/act that has this property of finality
in a relatively short time-span.
And this is why
sentence (181) (b) is "nonsensical" to speakers of Afrikaans.
To put it differently, the finality of the event/act of locking something precludes the possibility of its occurring
repeatedly within the same short time-span, without the
intervention of another act/event, specifically an "unlocking" event/act. In the case of skop, by contrast, the
event/act lacks this finality. Consequently, it may be
repeated within a relatively short time-span. For this
reason native speakers have no problem in "making sense" of
sentence (181) (a). The essence of the semantic difference
between reduplications such as sluit-sluit and reduplications such as skop-skop may, therefore, be captured by the
following generalization.

(182)

If an event/act has the property of finality,
it cannot occur/be performed more than once
1n a relatively short time-span.

Evidently, events/acts that have the property of finality
cannot occur/be performed less intensely. That is, such
events/acts cannot be attenuated. The repetition of an act/
event, thus, implies its attenuation. To repeat an event,
is therefore, to indicate that it is attenuated on a scale
of intensity.
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The question, of course, is how the difference between the
events/acts denoted by sluit and those denoted by skop may
be expressed by a conceptualization rule operating on the
semantic units composing the meanings [LOCK] and [KICK] .
Finding an answer to this question is a matter of determinIng whether the difference can be accounted for in aspectual terms. Note that verbs such as sluit denote events/
acts that have been called "achievements" by Vendler (1967:
103). On his view, an achievement --- e.g., to arrive at
a destination, to win a race, to reach the top of a hill, to
forget or remember something --- is an event or act that
occurs at a single moment and cannot be extended in time or,
I think one should add, be repeated in a relatively short
time-span. 78 ) As noted by, for example, Platzack (1979:71),
achievements constitute a special type of bounded event/act
characterizable by the semantic unit [PUNCTUAL EVENT/ACT] .
Events/acts characterized by the kind of finality under consideration, accordingly, are punctual events/acts too. But
punctuality is an aspectual parameter, which means that the
correspondence between punctuality and finality makes it
possible to capture the essence of the generalization (182)
by a conceptualization rule formulated in terms of aspectual
notions.
(183)

Conceptualize [ITERATED] in conjunction with the
unit of aspectual meaning [NONPUNCTUAL], as [ITERATED AND ATTENUATED] .

The conceptualization rule (183) says that the repetition of
a nonpunctual event/act entails its attenuation. [ATTENUATED], therefore, is a derived unit of meaning associated
with reduplications whose verb bases have the aspectual
meanings [BOUNDED] and [NONPUNCTUAL]. On the basis of (183),
it is predicted that punctual verbs, I.e. verbs denoting
achievements, cannot be reduplicated In Afrikaans. This
prediction is borne out by the semantic oddity of sentences
such as the fOllowing:
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(184)

(a)

*Hulle rriveer-arriveer mere.
arrive
tomorrow
they arrive
"*They tentatively arrive a couple of times
tomorrow."

(b) *Tensing bereik-bereik die kruin van Everest.
Tensing reach reach the summit of Everest
"*Tensing tentatively reaches the summit of
Everest a couple of times."
(c) *Zola wen-wen die wedloop.
Zola win win the race
"*Zola tentatively wins the race a couple of
times."
(d)

Hy onthou-onthou die voorval.
he recall recall the incident
"*He tentatively recalls the incident a couple
of times."

In sum: since the semantic unit [ATTENUATED] is derived by
means of a conceptualization rule, it need not, and should
not, be specified by the semantic interpretation rule (146).

3 . 12

I n ten sit 1:

( "very R")

The composition of the total information content associated
with reduplications such as dik-dik in (158) (a) and amperamper in (lS8)(b) may be described as follows:
(a)
The lexical bases dik, and amEer contribute the respective units of meaning [THICK] and [NEARLY] to the total
information content.
(b)
The interpretation rule (146) contributes the semantic unit [INCREASED] .
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(c)
A conceptualization rule specifies that the meaning
[INCREASED] must receive an intensity interpretation because
the meaning of the base with which it has to be amalgamated
includes the semantic unit [VARIABLE/GRADABLE QUALITy].79)
This rule, which belongs to the same family as (174) and
(178), may for further reference be formulated as follows:
( 1 85)

Conceptualize [INCREASED] as [INCREASED IN INTENSITY]/[INTENSIFIED] if it occurs in conjunction
with the semantic unit [VARIABLE/GRADABLE QUALITY].

As parameters of qualities, variability and gradability are
In an intuitive sense parallel to boundedness as a parameter
of things and acts/events. The specification [VARIABLE/GRADABLE] may therefore be replaced by [UNBOUNDED] in (185).
Be that as it may, [INTENSIFIED] , as a component of the information content of reduplications, need not be specified
directly by the interpretation rule (146): it results from
the interaction between the semantic contribution of this
rule, a component of the lexical meaning of the bases of reduplications, and the conceptualization rule (185).

3.13

Emphasis

("emphatically R")

The total information content associated with reduplications
such as hier-hier in (159) (a) and saam-saam in (159) (b)
resembles that of dik-dik and amper-amper in regard to internal composition. The difference between "intensity" and
"emphasis" reduces to a difference in lexical meaning between
hier-hier and saam-saam on the one hand and dik-dik and amperamper on the other hand. It was noted above that the lexical
meaning of the bases of reduplications such as dik-dik and
amEer-amper includes the semantic unit [VARIABLE/GRADABLE
QUALITY].
The lexical meaning of the bases of forms such as
hier-hier and saam-saam, by contrast, incorporates the seman-
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tic unit [NONVARIABLE/NONGRADABLE ATTRIBUTE]. When in conjunction with the latter unit, [INCREASED] cannot receive an
intensity interpretation, since intensity presupposes variability. Therefore it must be the conceptualization rule
(186), rather than (185), that applies in the case of hierhier and saam-saam.
(186)

Conceptualize [INCREASED] as [INCREASED IN SPECIFICITY]/[EMPHASIZED] if it occurs in conjunction
with the semantic unit [NONVARIABLE/NONGRADABLE
ATTRIBUTE] .

Given the parallelism between variability/gradability and
boundedness observed in §3.12, the specification [BOUNDED]
could be substituted for [NONVARIABLE/NONGRADABLE] in (186).
The rule (186) says in effect that [INCREASED], when in conjunction with [NONVARIABLE/NONGRADABLE ATTRIBUTE], may be
conceptualized as emphasizing the idea that it is this quality,
and not one of the conceivable alternatives that is pertinent
to or characteristic of a given situation. An increase in
the attribute of 'here-ness' or 'being here', for example,
has to be thought of as "precisely/specifically/just/right
here and definitely not in any other conceivable place".
The distinction between "intensity" and . "emphasis", therefore, is a function of a difference in lexical meaning
between base forms of reduplications such as dik-dik and
arnper-amper on the one hand and of reduplications such as
hier-hier and saam-saam on the other hand. It is, therefore~ yet another instance of a distinction that need not
and should not be accounted for directly by an interpretation rule such as (146).
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3.14

Scope of the analysis

Let us consider briefly a number of limitations --- some
apparent, other real --- on the scope of this analysis of the
semantics of reduplication. Recall that the device central
to this analysis is the interpretation rule (146) by which
the semantic unit [INCREASED] is assigned to every reduplication generated by the formation rule (4) as a component of
its total information content.
First, the interpretation rule (146), in conjunction with
the other conceptual devices considered in the preceding
sections, does not account for the lexicalized meanings of
some Afrikaans reduplications. This point may be illustrated
with reference to the reduplication kort-kort in the following sentence.

(187)

Hy besoek ons kort - kort.
he visit us short short
"He drops in every now and again."

Given the interpretation rule (146) and the other devices
that jointly specify the composition of the content of Afrikaans reduplications, kort-kort should mean "for a very short
period". Lexicalized meanings, however, do not constitute
a special feature of reduplications: the meanings of many
Afrikaans compounds and derived words exhibit such unpredictable elements. Unpredictable elements of meaning, moreover,
cannot be accounted for by means of semantic interpretation
rules of any generality. So the inability of the interpretation rule (146) to account for lexicalized meanings is no
real shortcoming.
Second, the semantic interpretation rule (146) by its very
nature, is unable to account for the nonreferential meanings
--- such as those discussed in §3.2 above --- that reduplication may have in Afrikaans.

Stylistic, registral and other
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pragmatic functions do not constitute a feature that is distinctive of reduplication. It is not clear, moreover, that
such functions are among the phenomena to be accounted for
by a grammatical theory which purports to be a description
of grammatical competence or knowledge of grammar, as opposed
.
.
80)
to communIcatIve competence.
Third, the application of the interpretation rule (146) to
reduplications such as those underscored in (188)-(190) appears to be problematic.

-

(188)

Die meisie staan vaak
vaak
op.
the girl
get
sleepy sleepy up

(189)

Die meisie laat skaam-skaam haar kop hang.
the girl
her head hang
let shy
shy

(190)

Die meisie sit die borde traag
traag
the girl
put the plates reluctantly reluctantly
weg.
away

[= (168)J

[=

(169)J

[= (170)J

In §3.2 above it was noted that native speakers judge vaakvaak, skaam-skaam, and traag-traag in (168)-(170) to express
no element of referential meaning that is not also part of
the meaning of the bases vaak, skaam, and traag. The interpretation rule (146), however, will automatically assign
these reduplications the semantic unit [INCREASED], which
will be conceptualized as [INCREASED IN INTENSITY]/[INTENSIFIEDJ in accordance with the inferential principle (185).
The problem, then, is to find an independent consideration
on the basis of which reduplications such as vaak-vaak, etc.
may be excluded from the scope of the interpretation rule.
Note that in sentences such as (188)-(190) the reduplications
under consideration occur in a predicate position after the
verb. Lexically identical reduplications may also occur in
a pre-head position as attributive adjectives.
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( 191 )

meisie staan op.
Die vaak - vaak
up
the sleepy sleepy girl
get
"The very sleepy girl gets up. "

( 192)

Die skaam-skaam meisie laat haar kop hang.
the shy
let her head hang
shy
girl
"The very shy girl lets her head hang."

(193)

Die trae
meisie sit die borde weg.
trae
the reluctant reluctant girl
put the plates away
"The very reluctant girl pu ts the plates away. "

As is clear from the glosses given above, vaak-vaak, skaamskaam and traag-traag in pre-head or attributive position
do have the intensity reading predicted by the semantic analysis presented in preceding sections. The question, then,
is why this reading is associated with the pre-head or attributive position but not with the predicate position. At
present, I don't have a satisfactory answer to this question:
it would be easy to formulate a condition on rule (146)
which stated that the rule did not apply to reduplicated
adjectives appearing in the predicate position, but such a
condition would not add anything of significance to our
understanding of the semantics of reduplication. What we
need is a grasp of the semantic significance of the difference between the attributive and the predicate position.
Note in passing that, if Kempen (1969:138-139) is right in
asserting that reduplications such as those in (188)-(190)
have an intensity reading only, these forms would pose no
problem to my analysis of the semantics of reduplication.
Fourth, a similar problem appears to arise in connection
with the application of the interpretation rule (146) to
reduplications such as bal-bal in (194), tol-tol in (195),
and klip-klii in (196).
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( 1 94)

Hulle speel weer bal - bal.
[= (164)J
they play again ball ball
"They are playing their ball game again. "

(195)

Hulle speel elke dag tol-tol.
they play every day top top
"They play (a t) tops every day."

( 196)

Knoop - knoop is n gewilde speletjie. [; (166)J
button button is a popular game
"The game played with buttons is popular."

[= (165)J

It was noted in §3.2 above that on Kempen's judgement
reduplications such as bal-bal, tol-tol, and knoop-knoop
--- which denote games played by children --- have no element of referential meaning that is not also part of the
meaning of their unreduplicated bases.
If we assume for the
sake of argument that this judgement is correct, the question arises how we are to exclude these reduplication~ from
the scope of the interpretation rule (146) in a non-ad hoc
way, so as to prevent them from being assigned the meaning
"some balls", "some tops", and "some buttons" respectively.
So these reduplications may seem to give rise to a problem
similar to that considered above in connection with vaakvaak, skaam-skaam, and traag-traag. Closer analysis, however, reveals two reasons why this is not in fact so.
On the one hand, even if the reduplications bal-bal, toltol, and knoop-knoop were not excluded from its scope, the
interpretation rule (146) would not make any contribution
to their content at all. This is because the dictionary
entries of the base nouns concerned (bal, tol, and knoop)
incorporate the semantic unit [NONCOUNTABLE THING]. These
base nouns also denote games --- games that are noncountable,
like those denoted by nouns such as rugby, krieket and
tennis in the following sentences:
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( 1 97)

Hulle speel weer rugbl'
they play again rugby
"They are playing rugby again."

(198)

Hulle speel elke dag krieket.
they play every day cricket
"They play cricket every day."

(199 )

Tennis is 'n gewilde spel.
tennis is a popular game
"Tennis is a popular garne. "

If the semantic unit [INCREASED] is assigned to the reduplications under consideration, it must be conceptualized in
conjunction with the semantic specification [NONCOUNTABLE
THING] that forms part of the meaning of their nominal bases.
This appears to be impossible: there is no conceptualization
rule by which [INCREASED], in the sense of [INCREASED IN
NUMBER] and [NONCOUNTABLE] can be amalgamated into a conceptually well-formed composite unit. Since there is no device
to bring about this amalgamation, the interpretation rule
(146) in effect makes no contribution to the information
content of reduplications such as bal-bal, tol-tol, and
knoop-knoop.
On the other hand, reduplications such as bal-bal, tol-tol,
knoop-knoop have a property that excludes them from the
scope of the interpretation rule (146): these reduplications
have lexicalized meanings. This point may be illustrated
with reference to tal-tal, which denotes not just any playful activity involving the use of tops, but rather a quite
specific game --- one in which two or more players pursue a
clearly defined aim in accordance with fixed rules. The aim
of the game and the rules governing it may, at a given time,
vary from location to location, and at a given location the
rules may be changed from time C'season") to time, but the
game as such is never identical to mere playful activity
involving the use of tops. Some of the properties of the
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projected referent of tal-tal are reflected in differences
between the meaning of the reduplication and that of its
nonreduplicated base tal (which does denote mere playful
activity involving the use of tops). Native speakers judge
(201), for example, to be semantically "strange" as opposed
to (200) and (202), which "make perfect sense" to them.
(200)

Hulle speel tal-tal.
(conventionalized game,
two or more players)
they play top top
"They are playing (at) taps,"

(201 )

*Hy speel op sy eie tol-tol.
(conventionalized
game, one player only)
he play on his own top top
"*He is playing (at) tops all by himself."

(202)

Hy spee! tal.
(nonconventionalizedplayful activity, one player
he play top
only)
"He is playing with a top."

And, on the judgement of native speakers, the verb speel
(= "play") may be replaced in the sentence (203)(a) by gooi
(= "throw") without affecting the meaning or acceptability
of the sentence. Substituting gooi for El!L in sentence
(204)(a), however, yields a sentence that is judged to be
semantically deviant.
(203) (a)

(b)

(204) (a)

Korn ons speel tal.
(nonconventionalized playful activity)
come we play top
"Let's play with our tops."
Korn ons gooi tal.
come we throw top
"Let's spin oui tops."·
Korn ons speel tal-to.
come we play top top
"Let I s play tops. I'

(conventionalized playful activity)
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(b) 'Korn ons gooi tol-tol.
come we throw top top
"*Let's spin (at) tops."
The difference in deviance between (203) (b) and (204)(b) ties
in with the difference in meaning between tol-tol and toll
From the entries in the Woordeboek van die Afrikaanse Taal
for other reduplications of the same type --- e.g., knoopknoop, klip-klip, etc. --- it is clear that these likewise
have lexicalized meanings. To account for these meanings,
it is necessary to list reduplications such as bal-bal, toltol, knoop-knoop and klip-klip in the lexicon. And to do
this is to exclude such reduplications from the scope of the
interpretation rule (146). Unlike reduplications such as
skaam-skaam and traag-traag, therefore, the "game name" reduplications do not really create a scope problem for the
interpretation rule (146).

3 • 15

Nature of the proposed rules

We come now to the question of the nature of the interpretation rule (146) and the conceptualization rules (174), (175),
(176), (177), (178), (179), (180), (183), (185), and (186).
If these rules were unique or ad hoc in the sense that they
did not resemble devices that have been proposed independently in the literature, their legitimacy could be questioned. Specifically, there would be no real gain in adopting a single semantic interpretation rule on the basis of
its simplicity and generality if this rule were of a unique
sort or if it could not be used without the support of
various conceptualization rules of a unique type. That is,
an analysis of the semantics of Afrikaans reduplication that
used one simple and general interpretation rule that had to
be supported by various unique conceptualization rules would
be no better than an analysis that required various less sim-
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pIe and general interpretation rules that did not require
the support of unique conceptualization rules.
So, let us consider the question pf the nature of the proposed interpretation rule and conceptualization rules against
the background of the ongoing debate about Chomsky's so-called
skepticism about meaning, a debate in which Chomsky, Katz,
and Jackendoff have been the main participants. At issue is
. the general question of whether it is possible in principle
to draw a distinction between what may be informally called
"linguistic meaning" and "nonlinguistic meaning". The latter
includes so-called "extra-grammatical belief", "knowledge
about the world", "pragmatic competence", etc. Obviously,
it may be asked whether the rules postulated in our analysis
of the semantics of Afrikaans reduplication represent aspects
of "linguistic" OT "nonlinguistic meaning".
The dis tinc t ion between "1 ingu is t ic" and "nonl i ngui s t ic meaning" has figured recently in Chomsky's (1980:54, 58) decomposition of the notion "knowledge of a language" into "several interacting but distinct components". A first component
represents the so-called "computational" aspects of language
taken by Chomsky to include "the rules that form syntactic
constructions or phonological or semantic patterns of varied
sorts". A second component Chomsky calls a "conceptual
system" which involves, among other things, "the system of
object-Teference", "relations such as 'agent', 'goal', 'instrument', and the like". For Chomsky the conceptual system
represents part of some nonlinguistic faculty that provides
"common sense understanding of the world in which we live".
Chomsky (1980:225) further elucidates the nature of the conceptual system by giving some examples of the beliefs about
the world incorporated in it: "When we identify and name
an object, we tacitly assume that it will obey natural laws.
It will not suddenly disappear, turn into something else,
or behave in some 'unnatural' way; if it does, we might
conclude that we have misidentified and misnamed it".
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Chomsky (1980:225) contends, however, that "It is no easy
matter to determine how our beliefs about the world of objects relate to the assignment of meanings to expressions.
Indeed, it has often been argued that no principled distinction can be drawn". He (1980:247) emphasizes the
intricacy of this "delimitation" or "parcelling out" problem
when he states that "we have already noted how difficult it
is --- if indeed it is possible in principle [my italics,
R.F.B.] --- to distinguish between semantic properties that
are simply language-dependent and others that relate to our
beliefs about the natural world."
In subjecting Chomsky's various statements of the "delimitation" problem to critical analysis, Katz (1980:7ff.; 1981:
117ff.) is less skeptical than Chomsky about the possibility
of drawing a principled distinction between "linguistic
meaning" and what he also calls "extragrammatica1 belief".
Katz's (1981:124) position, in a nutshell, is that this
delimitation may be achieved by attempting to construct a
theory of semantics whose domain is initially specified as
including intuitively "clear cases" of semantic properties
and relations: "As long as, at each point, the semantic
system set up for the clear cases decides the unclear ones,
and incorrect decisions are eventually revised in subsequent
extensions of the semantic system, then automatically the simplest semantic system that ultimately predicts the clear cases
of semantic prop~rties and relations will correctly decide the
unclear cases and theTeby the boundary questions for the domain
of semantics". Katz (1981: 119) argues that Chomsky and others
have in fact followed this methodological strategy in de1imitin
the domains of phonology and syntax. He claims that there is a
level of autonomous semantic representation. This level provide
a description of that aspect of sentence structure responsible
for such semantic properties and relations as synonymy,
meaningfulness, ambiguity, redundancy, and so on. This
level, moreover, deteTmines the application of the laws of
logic. Katz thus views meaning and logical form as constituting a single level which represents the literal meaning
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of sentences. Pragmatic information and encyclopedic knowledge can, on Katz's view, be excluded from meaning/logical
form.
Jackendoff (1981) has argued that Katz's defense of autonomous semantics is wanting. The gist of Jackendoff's argument
is that there cannot be a single level of semantic representation that is exclusively devoted to expressing literal
meaning and that is also the domain over which semantic
properties and relations are formally defined. He argues
that, if the semantic theory proposed by Katz exists, it
either excludes many fundamental phenomena which are normally
thought of as semantic or else misses linguistically significant generalizations. Specifically, Jackendoff (1981:431)
argues that "If a theory of 'semantic competence' exists
that is autonomous from pragmatic considerations and that is
responsible to linguistically significant generalization, we
have seen here that it must either include focus and presupposition, or exclude logical inference (§2); it must either
include scope of negation and quantifiers, or exclude logical inference and contradiction (§3); and it must either
include pronoun-antecedent relations, or exclude contradiction (§4). Moreover, §S has shown that the proper place
to draw the line must be to include the theory of contradi~
tion with the clearly pragmatic cases". This, Jackendoff
(1981 :432) finds, does not leave much of autonomous semantics
as Katz intended it.
To my knowledge, Katz has not published a rebuttal of Jackendoff's criticisms, the main thrust of which appears to be
forceful. Consequently, within the framework of interpretive
semantics, in its current state, it is pointless to ask
whether the rules postUlated by our analysis of the semantics
of Afrikaans reduplication represent aspects of "linguistic"
or aspects of "nonlinguistic meaning". This, however, is
not to say that the nature of these rules is obscure.
The latter point may be explicated with reference to recent
work by Jackendoff (1983:19) who develops the position that
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semantic structures are simply a subset of conceptual structures, "just those conceptual structures that happen to
be verbally expressible".
Conceptual structure, on Jackendoff's (1983:17) view, is a single level of mental representation at which linguistic, sensory and motor information
are compatible.
Jackendoff (1983:16) contends that if
there were no such level of representation "it would be
impossible to use language to report sensory input.
We
couldn't talk about what we see and hear. Likewise, there
must be a level at which linguistic information is compatible
with information eventually conveyed to the motor system, in
order to account for our ability to carry out orders and instructions", He specifically (1983:19) argues that characteristics common to judgements involving visual information,
linguistic information and combinations of the two must be
accounted for in terms of conceptual structure. And he contends that analogous characteristics arise in judgements of
certain fundamental semantic properties of utterances, which
are by definition accounted for at the level of semantic
structure. On Jackendoff's (1983:19) view "not to treat all
these phenomena uniformly would be to miss a crucial generalization about mental computation~ hence the semantic and
conceptual leve 1 s must co inc ide. ,,81)
Following Jackendoff, I will assume that the interpretation
rule and conceptualization rules postulated in my analysis
of the semantics of Afrikaans reduplication specify aspects
of conceptual structure. I will therefore pursue the question of the (non-)uniqueness of these rules and principles
from this angle. On Jackendoff's (1983:16ff.) theory, there
are three types of formal devices involved in the specification of conceptual structure: correspondence rules, conceptual well-formedness rules, and inference and pragmatic rules.
First, correspondence rules have the function of mapping syntactic form directly into conceptual structure. This, clearly,
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is also the function of the semantic interpretation rule
(146), the only difference being·that this rule applies to
morphological form. Since, within this context, the difference between syntactic and morphological form is inessential, the semantic interpretation rule (146) may be viewed
as representing a non-unique type of rule, a correspondence
rule. A large number of the semantic interpretation rules
that have been proposed in interpretive semantics belong to
82)
this type.
A typical recent example is the correspondence
rule that Jackendoff (1983:181) uses for relating the constituent VP to what he calls "the [ACTION] constituent in conceptual structure":
A VP may be construed as an [ACTION]; the argument position of the verb corresponding to the
subject is occupied by the bound variable of the
[ACTION] .

( 205)

Second, Jackendoff (1983:17, 22) provides for conceptual ~ell
formedness rules that characterize the possible conceptual
structures attainable by human beings. These rules are taken
to constitute a finite set of universal and innate devices.
Jackendoff (1983:51) assumes that, at a general level, conceptual well-formedness rules specify, for example, that a
thing can occupy a place, an event may have a certain number
of things and places as parts, and so on. To consider some
concrete examples, Jackendoff (1983:162) formulates conceptual well-formedness rules specifying that

(206)

"

the place function IN requires its reference
object to be regarded as a bounded area or volume

"
( 207)

"The most salient place function expressed by lion"
requires its reference object to have an upper
surface."
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On Jackendoff's view (1983:162) it is the violation of the
conceptual well-formedness rule (206) that causes "The dog
is in the dot" to be "odd". He points out that the conceptual constraints imposed by (conceptual well-formedness rules
for) place functions appear in language as selectional
restrictions on the corresponding prepositions. And he
(1983:162ff.) proposes a large number of such rules in the
formalized format of phrase structure rules.
The rules postulated above for conceptualizing the semantic
unit [INCREASED] in conjunction with other semantic units
clearly have the same function as Jackendoff's conceptual
well-formedness rules. For example, rule (174) specifies
that a conceptual constituent made up of the components
[INCREASED] and [COUNTABLE THING] will be ill-formed, unless
[INCREASED] is conceptualized numerically. And rule (178)
specifies, amongst other things, that a conceptual constituent made up of the components [INCREASED] and [TEMPORAL ACT/
EVENT] will be ill-formed unless [INCREASED] is conceptualized as [INCREASED IN TIME].
These conceptualization rules,
thus, are non-unique within a general linguistic context.
Rules or principles with the function of Jackendoff's rules
of conceptual well-formedness have been used outside the
framework of interpretive semantics by scholars such as
Miller and Johnson-Laird (1976:442ff.) --- and following
them, Lyons (1977:710) --- for specifying "the logic of temporal relations". On Lyons's formulation, this "logic of
temporal relations ... determines the acceptability of certain combinations of aspectual notions and the unacceptability of others". Such principles are presented implicitly
in formulations such as the following by Miller and JohnsonLaird:

(208) (a) "When you arrive somewhere, you stay for a while;
when you reach somewhere you mayor may not stay.
So here is another difference in the temporal
shape of verbs"
(1976:444)
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(b) "Thus BEGIN and END must entail Rt [which is
an operator that says merely that the state
or process could be observed at some moment
--- R.r.B.] , but they must say something
more.
A beginning has some sense that the
event has not occurred before;
an ending
tha t i t doe 5 not occur there after."
(1976:449)
On the basis of formulations such as (209)(a) and (b), Lyons
(1977:710) reconstructs the principles of Miller and JohnsonLaird's "logic of temporal relations" as follows:
(209) (a) "given the undimensional directionality of time
and our punctual conceptualization of events
(i.e. as second-order entities with position,
but no magnitude, in the continuum of time),
two or more events may be ordered in terms of
precedence and successivity, but one event cannot be included, wholly or partly, within
another";
(b) "by virtue of our everyday assumptions about
time (notwithstanding our commitment to the
theory of relativity), two or more events can
be represented as absolutely simultaneous";
(c) "since states and processes are extended in
time, but events are not, an event may be included, as a point, within the temporal extension of a state or process";
(d) "two (or more) states or processes may be ordered, not only in terms of precedence and successivity, but also in terms of co-extension or
(total or partial) inclusion".
Thus, Jackendoff's rules of conceptual well-formedness may be
new from the point of view of the theoretical status he assigns to them. Functionally, however, they have precedents.
This makes the conceptualization rules used in the proposed
analysis of Afrikaans reduplication even less unique.
Third, Jackendoff (1983: 19, 105) provides for rules of inference and rules of pragmatics that map conceptual structure
back onto conceptual structure. He considers the distinction
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between so-called "semantic" rules of linguistic inference
and "pragmatic" rules of linguistic interaction with general
knowledge as "less marked than is often supposed". Both
kinds are rules for the manipulation of conceptual structure
and on Jackendoff's (1983:105) view they "deal with the same
primitives and principles of combination".
(210) represents
a simple and unformalized example of Jackendoff's (1983:73)
inference rules.

(210)

From the conceptual constituent corresponding to
the expression the red hat one may derive the
conceptual constituent corresponding to the expression a hat and the conceptual constituent
83
corresponding to something red. )

If the term "rule of inference" is restricted to denoting the
type of rule exemplified in Jackendoff's discussion such
rules appear not to playa role in the semantics of Afrikaans
reduplication. It should be noted, however, that the basic
ideas embodied in the conceptualization rules proposed above,
may be expressed by statements that have the purport of "rules
of practical inference". Two examples have been formulated
as (177~) and (182) respectively. The principles constituting
Miller and Johnson-Laird's "logic of temporal relations" can
also be construed as "rules of practical inference". The
question then --- which cannot be explored here --- is to
what extent the conceptual well-formedness rules of inference
provided for by Jackendoff, in terms of function and content,
belong to mutually exclusive categories of formal devices.
In sum:
the rules postulated in ~he proposed analysis of the
semantics of Afrikaans reduplication do not represent unique
kinds of devices that have to be postulated specially for the
purpose of this analysis. Such rules have been provided for
independently in, for example, Jackendoff's (1983) theory of
conceptual structure.
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3. 16

Here now are the main findings of the preceding analysis of
the semantics of Afrikaans reduplication(s):
1.

For some understanding to be gained of the semantics
of Afrikaans reduplication, a distinction has to be
drawn between the information conveyed by the process
of reduplication and the total information content
associated with reduplications as products of this
process.

2.

As a formal means, reduplication expresses one unit of
semantic content only, namely [INCREASED] --- a unit
that has to be amalgamated with the unites) of meaning of
the base form that is being reduplicated.

3.

The unit of semantic content [INCREASED] is assigned
by the interpretation rule (146) (= Interpret [ex. i ex.. i]
as [A INCREASED] where A represents the sense or meaning of Dc and [INCREASED] represents an abstract
semantic unit) to all reduplications generated by the
formation rule (4) (= DC I
. -7 I
[ DC . o-c.]). The former
I
interpretation rule instantiates Jackendoff's correspon::lence rul e s .

4.

The various meanings, i.e. composites of total information content, assigned to Afrikaans reduplications in
conventional studies are functions of the interaction
between the interpretation rule (146) and other, independent, conceptual devices.

s.

By the application of four distinct conceptualization
rules the semantic unit [INCREASED], as assigned by
rule (146), is variously conceptualized as follows:
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(a)

as [INCREASED IN NUMBER] if the meaning of the
base form includes the semantic unit [COUNTABLE
THING] ;

Cb)as [INCREASED IN TIME] if the meaning of the
base form includes the semantic unit [TEMPORAL
EVENT / ACT] ;
Cc)

as [INCREASED IN INTENSITY] if the meaning of the
base form includes the semantic unit [VARIABLE/
GRADABLE QUALITY1 ;

Cd)

as [INCREASED IN SPECIFICITY] if the meaning of
the base form includes the semantic unit [NONVARIABLE/NONGRADABLE ATTRIBUTE] .

These conceptualization rules instantiate Jackendoff's
conceptual well-formedness rules.
6.

The distinction between the meanings "considerable
number" and "limited number" is a function of the differing semantic contributions of a plura1 affix to the
lexical meanings of base forms.

7.

The meanings "distribution" and "serial ordering" are
both yielded by a conceptualization rule which says that,
for there to be more than one unit of quantity, volume,
length, etc. of a given magnitude, the units must be
thought of as scattered in some dimension.

8.

The distinction between the meanings "distribution" and
"serial ordering" reduces to a difference between the
dimensions in which the measure units are scattered: a
spatial dimension in the case of "distribution" as opposed to a temporal or logical dimension in the case of
"serial ordering".

9.

The meaning "collectivity/grouping" derives from the
semantic specification [NUMERICAL GROUP] that forms part
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of the dictionary entry of certain base forms.
10.

The meaning "iteration" is formed by means of a conceptualization rule which says that, when it occurs in conjunction with the aspectual unit [BOUNDED EVENT/ACT] the
unit of meaning [INCREASED IN TIME] is conceptualized as
[ ITERATED]

11.

The meaning "continuation" is formed by the 8pplication
of a conceptualization rule which says that, when it
occurs in conjunction with the aspectual unit [UNBOUNDED EVENT/ACT] , the unit of content [INCREASED IN
TIME] has to be conceptualized as [CONTINUEDj .

12.

The meaning "attenuation" is formed by the application
of a conceptualization rule which says that, when it
occurs in conjunction with the aspectual unit [NONPUNCTUAL] , the unit of content [REPEATED] must be conceptualized as [REPEATED AND ATTENUATED] .

13.

In these terms, therefore, the distinction between
"iteration", "continuation"·and "attenuation" reduces
to aspectual differences between verb bases.

14.

The distinction between the meanings "intensity" and
"emphasis" derives from a more fundamental distinction
in the semantic specification of adjectives/adverbs,
namely the distinction between [VARIABLE/GRADABLE
QUALITY] and [NONVARIABLE/NONGRADABLE ATTRIBUTE] .

15.

Consequently the interpretation rule (146) for reduplication need not account directly for any of the meanings
conventionally characterized as "considerable number",
"limited number", "distribution", "serial ordering",
"collectivity/grouping", "iteration", "continuation",
"attenuation", "intensity", and "emphasis".
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3.17

Consequences

Let us next consider two language-specific consequences and
four general-linguistic consequences of the preceding analysis of the semantics of Afrikaans reduplication.

3.17.1

Language-specific consequences

A first language-specific consequence of the analysis has
already been noted: the semantics of Afrikaans reduplication
is extremely simple. The information expressed by Afrikaans
reduplication is captured by the single interpretation rule
(146) that is both simple and general. As has been argued
in some detail, the conventional view that Afrikaans reduplication expresses a wide array of highly specific meanings
stems from a failure to draw a distinction between the semantic unit associated with the process of reduplication and the
total information content of individual reduplications. It
is the latter content that is subject to variation.
A second language-specific consequence of the analysis is
perhaps less obvious. In terms of the basic device of the
analysis, the interpretation rule (146) I the fundamental unit
of meaning expressed by Afrikaans reduplication is [INCREASED].
A range of other units ofrneaning are formed on the basis of
this fundamental unit by the conceptualization rules.
These other units
e . g. , [CONSI DERABLE NUMBER] ,
[DISTRIBUTED], [ATTENUATED], etc. --- are therefore in a
clear sense derived units. The reverse cannot be excluded
on a priori grounds, however. For example, [DISTRIBUTED]
could have been the fundamental unit of meaning associated
with Afrikaans reduplication and [INCREASED] a Jrrived unit.
In fact, such a state of affairs does not appear to be
impossible in language in general. Gil (1982:202f£.) has
argued that the fundamental "meaning" as socia ted wi th reduplication in Georgian is "distributivity".84) Why then
should [INCREASED] , rather than [DISTRIBUTED] , be the
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fundamental semantic unit expressed by reduplication in
Afrikaans?
The essence of the answer to this question is as follows:
if [DISTRIBUTED] were taken as the fundamental semantic unit
expressed by reduplication in Afrikaans and [INCREASED] as a
derived unit, it would be impossible to provide a simple and
unified account of the semantics of Afrikaans reduplication.
Thus, suppose that (211) rather than (146) were taken as the
basic semantic interpretation rule for Afrikaans reduplication.
( 211)

Interpret [0<: i (Xi] as [A DISTRIBUTED]
(where A represents the meaning of OC and
DISTRIBUTED represents an abstract semantic
unit) .

If the rule (211) were applied in conjunction with appropriate conceptualization rules, it could be made to "work"
in the case of a number of the meanings conventionally associated with Afrikaans reduplications. Thus, applieJ in conjunction with a conceptualization rule such as (212), the
interpretation rule (211) could be used to account for the
meanings characterized conventionally as "considerable number" ("many R's") and "limited number" ("some R's").
( 212)

Conceptual ize [DISTRIBUTED] as [DISTRIBUTED AND
INCREASED IN NUMBER] if it occurs in conjunction
with the semantic unit [COUNTABLE THING] .

This rule would express the idea that countable things could
be distributed only if they were multiplied at the same time.
Given the interpretation rule (211) and the conceptualization
rule (212), the total information content of reduplications
such as bottels-bottels in (147)(a), bakke-bakke in (147)(b),
ent-ent in (148)(a) and ruk-ruk in (148)(a) could be accounted
for.
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However, if (211) were taken as the basic interpretation
rule, it would become impossible to account for meanings such
as those characterized conventionally as "intensity" (livery
R"). As far as
R") and "emphasis" ("emphatically, etc.,
I can see, [DISTRIBUTED] does not constitute a component of
the latter meanings at all. This would entail that the rule
(211) would have to be prevented, in some essentially ad hoc
manner, from applying to reduplications such as dik-dik in
(158)(a), amper-amper in (158)(b), hier-hier in (159)(a)
and saam-saam in (159)(b). It would also entail that, in
addition to (211), other interpretation rules would have to
be postulated for specifying the meanings of these reduplications. To consider [DISTRIBUTED] the fundamental unit of
content expressed by reduplication in Afrikaans, therefore,
would make it impossible to give a simple and unifying
a ccount of the seman tics of th i s p roces s. It has been shown
above that such an account can be given if [INCREASED],
ra ther than [DISTRIBUTED], is taken to be the fundamental
unit of meaning expressed by reduplication in Afrikaans.

3.17.2

General-linguistic consequences

A first general-linguistic consequence of our analysis of
the semantics of Afrikaans reduplication concerns the nature
of the relationship between morphological form and semantic
representation. The relationship between the interpretation
rule (146) and the formation rule (4) is quite direct, as has
been suggested by expressions such as "the unit of meaning/
information expressed by reduplication in Afrikaans". Lexicalist morphologists who have argued that the semantic aspect
of word formation is autonomous from its formal or structural
aspect may object to the use of these expressions. Some may
construe the directness of the relationship between the
formation rule (4) and the interpretation rule (146) as
representing a violation of the so-called autonomy thesis,
formulated as follows by Lieber (1981 :65):
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( 213)

The "syntactic" or structural aspect of word
formation should be autonomous from lexical
.
85)
semantlCS.

But objections such as these would miss the point that reduplication is a special means of word formation: a means of
word formation that involves a form of iconicity. This form
of iconicity entails that form and meaning resemble each
other in a quantitative respect: an increase in form corresponds with an increase in the projected referent(s) of the
86
form. ) A formation rule such as (4), therefore, is motivated ln a Saussurean sense. Against this background it makes
sense to say that "reduplication expresses the unit of meaning INCREASED". The directness of the relationship between
the formation rule (4) and the interpretation rule (146),
consequently, does not represent a real violation of the autonomy thesis (213). Rather, the directness of this relationship indic~tes that the autonomy thesis (213) has to be
restricted in scope to word formation that does not involve
iconicity.
A second general-linguistic consequence of the semantic
analysis under consideration bears on the question of the
(lexical) category status of the constituents of Afrikaans
reduplications.
In §2.7 above, it was noted that lexicalist morphologists have implicitly assumed that the constituents of morphologically complex words retain the (lexical)
category status that they have as independent forms.
It was
observed, however, that it is difficult to find formal evidence for this assumption, the so-called Category Retention
Constraint (120). Recall that the constituents of a reduplication such as ent-ent do not have the formal properties
that would warrant assignment of the category status Noun to
them. This raised the question of whether there were phonological and/or semantic interpretation rules whose formulation required that these constituents, namely ent and ent '
1
z
be assigned the status of Noun.
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The semantic interpretation rule (146) and the conceptualization rule have been formulated informally only. Consequently, one cannot draw particularly firm conclusions of a
general sort from these formulations. Keeping this in mind,
notice that neither in the formulation of the semantic interpretation rule, nor in that of the conceptualization rules
or inferential principles, was it necessary~to refer to the
lexical category of the bases of the relevant reduplications.
These rules and principles have been formulated in terms of
(what appear to be) semantic concepts only. Thus, these
rules and principles do not provide any grounds for assigning
ent 1 and ent 2 the status of Noun or more generally, for
.
R
'
Constraint.
.
87)
acceptIng
th
e Category
etentlon
A third general consequence of the preceding analysis of the
semantics of Afrikaans reduplications concerns the issue of
the kinds of entities to which linguistic expressions may
refer in the projected world. As has been noted in §3.3
above, Jackendoff (1983:48) argues that these entities are
not, as has traditionally been assumed, restricted to the
ontological category "thing", but may also belong to other
ontological categories --- including "place", "direction",
"action", "event", "manner". This assumption of a diversity
of ontological categories to which linguistic expressions
may refer receives some support from the preceding analysis
of the semantics of Afrikaans reduplication. Without assuming that bases of Afrikaans reduplications may refer to
things as well as to events, acts, processes, qualities and
attributes, it would not be possible to formulate a single
unifying interpretation rule such as (146). By applying the
interpretation rule (146) to conceptual constituents of the
category "thing", "event", "act", "process", "quality" and
"attribute", the claim is expressed that these constituents
share a fundamental feature, namely "increasabi1ity". This
yields some support for analyse~ that have attempted to capture intuitively perceived semantic correspondences among
linguistic forms belonging to distinct formal categories such
as nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. The preceding analysis also provides some evidence that "boundedness", repre-
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sents one of the parameters common to the semantics of such
categorially distinct linguistic forms. This is clear from
the role that the semantic unit [BOUNDED] has played in the
formulation of the conceptualization rules (177), (179),
(180), (185), and (186) .88)
A fourth general consequence of the preceding analysis of the
semantics of Afrikaans reduplication is of a methodological
rather than a substantive sort. It concerns the adequacy of
conventional analyses of the semantics of reduplication in
languages and creoles other than Afrikaans. As evidenced by
Moravscik's (1978) survey, these analyses characterize the
"meaning(s)" or "semantic function(s)" of reduplication in
terms of notions such as "considerable/limited quantity/number", "serial ordering" , ,jcollectivity" , "distribution" ,
"distributive plurality", "iteration", "continuation", "attenuation", "intensity", etc. as if these notions represented
atomic units without any internal structure. Such studies,
therefore, fail to draw a systematic distinction between, on
the one hand, the semantic unites) which reduplication contributes to the total information content of reduplications
and, on the other hand, the units of information contributed
to this total content by other factors, including lexical
meaning, aspectual meaning, conceptualization rules, and
inferential principle. As a result, a wildly diverse array
of meanings are claimed to be associated with the formal process of reduplication. Consider in this respect Moravscik's
(1978:325) conclusion that "Given that reduplication is
neither the exclusive expression of anyone meaning category
in languages, nor are .the meanings that it is an expression
of all subsumable under general classes, no explanatory or
predictive generalization about the meanings of reduplicative constructions can be proposed". It may be.true that
reduplication expresses different meanings in different languages or even in one and the same language. This, however,
cannot be established by subjecting languages to a superficial taxonomic or survey-type of analysis that is performed
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outside the framework of an explanatory semantic theory.89)
The diversity of meanings attributed to reduplication as a
formal process by conventional studies may, on closer inspection, turn out to be a function of the failure of such
studies to draw the necessary conceptual distinctions.
This is suggested by the history of the study of Afrikaans
reduplication.
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4

Link-up

This section provides further clarification of the manner in
which the proposed theories of the formation and interpretation of Afrikaans reduplications are linked. The formation
rule (4) copies all nouns (including cardinals), verbs,
adjectives and adverbs, subject to the general constraints
presented in §Z above. To each reduplication formed by
this rule, the interpretation rule (146) assigns the semantic unit [INCREASED A].
This semantic unit is developed
further by the conceptualization rules proposed in §3 above.
Note that the formation rule (4) and the interpretation
rule (146) jointly generate a large number of reduplications
that are unacceptable to native speakers. A significant
subset of these unacceptable ~eduplications, being conceptually ill-formed, are filtered out by the conceptualization
rules. That is, a subset of the reduplications generated
jointly by the formation and interpretation rules are formally well-formed, but are unacceptable because the concepts
corresponding to them are characterized as ill-formed by the
conceptualization rules. The projected referents of such
reduplications cannot be conceptualized in a coherent manner
on these rules.
A few examples may serve to illustrate the filtering function of the conceptualization rules.
(214)

(a) *Hy woon in Parys-Parys.
he live 1n Paris Paris
"*He is living in a number of Parises."
(b) *Sorg-sorg is hier nodig.
care care IS here required
"*Scattered care is required here."
(c) *Hy woon-woon In Parys.
he live live In Paris
" *He continually lives In Paris.

It
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Cd) *Net die rlker
only the rich + COMPAR

rz:ker
rich + COMPAR

mense
people

kan gaan.
can go
"*Only the very richer people can go. "
(e) *Hy kweek mooier
- mooier
proteas.
he grow lovely + COMPAR lovely + COMPAR proteas
"*He grows very lovelier proteas."
The reduplication Parls-Parys in (214)(a) is unacceptable
because its conceptualization requires a rule that would provide for a conceptual state of affairs In which more than
one of a unique entity could exist. LeSs informally, there
is no conceptualization rule stating that [INCREASED] may be
conceptualized as [INCREASED IN NUMBER] in conjunction with
a semantic unit, [PARIS], that has the component [UNIQUE
PLACE]. Hence the conceptualization rules of §3 assign
no conceptual structure to Parls-Parz:s and, in this way,
predict that this reduplication will be unacceptable. A
similar account can be given for the unacceptability of the
other reduplications in (214) (b)-(e). Informally:
(i) in
the case of sorg-sorg there is no rule for conceptualizing
an unbounded entity as scattered in some dimension, (ii) in
the case of woon-woon there is no rule for conceptualizing
a habitual activity as being performed continually (on such
a rule a tautology would be conceptually well-formed) ,
(iii) in th: case of ryker-ryker and mooier-mooier there is
no rule for conceptualizing a "comparative" property as
intensified in such a way that it retains its "comparativeness" and does not become a "superlative" property.
Note that the conceptual ill-formedness of rlker-ryker and
mooier-mooier clarifies a remark made in §2.3 above about
the category type of the bases of Afrikaans reduplications.
It was observed that these reduplications can be based on
inflected forms, but that not all reduplications based on
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inflected forms will necessarily be acceptable. As has been
shown with reference to ryker-ryker and mooier-mooier, reduplications to which the conceptualization rules fail to
assign a (well-formed) conceptual structure will be unacceptable. The conceptualization rules, then, allow us to uphold
the claim that morphologically complex words can be reduplicated, without there being any need to append quasi-formal
qualifications to this claim. This is a fortunate outcome
since a qualification stating that comparatives, inflected
with -er, cannot be reduplicated, has no explanatory power
whatsoever. Conceptual ill-formedness, then, is a cause of
the deviance of a significant class of unacceptable Afrikaans
reduplications. It is not claimed, however, that conceptualization rules can be invoked to explain the deviance of all
unacceptable reduplications. To see this, contrast the
unacceptability of the reduplication in sentence (215) (b)
with the acceptability of the one in (215)(a).
(215)

(a)

Sy ondersteuners kom vyf - vyf om afskeid
his supporters
come five five to leave
te neem.
to take

[= (54)(c)]

"His supporters are coming to take their leave
in groups of five. I'
(b) *Sy ondersteuners kom ( sewe - en - dertig duisend
his supporters
come seven and thirty thousand
nege honderd vyf - en - tagtigJ-[sewe -en - dertig
nine hundred five and e igh ty - seven and th i rty
duisend nege honderd vyf - en - tagt ig] am afsle id
thousand nine hundred five and thirty to leave
te neem.
to take
"His supporters are coming to take their leave in
groups of thirty seven thousand nine hundred and
eighty five."
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The formation rule (4) generates the reduplication in (215)
(b) as one of the infinitely many reduplications based on
so-called cardinals. And the unit of meaning [INCREASED]
is assigned to this reduplication by the interpretation rule
(146). Since the meaning of the nonreduplicated base of the
reduplication incorporates the semantic unit [GROUP] of which
[COUNTABLE THING] is a component, the conceptualization rules
(174) and (177) assign a well-formed conceptual structure
to the reduplication. This structure may be represented inform
ally as "in one group of thirty seven thousand nine hundred
and eighty five after the other l l • The unacceptability of
this reduplication therefore cannot be attributed to conceptual ill-formedness. Neither can it be ascribed to a purely
formal factor, seeing that vyf, as base of the reduplication
in (215)(a), and sewe-en-dertig duisend nege honderd vyf-entagtig, as base of the reduplication In (215) (b), do not
differ in any formal respect that is relevant to the statement of word formation rules.
In addition to differing in acceptability, the reduplications
in (215) (a) and (b) obviously differ in complexity as well.
There is, first of all, a difference in phonological complexity: the reduplication in (215)(a), which consists of
two syllables, is phonologically much less complex than the
one in (215) (b), which consists of thirty syllables. At a
deeper level this difference is possibly associated with a
difference in perceptual complexity. Note also that the
phonological complexity of the second reduplication may be
incompatible with the condition that reduplications must
form prosodic units, that is, they must be pronounced as
units, at a relatively fast tempo. The two reduplications,
moreover, differ in morphological complexity: the one in
(215)(a) consists of two morphologically simple words, whereas the one in (21S)(b) consists of two compounded cardinals"
that have a quite complex internal morphological structure.
This difference too may cause the second reduplication to
be perceptually much more complex and to make much higher
demands on short term memory than the first.
lI
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All of this indicates that it cannot be demanded on a priori
grounds that the theory of formation and the theory of interpretation should account for the deviance of every unacceptable reduplication. These theories, obviously, have to
form part of a more comprehensive network that comprises
theories of phonetic interpretation, speech perception and
production, memory storage and retrieval, etc. The observed
differences between the reduplications in (215)(a) and (215)
(b) may well serve as an indication of the kinds of constraints to be imposed by the latter theories on the acceptability of Afrikaans reduplications. Discovering what these
constraints are, must be the subject of a separate study,
however.
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5

Conclusion

The metascientific concern of this study has been to provide
an illustration of how morphological and semantic analysis
may be done in the Galilean style. Given the characterization of this style presented in §1, the proposed analyses
of the formation and interpretation of Afrikaans reduplications are clearly Galilean in nature. These analyses are
Galilean in essentially two, complementary, respects:
ln
their pursuit of theoretical unification, and in their
treatment of data that appear to pose a threat to unifying
principles.
Consider first the manner in which the analyses illustrate
the Galilean pursuit of depth of understanding through
theoretical unification. Both the analysis of the formationand that of the interpretation of Afrikaans reduplications yielded strongly unifying theories. The theory of
formation derives its unifying power from the single formation rule (4) and the various general constraints to whichthis rule was made subject. As regards the formation rule,
it says in effect that all Afrikaans reduplications are
formed in the same way, regardless of the lexical category
to which these reduplications and their bases belong. To
postulate only one formation rule for all Afrikaans reduplications is to say that from the point of view of their
formation, these forms manifest a unitary phenomenon. As
noted above, the general constraints placed on this rule
constitute the second source of unifying power of the theory
of formation. In being both rule-type independent and language-independent, these constraints represent truly unifying
principles of word formation. By invoking constraints that
are rule-type independent, the theory of formation says that
Afrikaans reduplications are formed in fundamentally the
same way as other morphologically complex forms such as compounds and derived words. And by invoking constraints that
are also language-independent, the theory achieves even
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greater unification. It says in effect that Afrikaans reduplications are formed like morphologically complex words in
language in general. In sum then: the theory of formation
is strongly unifying in claiming that all Afrikaans reduplications are formed by one and the same rule, that Afrikaans reduplications are formed in fundamentally the same
way as other types of Afrikaans complex words, and that
Afrikaans reduplications are formed in fundamentally the
same way as morphologically complex words in language in
general.
The theory of the interpretation of Afrikaans reduplications, too, achieves a considerable measure of unification.
In postulating only one interpretation rule, namely (146),
it says that as far as meaning is concerned, Afrikaans
reduplication is a unitary phenomenon: all reduplications
express the same meaning, regardless of differences in
form that may exist among them. By postulating languageindependent conceptualization rules in addition to the
interpretation rule, the theory·unifies the interpretation
of Afrikaans reduplications with that of linguistic expressions in language in general. The theory says in effect
that as regards meaning or conceptual st~cture, Afrikaans
reduplications obey the same well-formedness constraints as
linguistic expressions in language in general. And by
using such conceptualization rules the theory assimilates
the interpretation of Afrikaans reduplications to principles
of cognition in general. In sum: the theory of interpretation is strongly unifying in claiming that all Afrikaans
reduplications express the same basic meaning, that this
meaning may be expressed by a single rule, that
this meaning may be. further conceptualized in the same way
as those of linguistic expressions in language in general,
and that this conceptualization conforms to general principles of cognition.
This brings us to the second respect in which the proposed
analyses of the formation and interpretation of Afrikaans
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reduplications are Galilean in nature. In the pursuit of
theoretical unification, be it in natural science or linguistics, many apparently recalcitrant phenomena are encountered.
One of the salient characteristics of the Galilean style is
the way in which the so-called negative data derived from
apparently recalcitrant phenomena are dealt with. When such
data are encountered, the first reaction is not to abandon
potentially unifying theories on which the data appear to
bear. Rather, apparently negative data are reanalyzed and
an attitude of epistemological tolerance is adopted towards
the threatened theories for as long as the exact import of
these data remains unclear. The analyses of the interpretation and formation of Afrikaans reduplications provide
ample illustration of this feature of the Galilean style.
Thus, both analyses are upheld in the face of an extensive
range of data that, unless they are reanalyzed as proposed,
appear to be~r negatively on the unifying principles on
which these analyses hinge. For example, in the morphological analysis Afrikaans cardinals were reanalyzed as nouns
in order to retain the Open Category Constraint ( 41 ). And
to uphold the Endocentricity Constraint (47) as a promising
unifying principle, a whole range of so-called exocentric
reduplications were reanalyzed either as endocentric reduplications or as nonreduplicated morphologically complex
words. Likewise, to uphold the semantic analysis a whole
range of data that appeared to bear negatively on the unifying interpretation rule were reanalyzed. For example,
meanings assumed by conventional analyses to be atomic were
reanalyzed as composite; and meanings that are conventionally construed as basic were reanalyzed as derived.
The morphological and semantic reanalyses presented In the
preceding sections share two notable features. These reanalyses were motivated by the fact that, in every case, the
a ppa ren t recalc it rance of the da t a po 5 ing a threa t to
the proposed unifying principles was found to be a function
of arbitrary or untenable assumptions made by conventional
analyses of Afrikaans reduplication. And the empiric~l justi-
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fication for the claims about Afrikaans expressed by these
reanalyses is much stronger than the justification provided
for the claims of conventional studies. That is, rather
than showing a disregard for the so-called facts of Afrikaans, the pro~osed reanalyses have uncovered numerous new
facts about -the language. This amounts to saying that the
pursuit of theoretical unification is a powerful heuristic
strategy which not only yields deeper theoretical understanding but also leads to increased factual accuracy.
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NOTES

1.

For some discussion of these simplified registers and
of the status of reduplication In them cf . , e . g . , Ferguson and DeBose 1977. For some of the functions of
reduplication in pidgins cf. Todd 1974:19-20.

2.

Because of the reservations alluded to above --- namely
that the expression "the Galilean style" should be used
symbolically rather than literally and that its historical implications should not be taken too seriously
--- it would perhaps be more appropriate to call this
style of inquiry "the Zaz Galilean style of (linguistic)
inquiry", as I have done elsewhere (Botha 1982:42).
The expression "the Galilean style", however, has been
generally used by linguists and I will do so too
always, however, with the above-mentioned reservations.

3.

Thus, Bouman (1939:346) states that "Het Afrikaans kent
reduplicatie-formaties op een in het overige Indogermaans ongehoorde schaal, met verschillende functies.
Het principle is z6zeer deel geworden van de inwendige
vorm der taal, dat het volledig produktief is gebleven."

4.

For references to studies that have argued for versions
of this position cf. Raidt 1980:496, 1981 :182.

S.

According to Raidt (1981:187) Afrikaans reduplication
is based on both the Dutch and the Malay pattern. She
claims that Malay forms strengthened existing Dutch
reduplication "tendencies"and that Dutch, in addition,
took over new "un-Dutch" forms of reduplication from
Malay.

6.

For some discussion of the general properties assigned
to words by theories of lexicalist morphology, cf., e.g.,
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Aronoff 1976:1,7,8-10,17-20, Lieber 1981:1, Selkirk 1982:1-9, Thomas-Flinders 1983:3-11. For general
characterizations of a more traditional sort of a
notion of "the word", cL, e.g., Adams 1973:7-8, Bauer
1983:7-10.
7.

This constraint is formulated in a slightly different
rna nne r i n Bot h a 1 98 0 : 1 1 6, 1 98 1 : 46 . for a nap pea 1 by a
more orthodox lexicalist morphologist to what appears
to be the essence of the constraint cf. Allen 1978:112113. Like Aronoff (1976:2), who was following Postal
(1969), Selkirk (1982:53) also extends the scope of a
version of this constraint so as to include rules that
establish anaphoric relations. And recently Simpson
(1983:2) has formulated an aspect of this constraint as
the so-called Lexical Integrity Hypothesis, which states
that syntactic processes cannot look into the internal
structure of words. The constraint (7) has figured
also in various forms in nonlexicalist theories of word
formation, as is clear from Adams's (1973:8ff.) discussion of the "rule of uninterruptibility" that lies at
the basis of the conventional distinction between words
and syntactic phrases.

8.

In presenting Afrikaans data, I will g.nerally
(a)

provide both a literal gloss and more idiomatic
translation when citing an Afrikaans form for
the first time, but in subsequent citations will
often give the literal gloss alone;

(b)

represent relevant affixes in capitals where this
may assist the reader in "processing" the data;

(c)

use the plus sign '+' to indicate the boundary between an affix and the base to which it is attached,
and that between the constituents of a compound;

(d)

use the minus sign '-' to indicate the boundary
between the constituents ofa reduplication, and
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(e)

9.

use the square brackets ,[ J' to indicate constituency in cases that lend themselves to misunderstanding.

For observations on the phonetic differences between
reduplications and lexically related syntactic phrases
in Afrikaans cf., e.g., Scholtz 1963:149, Raidt 1981:178.

10.

Among the lexicalists who have adopted one or another
version of this constraint are Allen (1978:4, 253),
Roeper and Siegel (1978:202), and Selkirk (1982:8).

11.

Lexicalist morphologists disagree about the extension
to be assigned to the term "word,,'within this constraint.
Aronoff (1976:4) and Kiparsky (1982:22-23), for example,
have restricted it to lI ac tual" or "existing" words only,
whereas Allen (1978:185), for example, has extended it
so as to include "possible" words as well.

12.

This constraint cannot be correct In its full generality,
a point to which I will return in §2.11 below.

13.

Within Moravscik's (1978:304-305) framework, this generalization may be captured by a constraint of lexical
identity: the copy and copied constituent must be identical instances (tokens) of the same lexical form (type).
Within her (1978:304) framework, moreover, Afrikaans
redupl ica t ion woul d be "to tal redupl ica t ion" in the sense
that it involved th'e "iteration" of the whole string
"whose meaning was correspondingly changed". And within
Moravscik's framework, Afrikaans reduplication would be
"bimodal" in the sense that the "constituents to be reduplicated", i.e., the bases, had to be "defined" wi th reference to both their "meaning properties" and their "sound
properties".

14.

For the first aspect of this interrelatedness cf. (17)
above.
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15.

For 3 characterization of the notion of "open category/
class" and of the complementary notion of "closed category/class" cf., e.g., Gleason 1965:189, Pike 1967:201,
Quirk et al. 1972:46, Lyons 1977:155-156.

16.

For some discussion of the devices by which these kinds
of new words are created in English cf. Marchand 1969.

17.

Many of the reduplications presented below arc found In
Kempen 1969.

18.

The former nouns, in turn, may be related by means of
zero affixation, conversion or lexical redundancy to
the verbs strum and uff:
Hy strum die ghitaar.
he strum the guitar
"He strums the guitar."
Hy uff gerusstellend.
he uff reassuringly
"He grunts reassuringly. "

19.

Cf. also Romaine 1983:178 for this constraint, where it
is called a "principle".

20.

Within a recent version of Chomsky's (1981:48) Revised
Extended Standard Theory, N, V and A still have the
status of lexical categories and P is st ill considered
not to be a lexical category. Within this theory, Chomsky
(1981:252,272) uses the notion "lexical category" to
delimit the set of proper governors: only lexical categories can be proper governors. On Radford's (1981:319)
interpretation, this use of the notion "lexical category"
indicates that Chomsky has modified the Aspects notion
of "lexical category"· in an essential respect.
For a
conception of lexical categories that differs from Chomsky's latest cf. Bresnan 1982:295.
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21.

For one way in which a distinction may be drawn within
a lexicalist framework between rules of zero affixation,
conversion and lexical redundancy cf. Lieber 1981:chapter 3.
Cf. also Jackendoff 1975 and Aronoff 1974:30-31
for a distinction between WFRs and lexical redundancy
rules.

22.

Kiparsky (1982:6) includes both lexical categories and
features like Transitive and Agent in the scope of the
constraint.

23.

As was noted above, the list of so-called exocentric
types of reduplication does not include types that have
been claimed to be unproductive. For example, it excludes adjectiva~ redupl icat ions which on Kempen's (1969:
228) analysis are claimed to be based on noun s . Kempen
presents only two examples of this type:
Die pad is vreeslik ga t - gat.
the road is terribly hole hole
"The road is terribly holed/full of holes."
Hoekom is jou lippe so rand-rand vanmore?
why
are your lips so rim rim this morning
"Why are your lips so rimmed this morning?"
As a further example of an unproductive allegedly exocentric type of reduplication one may consider the verbs
cited by Kempen (1969:139) as due to adjective reduplication:
Hy bleek-bleek
he pale pale
"He turns pale (as· death?)
Hy wou
die saak
sommer blou-blou
he wanted the matter just
blue blue
"He wanted to let the matter rest."
Forms such as gat-gat, rand-rand, bleek-bleek and blou-blou
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may he listed in the lexicon --- if native speakers
judge them acceptable. Being finite In number, and perhaps deviant as well, they obviously do not evidence the
existence of processes that should be accounted for by
means of rules.
24.

For the structural configuration in which measure phrases
in predicate position occur in English cf. Jackendoff
1977:140.

25.

Transformations, by contrast, are exceptionless on
Wasow's view.

26.

The possibility is not being excluded, of course, that
such exceptions may be accounted for in terms of nonformal considerations --- e.g. considerations of a
semantic, pragmatic, logical, or conceptual sort.

27.

For some of the properties associated in conventional
analyses with adverbs that occur in the post-verbal predicate position cf. Kempen 1969:70.

28.

For the use of lexical redundancy rules as devices to
account for morphological (word formation) phenomena
cf., e.g., Jackendoff 1975, Aronoff 1976: 31, Wasow 1977,
Lieber 1981:126, and Kiparsky 1983:6ff.

29.

The analysis of such reduplications as stywebeen-stywebeen presented above was based on Kempen's and Theron's
claim that many lexical items in Afrikaans are members
of both the category Noun and the category Adverb.
Suppose, however, for the sake of argument,that this
claim were false. Suppose, specifically, that in sentences such as (76) (b) and (77)(b) stywebeen and
witpens In post-verbal position did not have
the formal properties of adverbs but retained the distinguishing properties of nouns. Since the reduplica-
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tions stywebeen-stywebeen and witpens-witpens do not
differ in regard to formal (syntactic) properties from
stywebeen and witpens respectively, the reduplications
would have the status of nouns too. Consequently, these
reduplications would then be analyzable as noun-based
noun reduplications, manifesting a lexically different
type of endocentric reduplication. So, even if these
reduplications could not be analyzed as adverb-based
adverb reduplications, the obvious alternative would be
a different endocentric analysis --- not an exocentric
one.
30.

These endocentric analyses, of course, need not be
alternatives: vang-vang and other similar forms may,
on further investigation, turn out to exhibit a kind of
structural ambiguity whose explanation requires both of
these endocentric analyses.

31.

For such analyses cf., e.g., Scholtz 1963:157, Kempen
1 969 : 34 1 - 342, Ha u p t fIe is ch 1 967 : 50, Ra i d t 1 98 1 : 1 81 .

32.

As was noted above, however, lexical rules are, by their
very nature able to tolerate a certain measure of unexpected irregularity.

33.

Within the framework of a traditional, nonstructuralist
analysis, Bouman (1933:348) observed many years ago
that forms such as brul-brul and hull-huil --- taken by
him to be reduplications --- function like present partie ipl e s when they occur in "the adverb ia I sen ten tia I
position" [:::::: "adverbiale .zinsfunctie" ] .

34.

Cf. Aronoff 1976:37 and Romaine 1983 for a discussion of
the mode of reI at edness between # nes sand + i ty.

35.

A few present participles --- e.g., verrassend (= "surprising"), spannend (= "exciting") --- appear to have
a~verb-like correlates with lexicalized meanings.
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36.

Cf. Kempen 1969:289.

37.

Cf. Hauptfl e i sch In prepa ra t ion:

38.

Cf. Kempen 1969:289,

39.

For expository reasons I will continue to use the term
"numeral", but I do not thereby imply that it denotes a
distinct lexical category that is on a r~r with Noun,
Verb, etc.

40.

In sentences with an object NP, there is in fact a
second predicate position in which reduplicated nume rals" and reduplicated group/measure nouns may occur,
namely after the object NP as in (ii) and (iv) below:

24.

Raidt 1981:187.

lt

(i)

Hy toets twee-twee studente.
he test two two students
"He tests two students at a time."

(ii)

Hy toets studente twee-twee.
he test students two two
"He tests two students at a time."

(i i

i)

Hy toets pare-pare studente
he test pairs pairs students
"He tests the students In pairs. JI

(i v)

Hy toets studente Eare-:e are •
he test students pairs pairs
"He tests the students in pairs. "

As far as I can see, however, the additional position
in which reduplicated "numerals" (and reduplicated
group/measure nouns) may occur does not create problems
of principle for the analysis proposed above.
41.

As was observed in note 23 above, this conclusion cannot
be attacked by citing unanalyzed "exocentric" reduplica-
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tions formed irregularly by means of unproductive processes.
~2.

ef., e.g., Moravscik 1978:307,313,324-325,
17-18, 208fL,
to appear:3.

Steffensen s.a.:127,

Gil 1982:
Sebba 1981, Abbi

43.

For a criticism of Lieber's view that reduplication rules,
as string-dependent rules, are non-category-changing cf.
Thomas-Flinders 1983:76-77. The Afrikaans formation rule
(4), clearly, is not string-dependent.

44.

A variant of this bracketing would be

45.

In Lieber's (1981 :160) terminology the bracketing (122)
(c) would represent the output of a "structure-building"
morphological rule. She argues that the Tagalog reduplication rules need not be structure-building. For
criticisms of the way in which Lieber applies the notion
of "structure-building" to reduplication rules cf.
Thomas-Flinders 1983:75-76.

46.

One may render string (127)(c) --- as well as the other
ill-formed strings in (124)-(127) --- acceptable by
pausing between the copies and pronouncing each copy with
special emphasis. The resulting utterances would, however, represent syntactic repetitions whose properties
differ from those of the lexically related (morphological) reduplications.

47.

On her theory of compounding Lieber (1983) would assIgn
coffee maker the status of an "ordinary" compound. Her

[CX-.. i[ 0: i J

].

theory does not draw any distinction on formal grounds
between so-called root/primary compounds and verbal/synthetic compounds. For informal observations on word
formation processes that may (not) apply iteratively
cf. Bauer 1983:68.
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48.

As noted by Kempen (1969:489ff.) and Schultink (1974),
for example, Afrikaans appears to have a rule of diminutive suffixation that may be applied to its own output,
giving forms such as:
boek
book

+

boom
tree

+

IE
DIM

+

TJIE
DIM

PIE + TJIE
DIM
DIM

There is an analysis of forms such as these on which
-ie/-~ and -tjie do not represent the same affix.
On
this analysis, whereas -ie/-~ would represent the diminutive suffix, -tjie would represent a distinct suffix
that expresses a subjective attitude of the speaker,
e.g. affection for the addressee or disparagement
of the entity/entities denoted by the base. If "diminution" and "subjective attitude" were arbitrarily viewed
as "two meanings of the same affix", then "the rule of
diminutivization" would of course apply to its own
output --- though not in a sense forbidden by the Multiple Application Constraint. Also interesting in this
connection are Ferguson and DeBose's (1977:106) remarks
on the nonreferential or expressive function of diminution in simpli~ied registers.
49.

The forms gemaak + ongeerg and dik + rooi are from
Kempen 1969:186, where other, similar, compounds are
presented.

so.

Selkirk in her (1982:20) revised Right-hand Head Rule
defines the notion of "head" as follows:
"In a word-internal configuration,
Xn
p

-------rm-----

Q

where X stands for a syntactic feature complex and
where Q contains no category with the feature complex X, Xm is the head of Xn."
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51.

Williams (1981: 250) considers nouns such as push up
and run down to be headless compounds.

52.

For an analysis of this allomorphic variation cf. Botha
1968:93ff.

53.

For some discussion of the stress patterns of Afrikaans
compounds cf. Botha 1968:183ff.

54.

For this observation cf., e.g., De Villiers 1969:148,
Ra i d t 19 8 1 : 7 8, and Sc hoI t z 1 9 6 3 : 1 49 .

55.

The semantics of Afrikaans reduplication will be dealt
with in more detail in §3 below. For some observations
on the general types of semantic relations that may hold
between the main constituents of binary Afrikaans noun
compounds cf. Botha 1968:164-165.

56.

For other analyses of reduplication that share Marantz's
basic assumptions cf., e.g., Broselow 1983, and Broselow
and McCarthy 1983/1984.

57.

There are weaker forms of this claim. A priori it is
conceivable that the two constituents may have the same
properties at some deeper level (e.g., lexical representation) ,yet differ in regard to certain properties at
a more superficial level (e.g., phonetic representation)
because of the application of certain "interpretation"
rules (e.g. rules of (de-)accentuation).

58.

Some morphologists --- e.g. Bauer (1980:186), Botha
(1980:82-83, 140-145; 1981:18-20, 73-77), Carroll
(1979:863), Dressler (1981:§4), Kageyama (1982:55),
Kiparsky (1982:9-10), Savini (1983), Williams (1981:
250) --- have argued that WFRs must be allowed to apply
to units larger than words. Others --- e.g., Moody
(1978) but cf. also Aronoff's (1979) reply, Kiparsky
(1982: 23-25)
have argued that WFRs must be allowed to
apply to units smaller than words.
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59.

Jackendoff (1983:247, note 1) has argued that
the
open/closed class distinction is more significant to
processing than to syntactic structure". If he is right,
then we have identified a respect in which morphological
structure, clearly, is different from syntactic structure.

60.

This distinction is also found in Moravscik's (1978:317)·
cross-linguistic survey of the "meaning properties" of
reduplications.

61.

Recall that in §2.6.4 above it was argued that forms
such as sing-sing in (161), staan-staan in (162), and
skuifel-skuifelin (163) should be analyzed as zero
derived forms rather than reduplications.

62.

Cf., e.g., Bouman 1939:319,

63.

Cf. , e. g . , Kempen 1969:184, 236.

64.

Cf., e . g . , Kempen 1969:341.

65.

Cf., e. g. , Kempen 1969:346.

66.

Cf. , e. g. , Scholtz 1963:153.

67.

Bouman (1939:347) assigns "attenuation" as a "meaning"
to reduplications such as vaak-vaak, skaam-skaam, and
traag-traag. I have been unable, however, to find any
native speakers on whose interpretation a person who
gets up "vaak-vaak" is less sleepy, in a referential
sense, than one who gets up "vaak". The same goes for
skaam-skaam and traag-traag.

68.

Walter Winckler, Cecile Ie Roux, and Melinda Sinclair
have given me considerable help in pinning down this
nonreferential function of the reduplications under

If . . .

Kempen 1969:138,18.
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consideration. For a discussion of pragmatic
registral and/or stylistic --- functions of reduplication in
other languages cf., e.g., Steffensen s.a. :127-128
(Bamiyli Creole) and Sebba 1981 (Sranan, etc.). Robins
(1959:354), Chao (1968:204), and Cowell (1964:253) have
claimed that (some) reduplications have the same referential meanings as their unreduplicated bases in the
case of Sundanese, Mandarin and Syrian Arabic respectively.

or

69.

The distinction between the real world and the projected world is drawn as follows by Jackendoff (1983:28):
"If indeed the world as experienced owes so much to
mental processes of organization, it is crucial for
psychological theory to distinguish carefully between
the source of environmental input and the world as
experienced. For convenience, I will call the former
the real world and the latter the projected world
(experienced world or phenomenal world would also be
appropriate)". [Footnote 4 omitted]

70.

a metaIn h is theory Jackendof f (1983: 31) adopts "
physics that enbraces four domains: the real world,
the projected world, mental information [i.e. conceptual structure --- R.P.B.] , and linguistic expressions". Thus, corresponding to water as a real world
entity, there is an experienced entity #water# in
the projected world, and corresponding to this latter
entity there is a conceptual constituent [WATER]
which, in turn, is expressed by the linguistic form
"water".

71.

For the relation between the concept of countability
and that of boundedness cf., e.g., Jackendoff 1983:
246, n. 9.

72.

To illustrate the distinction, Jackendoff (1983:246,
n. 9) contrasts the following utterances:
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( i)

(i i)

Oil was leaking ronltlo

la

1 the

over j

floor.

} the floor.
Some oil was leaking (onto
l??all over

He observes that "0) presents the oil as a more or
less continuous stream, or unbounded quantity within
the time-frame described by the utterance. By contrast,
(ii) presents the oil as a bounded quantity. This difference is related to the oddness of 'allover' in (ii)".
73.

In addition to a group or collective sense, tien and
drie have an individual or noncollective sense as
well: [TEN, INDIVIDUALLY] in the case of ~J ~nd
[THREE, INDIVIDUALLY] in the case of drie.
For
some observations on the so-called "individual-collective distinction" cf. Gil 1982:55-56.

74.

On Lyons's (1977:483) analysis an act is an event that
is under control of an agent.

75.

As has been noted by, for example, Holisky (1981 :28)
"The term 'aspect' has a lmost as many def in it ions as
there are linguists who have used it ... ". Platzack
(1979:39) draws a distinction between aspect and
aktionsart:
"Whereas aktionsart has to do with the inherent
temporal constitution of a situation, independent
of deictic time (i.e., time in its relation to
speaker and hearer), we will use the term aspect
to refer to the way a speaker (or writer) chooses
to present a situation in relation to deictic
time, provided that the language offers a systematic way to express the choice in question.
Thus, aspect is intimately connected to the use
of a sentence (or, as we will prefer to say, to
the possible use of a sentence). To describe the
aktionsart referred to by a sentence, we do not
have to take into consideration how the sentence
is related to the communicative situation (though
such a relation may be taken into consideration
when we like to disambiguate a sentence in cases
where a given string of words is able to refer to
several aktionsarten). However, in order to describe the aspect of a sentence, this relation is
of utmost importance."
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I will use the term aspect, .and a derived form such as
aspectual, to de~ote Platzack's aktionsart. This is a
common usage of the term aspect, as is clear from
Comrie's (1976:3) discussion in which he presents
"a general definition of aspect" according to which
"aspects are different ways of viewing the internal
temporal constituency of a situation", a definition
attributed by him to Holt (1943:6). For remarks on
the history of the aspectual notion of "boundedness"
c£., e.g., Platzack 1979:70f£., and Dahl 1981:79-81.
76.

As has been noted by a number of linguists, most recently by Jackendoff (1983), there is a parallelism between
iterating events and increasing things in number. At a
linguistic level, therefore, "iterativity" and "plurality" are fundamentally similar notions. Platzack
(1979:79ff.) and others use the semantic feature
"+/-DIVID" as a semantic correlate of Chomsky's (1965)
syntactic feature "+/- COUNT".
Following Teleman (1969),
Platzack (1979:81) argues that the feature "DIVID" is
useful for capturing the "count-mass" distinction in
the description of (Swedish) noun phrases. Teleman suggests that this feature can be used for the description
of verbs too, wi th "- DIVID" corresponding to "non-durative verbs" and "+ DIVID" to "durative" verbs. However,
,
Platzack argues that the feature should not be assigned
to the verb, but to the sentence, because it is the
situation corresponding to the sentence that should be
described in terms of aktionsarten.

77.

In a study of Swedish actionsarten, Platzack (1979:
124f£.) too argues that "iterativity" and "durativity"
are not fundamental notions.

78 .

For some discus s ion 0 f VendI er' s not ion of "achievement" --- and his related but distinct notion of "accomplishment" --- cf. Lyons 1977:711-712, Holisky 1981:
()
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133ff., and Mourelatos 1981:191ff. Accomplishments
(such as to run a mile, to paint a picture, to grow up,
etc.) and achievements differ in that the former, but
not the latter, have intrinsic duration.
79.

For some observations on the notion of "quality" cf.
Lyons 1 977: 711 - 71 2 •

80.

Specifying the functions under consideration appears to
be part of a description of what Chomsky (1980:59) calls
"pragmatic competence". Katz (1972:434-435) also would
apparently not specify such functions in the kind of
semantic component he envisages. He provides for the
pos sib i1 i ty of developing a "rhe torica! component"
within which "matters of rhetoric and style may be accounted for".

81.

Jackendoff (1983:19) contends, by implication, that
there cannot be a level of autonomous semantics of the
type provided for by Katz, since there are no primitives
and/or principles of combination appropriate to the
formalization of linguistic inference that are distinct
from those appropriate to the communication of visual
information to the linguistic system.

82.

For earlier examples of such rules, cf. Jackendoff
1 972.

83.

For a formalized version of this rule cf. Jackendoff
1983:73.

84.

Gil's (1982:228) general conclusion reads as follows:
"Semantically, we found that the effect of reduplication is, almost always, to force the reduplicated
expression to distribute over another constituent
most often phrase internally, but, sometimes also
clausally" [Footnote 16 omitted] .
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85.

For some discussion of this thesis cf. Botha 1984:131.

86.

in
There is a secondary aspect to this iconicity:
the case of certain (but not all) reduplications a
scattering of the (increased) form corresponds to a
scattering of the (increased) referents.

87.

It should be kept in mind, though, that Afrikaans has
processes of syntactic repetition which copy ];]rger
syntactic constituents such as noun phrases. An analysis of the semantics of these processes could reveal
that, in order to distinguish between the semantic
rules and principles applying to copied syntactic constituents and those formulated above for reduplications,
the latter rules and principles have to be formulated
so as to refer to the (lexical) category status of the
constituehts of reduplications. Such a finding would
furnish some support for the Category Retention Constraint. It is also possible, of course, that the rules
that assign stress to Afrikaans reduplications may
require that the constituents of these complex forms
be assigned a particular (lexical) category status.

88.

For a recent analysis that attempts to depict lithe correlations between verb aspect and nominal reference"
as "straightforward consequences of what is known of
the aspect of atomic sentences on the one hand and the
logic of natural language quantification on the other
hand" cf. Carlson 1981. Other analyses that attempt
to account for what Carlson (1981:48) calls "important
analogies between reference in the object domain and
in the temporal domain", are those by Vendler (1967),
Taylor (1977), and Mourelatos (1981:202ff.).

89.

One of the few analyses of the semantics of reduplication that have been carried out within a more or less
coherent theoretical framework is the one by Idris
(1981) of the "semantic properties" of verbal redupli-
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cation in Amharic, Hindi, Malay, Salish dialects and
Siroi. The framework chosen for this analysis is the
one developed by Chafe in his Meaning and the structure of language (1970).
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